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[Fromthe New York Independent.]

The-Encyclical

at War with American In-

stitutions.
Already for a fortnight has the Pope’s Encyclical been before the American people;
and, as an encyclical presupposes a great circle, we presume it has by this time completed
the circuit ot the globe—leaving a streak, of
daikness round the earth. Of all the public
paptrs of the present age, this manifesto is

the most astounding and pitiful—exhibiting
the successor of St. Peter in the act of suspending the rights of mankind, and dictating
the stoppage oi the world. By the common
order of life and death, men’s bodies die and
their souls yet live; but here is a patriarch
whose body is alive in the nineteenth century, yet whose spirit is dead and sepulchered
in the twelfth.
'i'he Encyclical, though European in origin,
is American in application, inasmuch as, in
addressing Catholics throughout the world, it
addresses a considerable class of the American people.
What, therefore, does it say to
all such ?
“We have condemned,” says the spiritual
father, “the principal errors of our sad age.”
And what, in the Pope’s opinion, are these errors? Is Slavery mentioned among them?
No.
Treason? No. Drunkenness? No.
Lust? No. Lying? Theft? No. Pride?
No.. Scandal ? No. The common selfishness
oi the human heart?
No. None of these 1
What, then, are the guilty things? They ars
“progress, liberalism, and modern civilization!’’ These are the blots on the XIXth
century, which His Holiness, with encyclical
vinegar and sand, seeks to scour and cleanse 1
Nevertheless, we fancy that the aged Pontifl,
rubbing against “progress, liberalism, and
modern civilization,” will himself be soonest
rubbed out I
written this letter? He anWuyhaahe
“
To destroy new opinions.” What are
swers :
these opinions, so offending as to deserve
death? One or them, so erroneous as to be
“hurtlul to the safety of the Catholic Church
and of souls,” is—-what? Nothing less than
the long fought-for >and hard-won doctrine
that “Liberty of conscience and of worship is
the right •(' every man.” This the Pope repudiates. “This,” he says, “was termed delirium'by our predecessor Gregory XIV., of excellent memory.” Now, if the Pope regards
this doctrine as a delirium, how are Popefearing Catholics, in thisCountry to regard It?
They are in duty bound to hold the same
opinion. What follows? “Liberty of consegnee and of worship” is a fundamental law
of this its public. The law-giver of the Catholic Church denounces this as madness.
American Catholics, therefore, are enjoined to
whitblioid their assent, and to repudiate the
doctrine. What is the practical result ? For
instance, St. Louis is a Catholic city. Within
its borders, a convention, engaged in forming
a new constitution, a few days ago decreed
that this very doctrine of liberty of conscience
should forever form a vital part of the organic law of Missouri. But in view of the warnngs of this Encyclical, no Romanist of that
icity or state can now swear allegiance to tha
constitution withoutheresy against the Church
of Rome.
The Encyclical summons the
Catholics of that state to arm themselves
against the new constitution as against a
plague. The Roman Pontiff, if obeyed, will
make American Catholics traitors to their
country—enemies plotting the overthrow of
the laws. And this Encyclical is, therefore, a
covet declaration of war against the Ameri-
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church.” How then with presidents, governors, and senators ? Are the Catholics of this
country, having been thus instructed by their
spiritual head, to demand of Abraham Lin-

on his reinauguration, that he shall take
oath oi allegiance to the Papal See ? And
if the stale has no right to be independent of
the church, if the rulers of the state are thus
summoned by tbe Pope to kiss his toe, how
soon are American Catholics to insist on the
execution •! this behest? Are they already
waiting lor the budding of an opportunity ?
Are they setting their trap in secret to spring
it in due time? The Pope’s Auger writes upou
the lorehead of every American Catholic the
inscription, “Alien and enemy of the United

Republican institutions. Like slavery, it is a
hostile element lodged wuhin the natiou.
gnawing and burning like a caustic. What is
the remedy ? If we are asked,
“May not a

man, under our American institutions, cherish
the Catholic laith if he pleases ?” we
reply,
“Certainly.” But we ask in return, “Shall we
permit the Index Expurgatorius ? Shall wo
consent to the Inquisition? Shall we suffer
the abolition of public schools ? Shall we accede to the joining of church and state f” So
at last there comes a point, at which we must
say, “Thus far and no farther.” The Pope’s
letter will set wise men to drawing the line
between the admissible and the inadmissible
parts of Romanism under a Republican government. -Until the appearance of this Ency-

clical, many liberal-minded Catholics supposed
that, in yielding undivided spiritual allegiance
to Rome, they could at the same time yield
undivided temporal allegiance to the United
States. But the Encyclical warns them of
their error. They owe both supreme spiritual, and supreme temporal, allegiance to thn
Papal See. A Romanist, therefore, must either deny his temporal allegiance to the Pope,
in which case he cannot be a good Catholic,
or he must deny his temporal to the United
States, in which case he cannot be a loyal citizen. For, a man cannot be, at one and the
same time, a citizpn of two adverse govern-

ments : “Either he will hate the one, and love
the other, or else he will hold to the one aud
despise the other.” The Pope’s letter makes
it the duty of the American Government and
people to ascertain at once the true attitude
ot the Catholic classes in respect to their loyalty or disloyalty. A man Is no more disloyal who gives his oath of temporal allegiance
to Jefferson Davis than to Pius Ninth. The
two cases stand on the same basis—and both
are cases of treason.
Almost the entire body
of Catholics in this country are in full sympa
thy with slavery, and in half sympathy with
the rebellion. Just at present, we have'only
one intimation to make, Borrowing the glove
of Napoleon, the Pope has lately laid his hand
upon the- government of Mexico; let him beware how he lays even a finger on the Government of the United States 1

people, freed from all ecclesiastical authority

and interference.” Is not this an extra description of our Common School System?
Striking at this system, is he not seeking to
destroy another of the foundations of our
American institutions? He tells the Catholics of this country that our schools must no
longer bs open to “all the children of the people,” and must no longer be “freed from all
ecclesiastic*! authority and interference.’*
Rut 1st American uataoJics beware how
they heed this advice! Indeed! The Catholics, then, must either rule or else ruin the
very schools in which, by thousands, their
own ignorant children are at this very moment being educated at the pubi c expense!
One of the nobie aims of our Freedom is to
foster Free Schools. A free government rests
its pillars on an educated people. Every word
of the Pope’s argument against popular intelligence is a blow at the Republic. Are American Catholics to stand with the Pope and
against public schools? Are Romish members of our legislatures to attempt the blotting
out of the school nystem?
Is the Catholic
press to echo the Pope’s injunctions and demand that “the children of the people” shall
henceforth be educated by monks and friars ?
The Pontiff, moreover, repudiates the American doctrine “that the church must be separated from the state, and the state from the
church.” Here, again, Catholics who obey
the Pope are Incited to revolt against our fundamental principles of government. When
statecraft and priestcraft joined to govern the

world, all history groaned under the tyranny.
The union of church and state, as this chief
Shepherd teaches it to his American sheep is

Catholics must govern America. The
established church is to be the Romish, and
officers of state are to be members of her communioD. This is the scheme of the Pontiff
that

for the

Republic

of the

Pilgrims!

“Kings and princes,” says the Pontiff, “are
not to be free from the jurisdiction of the

attainmenta.

Is published every Thursday

Two Dollars

the largest political paper In New England,
is in qnarto form, gives an unwavering support to
It is

the Government in its oonllict with a giant rebellion,
a

large number of carefully prepared Orig-

Articles, Stories—original and selooted, Poetry,
an extensive Army Correspondence, the Current
News of the Day, Latest Intelligence by Telegraph,
inal

Congressional and Legislative Proceedings, a lull
Marine List, Portland Prloes Current, carefully prepared Review ol the Market, Stock lust, New York
Maikets, Boston and New York Brokers’Board,
Brighton and Cambridge Cattle Markets, ho.
Enclose 32 current money by mail, and a receipt
for one year will be returned.
To any person who will forfrard ten
bers, cash in advance,

we

will

send

an

snbscri-

additional

00$y gratis, for his trouble.
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Free

OF

Edward Brune, who was in this city la°t September. Any one know ng any thing of where

ho is, will confer

LOST.
FUR COLLAR—On Tuesday Evening. The
finder shall be reward on its return to owner,No
64 Free
fel9d3tis*

A

Seo’y.

GORHAM SEMINARY.

SOWDOIN €OLLD«£.

given.

Feb

Term wiil Begin Nov. &8.

HANSON,
871 Congress street.

Sup’t United States Telegraph Co.

Portland, Feb 1st, 1865.

Commercial and Maple ste.

oorner

jnn21dtf__

AT LANE’S, 4 Free Street.

Feb 9—tod2m

JUST RECEIVED!!
NICE lot of New Buckwheat, Gbaham
A
Flour, Oatmeal, Hop Yeast Cakes, and
for sale
by

DANFORTH

A

3

TOWN

NEW

AUBURN,

Lime street.

HALLj

ME.

Oplleg-e,

Clapp’s Block, Congress St.

Education. ^
for foil course, comprising both theory and practice, good in twenty-nine Colleges, consisting the “International Chain,“ time unlimited.
For further information please call at the College,
or Bend for College Monthly and
Spec mens of Penmanship, enclosing lett r ttamp. Address
BEY Art T, STEATiON A OKAY,
jan27eod&w8m
Portland, Me.
ness

Scholarships

THE STATE NORMAL
AT

SCHOOL,

The Spbing Session will open
Wednesda

the snnny side of Exchange street, about midway between New City Hall and Post Office,
good place to buy

ON

An

to

on

arh 1, 1865*

FBEE.
febl 3w3taw

A8ITUA1ION

Wanted to Purchase;
BRICK HOUSE, situated in the Western part of
the city. .Possession to be had May 1st 1.-66.
Address Box No. 70, P-rt'and P. O., stating locality, price &o., for three weeks. v
declBdwtf

A

HOTELS.

and well-known Halluwbll
of Uallowell,two miles from
Augusta, and four miles from Togua Spring, has
been r etiirnlshed, and is open for the r eception ot
oompany and permanentjboarders.
Every attention will be given to the oomfort ot

guests.

STABLING,

College,

partnerhip heretofore existing under the
name of Bradley, Moulton fc Roger-,
was dissolved by the decease of Mr. Moulton, on
the 25ill of September last.
Btvleand

N-otice.
Copartnership
day
copartnership-under

We have this
formed a
the name and style of Bradley, Cooiidge 4* Kogers,
as wholesale dealers in Vloar, Grain and Provisions,
at 88 Commercial st, Thomas Block, Portland, Me.
Kobbbt Bradlby,
Davis W. Coolidgb,
Alphkub G. Bcgbbb.

Portland, Jan'y 2d, 1865.

Tucker’s Patent Spring-Bed Bottoms!
AND FOLDING
CJOT8.
AMD

all kinds of iron bedsteads.
1! cheaper or better In the market.
IVON
materials and the most skillful

The best

workmen

aetcrize Tucker's Establishment
A idrese Hiram
Tucker, li7 and 119
B0Ht0D

eoor-

Court st.,

_novlSdtf
SKINNER'S PULMONALES
immediately relieve Coughs,
Colds, Hoarseness Loss of voice
Bronchitis, Lassitude, Thirst,
and

every symptom o the first
wStag‘8oi Pulmonary Consumet'°n. They are white, in form
a.w,ofer and as suitable for
the infant in the oradle as a
patient of three score
years end

t8n’ .~rator* and all who overtax the vocal organs receive
instant relief by ib'ir use. Sold by aft Druvgiete.
Prepared bv E. M. Skinnbr, Chemist, 27 Tremont
street, Boston. H. H HAY, cor Free and Middle

street*, supplying agents.

Scholarships good, for time unlimited, thoroughthe entire chain.
Fur Circular, &o., address

Plan.

0*“ Meals Cooked to Order at all hours.
lunch every day at H o’clock.

Free

G. D, HILL SB, Proprietor.
r
deo!4dtf’

FOREST AVENUE HOUSE
»0 EM BELY SHOWS

WORTHINGTON, WARNER fc CO
At either of the above places.
jan27eod6m

McClellan

.———I

ItfTK RN ATIOIK1L

Company

$1,204,188.40.

WM. E. WARREN, President.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice President.
GEORGE W. SAVAGE, Secretary.

The public are respectfully informed
spacious, convenient and well
known House, situated at
that this

Fdre Street.

JOHN W. HUNGER A
June 8,1864.—dtf,

U.

S.

Ittarohal’o

Co, Ag’ts.
notice.

United States of America, \
District on Maine, ss.
>
to a Monition from the Hon. Ashur
Ware, Judge of the United States District
Court, for the District of Maine* I hereby give
public n tico that the following Libels and Information have been filed in said Court; viz:—
A Lit-el against the schooner K. A Wi/liims,
her tackle, apparel and furniture seized by the Collector of tne District* of lortland and Falmouth,
on the ten*h day of February instant, at Portland,

PURSUANT

has been made by which all
contributions for tne National Freedmen's Relief Association will be forwarder! promptly, with
out expense, to New York. Commodities s’ ould be
securely packed*, and directed to C. C. Leigh, Nos.
1 & 3 Mercer street, New fork, Care of George R.
Davis. Portland, Maine.
Contributions »» Money to Eben Steele, Esq., PortWM. GSO.
land. Me.
Sec’y of Ex. Comm, of N. F. R. Association.

ARRANGEMENT

WINSLOW

THE

THE

New Weed Sewing Machine,
all the reoent improvements, possesses
WITH
points of exoollence and acknowledged merit
which
it far in advance

For Sale.

subscriber offers fo- sale his Farm on the
road between Sac jarappa and Gorham. It contains 64 acres ot lan", well divided into
tillage and
grass land. There is on fcue farm, a oue story house,
carriage house, and barn &7 f^et oy 60, with a good
cellar und rit. It has a good orchard, with aoout
300 young f uit trees.
JOHN
ALI*EN,
jan25eod3m

Davis,
F H Cloths,
H.
Cloths.
G.

A Curd.
The undersigned, owing to 1 /health, having this
day sold his interest H the abo\e to Joseph John-

son, the business will be conducted under ihe name
and style of Johnson k Cloyes Brothers, who are authorized to settle ail bills of the late Aim.
jan24d2w
A. Davis.

ol any other Machine
place
in use. While many other good Machines have
been offered to the public, we havo long felt the necessity of a Sewing Machine more perfectly adapted
to all kinds of k arnily Sewing, as well as Heavy
Tailoring and Leather Work; and to meet this demand a large amount of labor and capital has been
expended in perfecting the Weed, which we unhesita ingly claim to be the best Sewing Mac nine in the
world and tee Warrant every Machine to Give Perfect Satisfaction, for thev have bees tried and improved by eleven years ol practical experience and
constructed upon true mechanical principles by skillful workmen, and every part i= made of the beet
material, nicelv adjusted and highly finished.
The Machines can be seen at the

Sales Room, 137 1-2 middle St.,
Where Machine Findings of all kinds are constantly

on hand.
Machines
manner by

NOTICE.

Ayi

detained

repaired in the best

all kinds of Machines. All
Instructions given
kinds of Machines taken in exchange for the Weed.
A Iso Machines to let by the week or month.
on

Weed Sewing Machine Co.,
tfo. 187 1-2 Middle Street, Portland,
oom

a. W.

ROBINSON, Agent.

Notice.
'ITTHFREA8 by a Notice in the Press of the 9th
▼ ▼ inst., I am
pcs ed by my husband, Wm. P. llersey, as having forsaken his ed aud board, 1 would say
that is false. He never nad but one bed in hi- hou^e.
and tbat he borrow d of Ilia mother; and ihe huiise
which he accused me of ab&ndoniug con* s eJ of a
room Ten by twelve, be
ng part of a wood she 1 (and
even thac I am demel ibe b tssed
privilege off njovm ). I left my boauiiiul home
byihe mutual consent ot

busbsnd; and, when

my

I returned to my
li >me. I found my fuinitur moved out of
my house,
and I was informed t»y my Pos er that. I hid no r om»
longer with him: and as I eft with perfect gord
feeling, I wou d say tha‘ I turned the grind-stone f r
my P s4er the day I left and lock his snirt. with me.
to mend ; 4or which I used my ow n giirc for gl» eves
for tbe same. I th°re < re warn all my sex never to
marry a man tba< has never be3n wear ed. He may
turn you out of dons in mid winter, like
myself.aDd
return again, like the Prodigal, to b’§ -other’s
breast.
Lydia m. hersey.
Feb.
14.
dtw
Gtrham,

nas.

___jnndltf
S. 0. HtJNKINS, M. D.,
OFFICE NO. 2 CLAPP’S BLOCK,
MARKET SQUAREBoard at Uni tad States Hotel.
novlS

mpletu
ot the best in Port-

departments. The stand is cue
land, beina suited to Family and Country Trane.—
f ot24
Apply at 146 Congress street.

of “David Corsar
O/'l/'h BOLTS
a
sail-cloth of

A Son's"

WILLIAM F. SONGEY & CO.,
{Late Songejr, Cooper ( Ce.)

Ship

head of Berlin Wharf.

oot6

dtf

No.

KNIGHT,

Bn

48 Commercial Wharf.
Portland, June 13,1884.
junelhdtf

San

For

Francisco.

neu-npper Barque “Oakaahd,” 700
ton?, T Batclie'der, Commanoer, havmost of her
cargo engaged, will
have quick dispatch.
For freight apthe Captain on Boird. or
to
ply
OA.uur.1.
mEKKlTT,

GET

THE

BEST!

ARE YOU IN WANT OF A

Sewing Machine?

Sagadahock House.

..

jan24d4w*

THE

kinds of work of any

now

in

use.

It is pronounced by the most profound expert!to
be

FL0UR& GRAIN DEALERS,
And

Charles Blake,
Henry A. Jonee,

AN

8,
words

1861,
hereby amended by inserti! g the
Not less than five per cent of tr*e t e existing City Debt” aft* r the word detenri'e’ in toe
thirteenth line of the second section of said Ordinance, and by strining out the word “Cipiral” in
the last line o* said seotion, and
inserting the word
“principal,” go that fcai-seciion as amended shall

read as fo lows:—
“Skotion 2-All balances of money
unappropriated remaining in the Treasury at the end of
any financial year; all excesses of income over the
origi
nal estimated income; 11 balances of
ap ropriaiions
original, or by additions, remaining on the books of
the Auditor; all receipts for premiums on
Ciry Notes
issued; all receipts in money on_aooount ol the salw
ol any rtal es ate ot any
now belonging,
description
or which may hereafter
belong o the cicy, ex.epting
; the saie of Du'ia lots in the Cemeteries or the city;
all receipts on account of the
principal sum of any
stooks, bonds or notes now owned, or which may
here»:ter be owied by the o*ty j and also of the annual city tax such a sum a3 the Citv Council of each
year shall fit and dot rm ne, not less than five per
celt, of t»e then existing city debt; Bha 1 he and the
same hereby is appropriated to the
payment, or the
pureh«8e, of the principal ol the city debt.
Approved, J?eb 7,1866
A True Copy, Attest:
M. HEATH, City Clerk.

feb9—d2w_J.

WHITTEMORE,

occupied by
where they intend doinga Commission and Wholesale business in Teas, Tobacco, W. I.
Goods, Gro-

oeriea

and Provision**.

_

Portland,

HENRY FLING,
8TEPHEH WHITTEMORE.
dtt
8,1864.
July

United States for Canada,
at Isla’d Pond, unless It is ac-

Board.
and lady, or three gentlemen,
A GENTLEMAN
be accommodated with board with pleasant
oan

rooms, at

21 Froe street.

feblldw*

Portland, Me.

ar~Carriages and Sleighs on hand

and

made to

ordcr-__JunelMtf
C. P. Kmi!ALL,
MASUFAOTUBBR

Carriages

and

A

M.

Fall and Winter Clothing!
For

Men
May be

Is*.

and

Boys

And

PEARSON,
Plater,

SILVER.
S3S Copgress

SUPERIORITY.

know they

O. L.

are

them

the thing

so

SMITH’S,!

J¥o. 171 Fore Street.
Also a fine stock of Cloths, stinh
American Moscow and Castor

Beavers,

as

Gorman and

Daily

St* Opp.

Doeskins,

re

Bolt Copper, Bolt Yellow Metal,
Spikes, Bails, to.,

CO.,

GRANT’S COFFER ft 8PI0E MILLS.
ORIGINAL BSTABLISBMRNT.

Greatest Wonder of the
to its

at short notice and delivered at any port required.
KoQLLVEBY, BYAN b DAT1B.
dtf
Sept

Age.
Origi-

J.

Wsw Coffee and Spice Mills, IS and 15 Union street,
Portland, Me.

HAIR
Will iurelv restore gray hair to its
original oolor
where a thorough trial is given it.

PERGTIAN HAIR REGENERATOR

F. H.

Undercoats, Pants, Pests,

PERGTIAN HAIR REGENERATOR
the most perfect Hair Renewer in

use.

Everybody should use Peruvian Hair Regenerator. Beware qf Imitations! Call tor Peruvian Ha r
Regenerator and receive no other.
Jones & Ray wholesale agents, 170 Washington st,
Boston; Also Weeks A Potter, Carter, Ru-t A Co
and others. At whole-ale by Sheppard A Co. Portland. AtrefailL. C. Gilson 14 Market Square,
Short & Wathkhoubb, cor Congress tf Middle st.,
Crossman & Co., and J. K Lunt,and dealers gener24—ddm*

a n

Is..

This Bank is prepared to receive subscriptions to
the new 7 8-16 loan in sou e ol $53 and npwarda,
paying interest from date of subscription to August
15th, the date of the new loan.

Sept SO—dtf

ABIEL

M. SMITH, 171 Fore St.

VALUABLE

LUMBER.
BLACK

WALNUT,
OHEBBY,

dtf

News-paper Correspondence.
undersigned, an ex-ed tor of this city, hererpH£
X by tender.4 his eer/icos, for a reasonable com-

pensation,

to the publishers of any news journals
in Alains, in Boston, in New York or elsew here, who
would ii*to to njoy the ready worreaponaence of an
experienced writer and j urnaiist at the Capital of
this State. He flatters himse f that his
acquaintance
with the local t.au-actions and the public measures
a d the public men oftheSutiaad <j uu
ry, as well
as his long experience iu ty
pographical an<l editorial lobo-s, give him an advantage in this
ietp^ct
which few ofcuers possess He knows bow to write
•
copy" for the printer that will lequire no revision
after it passes out of his ha d*.
He is also a good
and expeditious * proof" reader, and is
willing to
e igage with anv puolnher who
may desire his services at home or abroad, in t at
capacity
WILLIAM A. DBEW.
T
O

DE.

BUTTEBNUT,
WHITE

WOOD,

and MAHOGANY'

FOR SALE BY

BLAKE & ALDEN,
59 Brattle

Street,

BOSTON, MASS.
declBMWS 3m

Dissolution of Copartnership.
heretofore existing
THE copartnership
and stv le uf
name

under the

JOHN T. ROGERS <t Co.,

Portland,

f:b2dlm

|an6dlf

JONATHAN MOOft’S
Essence ©I Life,

SAN EXCELLENT MEDICINE. It cures Coughs,
Colds a id Whooping Coug i, and ail diseases of
the Throat and Lungs, and it works like a otoarm in
quie.ing children when teething. Try it. Prepared
by
E. E, HAY WaiRD, Hadley Mass.
W. Phillips k Co., Agents.
janl6deod6w

I

Ice Houqc to Let.
Center street, whioh has
b en u»e^ 30 yeor-> for the sforag® oi lee by Mr.
David i*ob nsou will be ietas it is or a n w tnild.
ing will be bu lt to suit the oocupant. Thi« i» a very
desirable locality »or a Stable keeper, or that oj almost any other vusine-'s, and a long lease will be
given, if desired. P»e se apply to
EDWARD NCTTER, 92 Middle st.
jan24eod3w

THE

Ice House

manufactory.
making, and
pr.paied to m&ka,
Boxes of ail ki» d at
WEWooden
Steam Plantoot of
fre

.re

our

ing Mills,
mercial streets.

Me.

febTeodlm

Cross, between Fore and Com-

WINSLOW*

Me.

200

_

j

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,
Force

Pomps

DOTEN & Co,

and Water Closets,

NO. 1SI4 EXCHANGE STREEl,
POKTLAHD, ME.

Warm, Cold and Shower b^thi, Wash
Bowls, Brass dk Silver Plated Cocks,

T^yBBY

dMorlption oi Water Fixture# lor Dml*
AA liag Houses, Hotels, Pnblio
Buildings, Shops,
«o., arranged and set up in the best manner, and all
orders In town or country
executed. AM
faithtully
kinds ol lobbingpromptiy attended to.
Constantly
®HEE1 LEAD and BEE It
PUMPS of all descriptions.
ap9 dt

SSimSS HEAPZ*f“'

J. T. Lewis <Sb

Co..

Manaiaotnrer* and Wholesale Dealers in

READY-MADE CLOTHING
AND FURNISHING GOODS,
Hot. 1 and 3 tree Street Block,
(Over H. J. Ubby k Co.,)

Dewta!

J. P.

FOBTDAND, MB.

___lyiidti
TRUNKSj TTRLISKSj
AND

Traveling Bags

I

Mamalaotared and for aalo

WHOLESALE

DURAN
NO.
All

165

and

RETAIL

BRACK Gi l'.

A

MIDDLE STBLET.

orderi in the oity or from the oountry
prompt

_reot3Mt>
Leave Your Demands for Collection
At B

D. VERRILL’S

LAW AND COLLECTION
OFFICE,
No. 117

AND

Middle St„ Portland,

jml8tl

SLEIGHS,

MEN’S

No. 20 Preble Street, Portland, Me.

Under-Shirts ard Drawers,

The latest styles of carriages and sleighs constant*
on hand, and made to order.
The near and olegant-'M n tor” sleighs are now
on exhibition, and those
wishing to purchase are in*

ly

vited to call and examine.
Repairing done with neatness
nov4dtf

and dispatoh.

in great rariety. by
CHARLES CVSTIS $ CO.,
903 Congreee Street, (Horton Block.)
dec’m

subscriber having purchased the Stock ol
l oh.1 and Wood, and taken the stand
reoently
led
oocuv
by Messrs. Sawyer f Whitney, head ol
Maine Wharf, wee now prepared to supply their
forint r patrons and the publio generally, with a

THU
One

sortment of

3,

subscriber respectfully
In general that be will
THE

Sugar Loaf Lehigh,
Hazelton Lehigh,
Locust Mountain.
White and Red Ash,
Diamond and Lorberry.
Together with the beat quality o«

Cumberland

So that Monet

Delivered to order in any part of the oity.
The former customers of Messrs. Sawyer k Whitney are respectfully invited to give ns a oall.
RANDALL, Mo A I, LISTER k CO.

HATCH &

Wo. 16 Lime »treet.

PORTLAND, MJEL
lorheet market price'pa d for produce ol all
Consignments solicited.
Pee 1—Urn d

Binds.

J0S1AH HEAL-D.

Railroad Hotel

Dealer,

Family Hams,
Buildings,

Campus Martins,

the purchase
Fallow, Grain, Ac., Ac .forthe Eas
an<* would respetiully refer to, as refer*

enocs'******

irst Wgtional Bank
region A co

of

Got 7—dtt

PORTLAND,

Detroit,

Bankers, Detroit.

BUCOR88OS0

Produce

Strwt

TO

D3ALKR8

AND

BUTTER,

CHEESE,

NO.

3

& CO.

Merchants,

Commission
III

EGGS,

LARD,

Apples,

Ac.

LIME STREET,
PORTLAND, ME.

O'

Mpttt

OW T*»

•

Skates, Gents. Skates, Boys’ Skates,
Norwich Clipper Skates, Blondin

LADIES’

Pat. Ankle Support Skates,

WILLIAM’S & MORSE SKATES,
Makers.
And other celebrated

Strap

,

Tfsple

Portland Army Committee

Skates I Skates I

Skate

#f

MAINS.

Ham,, Beaus, Dried

Bangor Courier oopy.

Douglas's

tonior

DAN FOETH A CLIFFOBD

to

Moore, Foote ft Co., Merohantg, Detroit,
L. P. Knig it, Esq M. C nt’l R. R.
Co., Detroit,
Wrijnt * Beebe, Com. Merohrs Chicago, 111.

aec29ii8m

Coigreii Stmt,

HATCH, CLIFFORD

Detroit, Mick.

attention paid
of dogs ”^articuiar
Flour.
i
>.

Jo. 256

MERCHANT,

Curer of Extra

FHOST,

Dealers,

X> 33 N T I 8 T

tteorge Darling,
Pork Packer A Provision

be Saved in these War limei.

Produce

Portland. June 13.18S4.—dly

COMMISSION

can

Aug 117—dtf

Coal !

Superior Coalfor Blacemithe.
Also, Hard and Son Wood,

B

dbbob»tioh,

J. B. 8TOBY, No. 33 Exohange St

A

Anil

Bvnbr

on

AT SHORT NOTICE AND FAIR PRICES

Company Lehigh,

Jolik'a,

inform., hit friends

Repair Gentlemens'Garments

WELL PICKED AND SCREENED
Old

W.ULTH.

ECONOMYJS

Coal and WoortJ

on

Box

Is this day dissolved by mutual consent. 1 ne afiairs
of the l-*te firm will be settled by
CHARLES B. ROGERS,
At the Old Stand, Ho 61 Commercial
s'reet,

February 1, 1366.

Cashier.

_

Augusta, Jsn’y 2, 1866.

CHESTNUT,

SPANISH OEDAB,

specie

oonvertablo at the end of three
paying 6per Ount. 5-20 bonds.

One-eighth per cent, will bo allowed on all amounts
B. C. BOMEBBY,

Furnishing Goods,

All of which will be sold low for Cush, at the old
stand of Lewis A Smith.

Plandlall,

Buaoessor to J. JT. Libby,
Manufacturer of

PERGTIAN HAIR REGENERATOR

are

by

Superior Bleaohed 1
£OLTS
“vU 800
do AU .Uong liu "Oot- | .,
eminent oontract,’’ l Alma Worhe,
800 do Extra AU Lon* Cm f Arbroath.
800 do Navy lrino
Delivered la Portland or Bostoa.
Bath, April 10.1808.
BpUdll

lT

CARRIAGES,

The notes

tin

Bath,

Carriage Manufactory.

Will surely remove Sourp, Dandruff, and cure
all humors of the scalp.

years into

Ready-Made Overcoats,

Tartar,

Coffee and Bpioes put up for the trade, with any
all variety of packages, and warranted
as represented.
Coffee roasted and ground for the trade at short
notice.
tar- All goods entrusted at the owner’s risk.
marohlOdtf
'_•

Government 7 3-10 Loan.

We would inform our firienda and the public that
intend to keep the boat the market affords, and
can sell at the lowest rates.
Our Custom Work we guarantee and warrant to
fit at ali times. We would also call attention to our
nice Custom

ments.

address, in

REGENERATOR!

33

ST.,

__sept3dtl
Scotch Canvas,

T,

PE It U VIA N

Solaeratus 4c Cream

Work.

we

And

<3-IRA 1ST

COFFEE, SPICES,

Canal

Draper,

Mnimtaotnros to order and in the best manner,
Itary and Nary Unilorms, and Boys Gar-

Okembert

nal Color,

nor

Ac

Reeves,

98 EXCHANGE

Wholesale Dealer in all kinds of

-FOR-

Pice Custom

Alexander D.

Tailor

KAEIB OF

Court Bouse, Portland, Me.

a

17—dim

Gray Hair Restored

ZLoofins

FOR FLAT ROOFS.

PLUMBER!

WARE,

New Bedford Copper Comp’y.
undersigned, agents of the ho Company,
THE prepared
to fernlsh salts of

Genera! State Agents.
Nov

ally.

Cassimeres &

-ASD-

on

Aiso, Repairing and Rt-Jlnizhing Old Silver
dauiMfti

long sought for.

STOKER &

INI'DKVEO

WATERPROOF

AND

Q-ravel

IVAll kinds of Ware, snob as Knives, Forks,
Spoons, Cake Baskets, Casters, bo., plated In tbs
beat

58 and 60 Middle St., Portland Me.,

Is

found at

FIRE

Sleighs,

Am UAMDVAOTUnnS

upon the secretions of the scarf skin of the
scalp,giving life to the roots of the hair and preventing it from falling off.

SPLENDID ASSORTMENT OP

WARREN’S

Silver

SATISFY

Using

_'

-yon

Prairie street, (Near Preble House,)
FOBTLAND, HE,

PERSON

are

WOOD,

8. ROVbDfi A SON.

toblfidly

manner.

We

SOFT

delivered to any part at the sity.
Ovnoa Comnitoiab 8t.. bead ot Franklin Wbart.

JAMES T. PATTEN * CO.

OW

Jnpeltf

FALL AND VTINTE11

CLOTH ( N G I

HARD .AND

rOBTLAND,

Preble Street,

Th|is Machine,

ITS

j

Yellow MetalA Copper Sheathing,

a

SPRING MOUNTAIN, LEHIGH, HBZILTON,
8UGAR LOAF. OLD COMPANY LEHIGH, LOCUST MOUNTS IN. JOHNS, DIAMOND, W».B6TEK and BLAt K HEATH. These Coal? sre oi tbs
Tory boat quality, well screened and yoked, aid
warranted to gl»e satisfaction.
Also tor sale beet ol

Block,

__Jnneldtf
E. K. LEMONT,

OP

-ANY

Branite

...

)

Sale Rooms, 110 and 111 Sudbury St., Boston, Mass.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

nauce

CHEAP FOR CASH !

E. HKR8EY, Agent,
No. 16 U&ion btro#t
Jm&dftO dtf

are

1—^n Ordinance entitled “An Ord
SECTION
eBtab’i*>liing kinking Fund.” rasttd JuA. D
lv
is

WOOD AWU COAL

_

EXAMINATION

WILL

of

vers

adian Produce,

>

a

name

and have taken the store iormerly
H«n y Fling, N'. 81 Commercial street,

Be

Commercial Street,

137

& Perfection Combined

CLOTHING

An Ordinance amending an Ordinance
entitled
“An Oruinance establishing a
fcinkiug Fund”
Be it ordained by the Mayor, Aldermen, and Common Council of the
City qf Portland, in City Coun-

known to tho proiersion.
Portland. May 35.1888
ti

FELT COMPOSITION,

»LAK^,JOi«ES&CO.,

EMPIRE!

Which has proved itself to be the best suited to all

Stock and Tools ol tho Pa!nt Shop over TalTHE
bot’s Carriage Manutactory, No 88 Federal st.

Copartnership Notice.
undersigned have this day formed
copartTHEnership
under the
and style of FLING le

North,

Carriage Manufacturer,

CALL AND EXAMINE

IN OUR

ing

Bath, J an 17,1866.

Tower Huildinnen

X

Western and C

For Sale

One Thousand Eight Hundred and

Dr. 3. H. HEAJ 0
disposed of his entire interest in bit
Office to Dr. 8.0 FEBNALi), would cheerfully
reocommend him to bis tormer patio etc and the pab1 (o. Dr. Fxkxald, from long experience, is prepar.
ed to insert Artificial Teeth on the “Vulcanite Base,1'

LIVfiil POOL, ISO.
Nov 11—dBm*

OAK TEEENAILB-*»

100,000Zfg*
SIMONION

A

Wood for Sale.
eight aores of Pine Wood on the stump
at Graves Hill, Westbrook, will be sold at a
ABOUT
bargain.
Enquire of FRANCIS' B. HANSON, at Geo. H.
Babcock's, Federal Street, or of ASA HANSON,

t- treat.
.D,,. giec, KD(J nKBSUji
Portland, Hay SIS, 1843.
„

KaraKasca*

Treenails.

ONE

FOR SALE.
TWO story Store, near Falmouth Depot, formerly ocoupied by B. Merrill ft Co. Enquire of
the subscriber.
BEUBEN MERRIcL.
deol6d3m*

Brokers,

SHIPPING, FORWARDING,
And General Commission Agents,

Leith,

superior quality, just redirect irom Liverpool, and for sale by
MoorlLVERY, RYAN A DAVI8,
161 Commercial St.
Sept 24th—dtf

«

Simplicity

Houses to Rent.
tenement No 70 Green street; one tenement
oornerof Salem and Bracket streets; and one
tenement ia Jordan’s Court. Enquire of the subsoriber, real tstate broker, 31 Exchange st.
ie 4tf
JAB1Z C. WOODMAN, Jr.

dtt

by

ceived

otsmsi,

No. 17B Middl

8lTRGE0N & PHYSICIAN,

House Wharf.

DANFORTH A CLIFFORD,
No. 6Lime8t.

ootaitf

DR- S. C. FERUALD,

and all other methods

tar Work exeoated is every put of the State.

Apples.
for sale

SUHuMACHlB,

Middle Street,
PORTLAND, MM.

_

BBL8. Choioe Appples, just received and

OOO
45Uv

A CARD.

fresco and Banner Painter, HAVING

THOS. ASENCIO & CO.,
Custom

uc>„

WMHI_

OF

| __janeldtl

Sierra Moreua Clayed Molass-

janlOtf

Retail.

PAPER HANGINGS.
s°. 68 Exchange B treat, Portland, Me.

ALSO,
400 HHDS. Prime
es, for sale by

A

..... Ml Idle
stun,
MeadltaaadTriKsuagaatwayi c>al;»m4.

Premium Paged Account Books.

USAS. J.

ft; 8

Am. 14 and (g

DAVIS,

MANUVAOTOKKB

AND

IN«]£

WOODRANI, tKlE
(AGENTS,

Maine
*lnCl

No. 144

Molasses.

Crop Clayed

Xu.

CAKDe.

SKWING MACFINJESI

Bookseller, Stationer,

SMITH.
19 Be 21 Silver street.

1 O7 H1IDS. New Crop Clayed Molasses, just
JLO 4 landed from brig Cas.iliian, Irom Carde-

,,

Freisht/rom the

companied with lnvoioes of value for the United
States Customs.
JOHN PORTEOUS,
jan27dlm
Agent.

of all kinds

experienced workmen.

~

will bo

New

Saccsrappa.

FOR SALE.
CLIFF COTTAGE, containing over 20
[rooms, large stable and sheds—situated two

now

consent.

A.

X*.

Scotch Canvass.

block of land, of about 73,000 acres
on the south side of the river St
Lawrence, in Canada East. It is interoeeued by two
considerable rivers with eligible Mill sites.
Well
wooded with every description of timber, such as
pine and spruce in large quantities, and maple,
birch, beech, tamarac and bass wo< d to any amount.
Enquire of
H. T. MACH1N, Portland.
Portland, Feb 1864.
Ieb25 eodtf

noticeT

janSdSm

mutual

A.

Dana.)

_jnneldtf
Wholesale and

Aots

Dissolution.
copartnership heretofore existing under the
iirm name ol Davis k Cloyes Brothers, is this

day dissolved by

& THAYER.

Westbrook, Oct. 10—dtf

HAWKINS,

January 2d. 1865.

is

for the reoeption of Company and PleasureParties. Every attention will be given to the comfort of guests.
jgyThe Cars from Portland every half hour.
open

Portland hoard of References:
Jomr B. Brown & Son, Hereby, Fletoheb & Co.
John Lynch A Co.
H. J. Libby A Co.
The undersigned having been appointed Agent
and Attorney tor this Company, is now prepared
to issue Policies on Insurable Property at eurrent
166

house,

MORRILL’S CORNER,
2 j miles from Portland, has been re-furnished and

CASH CAPITAL $1,000,000.

Office,

AS THB

Be-opened with New Furniture & Fixtures,
WINSLOW & THAYER, Proprietors.

!

Of New York, Office 113 Broadway.

sep27 eod&eow6m

Butter,
a
PACKAGES Prime Dairv Butter, for sale
J. F. WEEKS 4* CO..
bv
feb8d3w
72 tf 74 Fore st.

now

ou

ASSETS

F.

jan23 14w

Sixty-Five.

St., Opp. Lancaster Hall,

European

THESE

Insurance

oi

ol wood land,
A SQUARE

In the rear

open to the Public,
been leased by tire subscriber for a
of years, and has been thoroughly ren_lovated, and sp.endidly furnished, regard*
less of expense. Rooms to let by the day or week.
It will be kept on the

H. H.

*

Aid for the National Freedmen.

Dissolution.

good land, good
buildings Ac. Those wishing to purchase are invited to oall and examine lor the msejves.

the usual conveniences of a popular hotel
ar* amply provided.
Hallo well, Feb. 1 1564.
moh26 eodti

[term

Institution* are embraoed in the Americm Chain of Commercial Colleges, and present unequalled racilitios lor imparting a practical
business education.

Fire

For sale by

Feb 4—d3t*

[having

NEW ill AM PS HIRE

I.

TONS New Western Dried Apples,

cil assembled, as follows:—

TO FERN1TUKE DEALERS!

feb3eod2w

HOuS

HALLOWELL

This House is

Mass.

jan4dlm

Aub lrn, Jan 31, T8‘>5.

uuauuuo »Douuiu aci ea

THE

PORTLAND, ifK.

in said District.
A Libel against Four Thousand Cigars, and
Two ha f Barrels Molasses, seized by the ollector
of ihe t'ort of Portland and Fa'mouth. on the lourth
day of February i. staut, at Portland in said District.
An Information against One hundred ullage Bar
re/s *f Peas, and o>ie hundred and ninety-fix Boxes of Raisins, seized by the Collector of the District of Portland and Falmouth, on the tenth day
of neb’-uary instant, at Portland in said Listrict.
Which seizures wore for breaches of the law® ol
the United States, aris more particularly set forth
in said Libels and Informations; that a hearing and
trial will be hid taereon.at Portland in said District,
on the Fourth
Tuesday qf February current. where
any pe sons interested therein,may appearand show
cause, it any can be
shown, wneretore the same
should not be decreed forfeit and disposed ofacoord*
to
law.
log
Dated at Portland this fourteeth day of February,
A. D., 1865.
F. A. QUINBY,
U. S. Deputy Marshal, Di t. of Maine.
14dfebl4

undersigned.

offers his Farm for
Dunn's Depot in
horth Yarmouth formerly known
as the “Mo se Farm."
Likewise
Irs s ook and Farming tools.
The
near

Apples.

8

Salt,

)
Woodbury Dana,}

John A. S.

Tons New Eastern Dried Apples,

ne auDsenDf r

Book-keeper in a wholesale
and one-half miles from Portland and the
establishment, or as a Copyist. Best of referfinest situation in
Elizabeth for a waence given.
Address “H. F. D.
Pres# Office, ti *_itering place and Cape
For
summer boarders.
GEO. OWEN,
particulars enquire of
ap7 dtf101 Commercial Street, Portland.
Wanted.
a Gentleman, Wile and
Daughter, , years
old, a good suit of rooms with board. Rooms
Apothecary Shop for Sale.
furnished or unfurnished, for which liberal compennnderegned wishing to ohenge his plaoe
sation will bo paid. Address G. J., box 2304/
of rosidenoe, will sell his Shop. Furniture,
Portland, Oot. 36th
oot27tf
Stuck, fee The .took is new ana o.
in all its

College,

Washington 81., Boston,

■—■

janlS eoddfwtf

sale sirua ea

Wanted,

Gvotton House!

—Tl~—■

Dried

and all

incidental expenses of the school, ench Student is

charged one dollar.

Commeroial

17,1£66.

Jan.

Farm For Sale.

as

spacious, convenient
House, in the centre

are invited to nee their influence
sustaining this effort to secure special training for
our put lie sohool teachers.
Young ladies and geut’emen, desiring to avail
themselves oi the laciJibies here afforded, trill please
apply, for particular intoiin&tion, to the Principal,
Mr. A. P. Kelsey, at Farmington.
•

Builders!

received by the undersigned at the Elm Houbb, in Auburn, Me., until 4 o’clock p. m., of Monday, Feb 20:h, next, lor
supplying all materials, and doing all labor for a
Town Hall Building, to be located on the sito of the
late Hall on Court street. Plans and specifications
may be exarriaed at the E;m House until the date
above named, and any information in reference
thereto may bo obtained by addressing the Arohi
tect, Gridley J. F. Bryant, No 4 Court street, Boston, Mass.
The rikht to reject any or all bids received under
this notice is reserved by the
undersigned, ilin their
ju Jgment the interests of the town they represent
r quire it.
The proposals are to be sealed, endorsed, “Proposals for New Town Hall,” and addressed to tho

Overcoat.

P. MORRELL Sf CO., havea good assortment at -'air
prioes, 113 E&changestreet.
deol4dtf

S. G. DENNIS, Proprietor.
IHF*The public are specially informed that the

School Committees

228

Charles rlumpbrej at Yarmouth Til-

of

THE

BEW FUBHITUBE & FIXTUSES!

FARMINGTON.

Portland

Proposals will be

Enquire

half miles from the G. T.

FOR SAjLB.

R E O PENE D!

rates.

Notice

K. £. lrepot.

siiuaita in

BY

HMH1S Institution offers to young men and ladies
A the beet facilities lor obtaing a thorough Busi-

CLIFFORD,

novSOtf

Yarmouth,

M. BROWN.

FOUND.

*

Ihe Handle Strainer
shown in the cutis used
for strain! g Nursery
and Fancy drinks. Cuataiu«f Starch, Blanc Mange, Syrups, Julies, and
for sifting 8ugar on Cakes, Pies, Ac.
Two sizes of
the above goods, both plain and silver plated, and
for sale by the gross, dozen or single one at the manufacturer’s prices,

J.

lOO Boxes Cheese.
Forttale by
F. A. SMITH,
19 aud 21 Silver street.
jan23d4w

3

aaia iarm is

Long

BUSINESS

Luther Duns,

Wharf.

•

Portland.
No. 8

upon ii.
about one and
iiuq

—AT-

Oonoord,

grounds.

feb4d3w

cents per lb. for all Pamphlets
pay
rWILL
delivered at the oflioe ot the Portland Sugar Co.,

a

ACADEMY 1

rva in

arm

possible, 10,000 Cedar Poles,

youog

and

EMERY,

dimH ad of

Butter aud Lheese.
KEGS Michigan Butter,
JQQ
50 Tubs Canada Butter.

<r-

Tnat superior A. 1 farm, recently
owned aud occupied by the late
Capt. Thaxter Prince, containing
80 acres of g od land, 15 of which is
wood. Good buildings and net a

on

not lets than 5 inches at the
top end, exclusive of tbe bark, sound and stia’sht;
to be peeled or shaved. Proposals invited. Addres3
me at Portland or Boston.
J. 8. BEDLOW,

Janl7

Farm for Sale.

a Meerschaum Pipe, shape ©f
bead, partly color* a, in a case lined with
and
white.
finder will be suitably reThe
purple
ward d on leaving it at Harkib’, opposite the P.
O.febSdSt*

I WANT,
35 feet in 1 mgth,

ISAAC

10

a

THIS

ME.

By using Sherwood’s
L Tea and JoffseStrainer.
Uv is both ornamental
and useful, and easily
adjusted to Tea or Colfee Pots.
One trial will convince
any one of their werth
You will find the bottom of vour cup tree
from Tea or Coffee

city,

Woodford'8Corner ard the

FEW Hhd8 Superior Mnscovado'Molasses.from
Ma’anzis, nowlanding from brig P. R. Curtis,
Custom House Wharf.

A

at

Land, Build-

one wall,

jan&ldtf.

Yarmouth,

BETWEEN
Monday evening,
Turk’s

Acres

Fish

MUSCOVADO MOLASSES.

charu, choice gra ted Fiuit. About 200 cords wood,
halt Oak and Walnut. Also Farmiug tools, and £0
cords dressing.
Terms qf payment made easy.
For particulars enquire of 8C0TT DYER on the
Premises, or through Portland, P. O.

lane.

Lost.

tbm

School is for both Misses and Masters, with
out regard to age or attainments.
Pupils may be admitted at any time in the term.
For further particulars apply to

TEA AND SUGAR

SEALED

of
WARREN BROWN, Commercial st.

WANTED!

Portland Academy !

Commercial

SAVE YOUR COFFEE

a

same

as soon as

rilHE 45 Annual Course of Lectures in the Medical
X Nchoc i of Maine,willoommenoeFeb 24,and contiaue ten weeks.
Circulars containing full information can be had
on application to Prot C.
F..Braokett, M. D., Brunswick, Me or to -heSecretary. VVilliamstown, Mass.
P. A. CdADBOUKNE M. D Secretary.
Brunswick, Me., Feb 6, 1865 —ftb8dlw

CO.,

PORTLAND,

a

bridge, containing 70
good, Fences substantial

s

e

Commercial street. Fridav,
3d,
Sleigh
ONRobe.
The finder will be suitably rewarded by
it he office

BAY STATE

PUBLISHERS.

t

n.s .00 t.

Hubscrioer offers hii Farm, situated iu Cape
THE
Elisabeth, about three end
hail miles from
Portland

iebS.2w*

I.ost.

Center
&

through

Cedar Poles Wanted.

Address,
FOSTER

Address for two weeks

Office, F. R. S. Camp Berry.

MEDICAL EBPARTMEET.

Business

aorta

a

having the
lwfeb4*

rilHE Spring Term of Gorham Seminary will oomX menoo on Tuesday, t eb. 31 at, 1866. Nor full
partioulara apply to the Prineip-1, Wm. G. Lord, A.
M
or to
JOHN A. WATERMAN,
f«b3dtf
Sec’y ol Truatees.
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old man who has let out the secrets of the
Vatican Wore the ripe time? If so, let the
American people be on their guard—forewarned and forearmed!
The Pontiff shoots another arrow from his
bow. He denounces “populnr schools, open
without distinction to all the children of the

or

Pupile miy be admitteu at any time in the term.
J?'or lurther particulars apply to
J. H. HANSON,
feblotf
37X Congress St.

NOKTH BRIDGTON, MAINE.
S> ring Term will commence on Tuesday,
the 28th day of Feb instant. For farther information apply to C. E..Hilton, A. M Principal.
THOMAS H. MEAD, beo’y.

PROSPECTUS FOR 1865.

Republic.
Is this pressing

Rome.” This, we repeat, is a pontifical declaration of war against the American people.
Uo not Catholics know that, in a Protestant
country like ours, they are indebted for their
own self preservation to this very doctrine of
religions toleration which the Pope names insanity? Or are our Catholic fellow citizens,
while now in a minority, simply acquiescent,
for the time being, in the p rotes taut doctrine
of libei ty of conscience, inasmuch as it woiks
temporarily to their own advantage, while
they hold themselves ready at any opportune
moment to carry out the revolutionary instructions of the Pope, and to destroy the
foundations of American religion, and therefore of civil liberty ? Is the Pope a garrulous

THIS
out regard to age

States.”

Ihe comprehensive lesson from the
Encylical is, that Romanism is incompatible with

ALA DDR V !

The Spring Term will Begin Feb- 27.
School is for both Misses and Masters,|with*

an

can

our point too far?- Not at
Let us quote other words from the letters
Its apostolic writer denounces the heresy that
“Protestantism is another form of the same
true religion in which it is possible to be equally pleasing to God as iu the Catholic Church.”
Now we have no quarrel with the Pope for
denying this doctrine; we expect every other
Romanist to deny it. Our quarrel with the
Pope, and with the followers of the Encyclical, is for denying that “every man is free to
embrace and profess the religion he shall believe to be true.” Now, the Pope’s argument
is not, “The Catholic religion is the true one;
therefore let men be persuaded to adopt it
(which he could not be blamed for maintaining:) but be says, “As the Catholic religion is
the true one, therefore let men be forced to
adopt it.” This commands American Catholics to say to American Protestants, “You
have no right to your Protestantism, and we
will force you to band under the yoke of
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Emancipation of Russian Serfs.
The world moves, and the progress of Freedom is onward and upward. Ere long our
of
own country will be free and the clanking
slave chains will no longer be beard. Bussia
too is going ahead in the glcricus work of
emancipation. Tl.e Emperor of that great
country is keeping even pace with President
Lincoln In the progress towards liberty for allYes, the world is moving, and our Southern

slaveholders have been the unwilliug instruments m helping to give it a fresh impetus.

from evil,
Power does educe good
and makes the wrath of man to praise Him.—
How' striking the contrast between the au-

Almighty

tocrat of all the Kusaias and our “Old Public
^Functionary!’’ But we are not disposed to
run

the

nation.

parallel and bring disgrace upon our
We believe, if the Emperor Alexan-

der had occupied our Presidential chair when
the rebellion first broke out, ho would have

nipped it in the bud, and hung somo of the
leading traitors. It is hard indeed to confess
While
to such a fact, but truth compels ub.
Mr. Buchanati winked at the rebellion and lov

left third Anger amputated; Alonzo NewCharles Piisbury, arm
comb, head alight;

isflfi.
a

ses-

Petersburg are artisans rather than cultivators
ot the soil, and this fact somewhat changes or
modifies the transitory condition. They have
not the same interest in becoming freed from
their transitory and temporal obligations towards their former masters. They can afford
wait better than those who live faither back
in the country.
Up to August last there were only eight
“regulating charters” still uDcomplf ted, while
to

111,568

have

already

been

executed,

and these

refer to estates on which reside over ten million of country people. The changes wrought
in the conditions of so many millions of people, and the progress made towards liberty
within a tew years past, are truly wonderful
in this despotic government and speak volumes in favor of the Emperor who has set his
heart on this noble work.

It seems to us that

many ot eveft our Northern statesmen might
learn some valuable lessons from this crowned
bead.

What must be the feelings of Alexander
when he hears that many members ef our Con-

recently refused to give the people
an opportunity, through their Legislatures, to
say whether slavery shall be abolished in free
republican America? Such a course must be
gress have

*

marvellous in his eyes,

well

in the eyes of
many Russian noblemen who have cheerfully
given their assistance to the Emperor in his
work of

joiced

as

emancipation.

as

But he will be re-

to know that our Constitution will be

amended and slavery forever wiped out from
this fair laud in
some

spite of the opposition of
Congressmen who have by their
great question, called down upon

of our

acts on this

their heads the contempt and scorn of the
Liberals the world over.

That they will be marked

long as
despised after

men so

they live,
they are dead, there can not be a shadow of
doubt. To tight for, and vote for human bondage in this enlightened age and by Northern
citizens of the American Republic, is one of
and their memories

the great wonders of the world! Men who
do such deeds cannot expect to escape the fin-

It will be pointed at them by
There is no corner in

ger of scorn.
an

indignant people.

the universe where they can hide such a crime
against God and Humanity.

Safely

Mr. Lincoln has sometimes

be Trusted.
been apparently

slow in coming to a decision, and has not always put bis foot down as promptly as some
may have desired, but in no case has be receded ; in no case has be taken
up I is foot after once putting it down. The Proridenee

Journal is

no more

than

just in saying

that

those nervous gentlemen who were tearful
that the President would concede to the rebel

an

igomiuious

mr.

wucoin

peace.
s

letter of

instructions to Mr.
Seward shows how far he was
willing to go
towards abandoning his principle. The
Secretary of State was charged to make known
to the rebel commissioners that three
things

sociations under the laws of the United States,”
and his amendment was adopted. Others fol-

lowed of

a

judicious

nature.

Quite

debate
sprung up, on a motion of Mr. Foster of Bangor, the effect t>f which was, to prevent any
State bank, alter assuming a national characa

ter, to reissue any of its former bills. The
trouble of obtaining sufficient bills irom the
treasury at first,—the derangement of business of customers by a suspension of accomodations, &c., were pretty freely talked over.—
The Bill was shown to be well guarded in this
respect—and the amendment was rejected.4'
The Bill was then passed to be engrossed.
The Militia Bill then came to. the front. The
temper of the House was soon manifest, as to
the Bill. With a majority it received no faAny motions tending to promise it

vor.

long campaign

were

rejected.

laid on the table.

I^was

a

finally

Dr. Heath introduced resolves

eulogistic of
the late Dr. Holmes, of Winthrop, whose sudden death, a few days since, shocked the whole
community. I saw him on Saturday before
the last, apparently in excellent health., On
the Thursday following, the news came of his
death. He had appeared, a few evenings before, in the agricultural meeting, and made a
powerful appeal against connecting the college with any other institution. He went for
independence in this matter, and so fervid
was his appeal to the farmers to stsnd
by themselves in the case, that, the only applause
which rang out in the Hall that
evening, followed his vigorous presentation of his side of
the question. He had been connected with
the agricultural interests of the State for thirty years, and had done a vast deal of good.—
He was editor of the Maine Farmer since its
start.
All this accumulation of usefulness
hindered from further usefulness in its
rich and rare ripeness, by an attack of lung
fever, which swept him off. He lies cold in
death. Nothing can reach him further on this

was

sphere. Yet his memory is sweet to those who
knew him. The Masons hastened to Winthrop

Sunday last, to honor his remains.
The Legislature resolved unanimously that
the State has lost a most worthy son. His
family weep for the husband and father, whose
on

soul was entwined in their affections. We say
farewell, to this kind old man, with a sorrow-

The State, and all good objects,
lost indeed a devoted son, in the death of
Ezekiel Holmes.
Pelham.

Casualties to Me. Soldiers at Hatcher’s Eun.
Headquarters 16 Me. Regiment, I
Feburary 9,1865. }

To the Editor of the Press:
Yesterday I forwarded a partial list of casualties occurring in the battle at Hatcher’s
Run.

I am now able to furnish a more comand correct one. First allow me to state

that in this new and severe trial of the
spirit
and valor of the regiment, it has
nobly sus-

tained the high reputation gained on

Though

so

many

many of the men were

recruits and for the

first lime engaged,
they fought like veterans and proved themselves worthy of the State we all so dearly
love and long to return to. Col. Tilden re
ceived a severe contusion, iu the first day’s
new

tight, but would not leave his command. The
second day at the first advance his horse was
killed under

him,

and made it more difficult
for him to lead the regiment in the various
movements and changes of position, yet de-

spite the entreaties of officers and men, he
would go to the rear only with the regiment,
and is now improving rapidly. Of the color
guard, numbering seven, five were wounded,
the color Seargent losing his arm.
KILLED,

Private Lester Gilford,Co A, cheat; Benj.
indispensable to the restoration of peace, F. Hutchinson, Co. B, abdomen; James W.
namely the restoration of the national au- Newell, Co.
E, head.
thority throughout all the States, no receding
WOUNDED.
from the old position on slavery, and no cessaCo.
A.—Sergt. C. H. Mastin, head, flesh
tion of hostilities except for the
disbanding wound; privates D. R. Hodgdon, neck, slight;
of the rebel forces. If one woul l ascertain C. McCurdy,
hand, do; W. H. Hodges, leg,
whether the President remained true to these flesh wound; S. W.
Strout, right thigh, do.;
principles, let him read the reports which the Geo. A. Walker, 2d, knee, do.; Horatio B.
rebel commissioners give of the interview.
Baber, right knee, do; G. F. Spear, head,
Clearly they did not receive the impression slight.
that the President was disposed to admit
Co B—Corp. H P Parker,
any
right hand slight;
settlement in violation of the principles he privates John Palmer,
died Feb 6;
abdomen,
has so often professed. Their
Complaint is, Chas F Knight, chest contusion slight; John
that he would
accept no peace unless upon Kelly, left thigh fractured, prisoner; Peter
the conditions which we And laid down in his
Bull, both leg’s, flesh wound; Joseph A Bacon
letter to Mr. Seward. All fears
left thigh, fiesh wound, severe; Chas
tllen that Mr.
ChamLincoln will be ensnared by
cunning rebels in- berlain, chest, contusion, slight.
to a betrayal of bis cause and the
Co C—Corps M J Grindle, knee, flesh
cause of the
nation, may as well be dismissed at onco.
wound; A W Stratton, left side, do; J ff
left leg, fracture, resection tibia;
Suppobeij Dkbekteb.—Officers
Durnham Dillingham,
and Purington last evening arrested a coloied privates Calvin Glidden, left first finger ampusciotum and right leg
man, just as he was about to step on board the tated; Joseph Bishop,
flesh wound; E N Billingtou, right arm flesh
steamer for Boston, on suspicion that he was
wound; Martin Harmon, arm slight; Frank
a deserter. It is said that he enlisted yesterday.
Brown, right first finger amputated; J P
jyJokn McDonald of Boston, convicted of Avery, left leg flesh wound; F F Taylor, right
robbing the expressman, Mr. Weston, on the side, do.
Co D—Sergt J u Hamilton, right thigh,
highway sometime since, exhibiting deadly
weapons, has been sentenced to the State Prison
contusion; Corp C D Rider, arm do; privates
for life.
Geo R Mann, left leg flesh
wound; Wm Maxcy,
are

ture.

I—Corp Lowell Butterfield, neck, slight;
privates Moses D Spencer, left hip, flesh
wound; Enoch Howland, left hip and right
leg, severe; Thomas Corrigan, both thighs and
sciotum, flesh wound; Dexter Nason, right
shoulder, flesh wound.
Co K—Sergt Henry Butler, left shoulder,
acapulafracture,severe; Corp Henry Wescott,
bead, flesh wound; privates Joseph Emery,
right arm, flesh wound; Wm A True, chest,
contusion, slight; Geo P Hill, chest and arm,
slight; William Gilbert, abdomen, died FebCo

ruary 7 th.

MISSING.

quite concerned for the interests of Portland—and that her moneyed men
should be standing in their own light in this
matter. In this respect, probably, there will
not be a change of guage.
The citizens of
Portland know quite as well what is lor the
interests of the Western part of the State, as
does Mr. P., and do not desire to go to school
to him this term. The speech was of consid-*

battle fields.

consent to

Co G—Sergt Luke Emery, right leg, slight;
private Joseph A Hall, head, flesh wound.
Co H—Private Michael Cary, wrist, frac-

peaieu.
Mr. Poor was

in the country more determined than
all others to stand by bis emancipation and

going

wound.

quite
sometimes chafing so
ed, soothed, urged;
hard against individual members of the Committee, as to compel them in stlf-ielence—to
take him down from his pedeBtal, and compel
him to hold in hla hard-bitted stsed, that was
so evidently running away with him.
Mr.
Woodman, of your city, felt bound, after
awhile, to rise in his own defence—and he did
it so effectually, that the attack was not re-

plete

Union policy, it was be. To have yielded an
inch would havo been to belie h'is whole
record,
to blast bis reputation, to stultify
himself, to
call down on his head the
indignation of every
loyal man in the nation. Yet while be was at
Fortress Monroe, some men lost their
sleep
lor lear that in some
way, nobody knew how,
the President was
going to give up what we
had been lighting
lor, and for some purpose,
nobody knew what, was
to

finger.
Co P—Corp John F Harding, left thigh,
flesh wound; privates Orriu Benson, left leg,
flesh wound; James Sullivan,right thigh,flesh

dressed himself to his task with a great deal
of zeal—which occasionally, it seemed to me,
outran his discretion. He scolded, coax-

commissioners more than he ought, must be
pacified by this time. We could not see the
grounds of their solicitude. Mr. Lincoln’s
whole public career bad shown that if there is
one man

first

settled about a fortnight since, by the Comadversemittee, as was generally thought, and
But the spirit of enterconnection.
to
tho
ly
the Comprise is very active just now—and
so as to 1 t Mr.
mittee reopened the subject,
that they
Poor convince them, if he could,
and had
were all wrong in their conclusions,
better make haste to reverse the engine. The
chamber was quite well filled. Mr. Poor ad-

ful heart.

Mr. Lincoln Oan

Gustavus Moore, wrist flesh
Co E—Lieut
wound; Color Sergt Luther Bradford, left
arm iractured, amputated middle third; privates George Kinney, left arm flesh wound;
John Hodgdon, leg severe; Orlando Acorn,

in the Seuate chamber, for the
of repealpurpose of loopchiog the question
a third rail
the
section
laying
ing
preventing
west of-Portland, so as to connect the Grand
Trunk road with Boston. This matter was

ingly patted Slavery on the head, the Empererable length,—quite discursive in its characor of Uussia was earnestly engaged in the glorious work of emancipating his serfs, a speter, and not powerful enough to change the
cies of slavery much less obnoxious in many
mind of a single individual with whom Iconof its features than Southeru bondage.
versed. The Committee were as “calm as a
Dropping the parallel, we ask, what has the summer morn,” under it, and when the apdespotic Government of Uussia done in be- peal was over, and the vote was takeD, it was
half of Liberty? More than two million of found that there was one vote more against
people,have come into complete possession of reporting a Bill, than a fortnight since. Five
their plots of land, and over four hundred
to four was the figure then.
The Committee
thousand of these have required no assistance
being full yesterday, eii to four voted to refrom the State. In the nine western provinport legislation inexpedient.
ces all the country people, without exception,
But, perhaps the matter will not eud with
have become proprietors and live independent.
the Committee. Quite likely, in the LegistsOf the rest of Uussia, the province of Kharkture, the drama will be reopened. “Better not
of holds the first rank as regards the progress
give it up so,” Mr. Poor, will be the motto,
of reform. The number of its country peopand the whole question be re-argued there.
le entirely freed, and to whom lands have
The question of assessing in the tax of this
been given, represents 72 per cent of the toyear, an amount of money sufficient to cover
tal of its former serfs. Iu the governments of
the bounties paid out to soldiers for the year,
St. Petersburg and Moscow It varies between
is seriously agitated. The motto, “pay as you
10 and 11 per cent. This is considered to be
go,” has many friends here, and Mr. Williams
a very satisfactory result after three years’
has proposed by order, that the finance Comtrial of the system.
mittee give the subject their serious attention,
1 he anxiety shown by the two classes inand see which is best—a permanent loan, or
terested fully to liquidate their servants withtaxation.
out passing through the transitory stage is
One of the signs of an approaching dissolusuch as to give rise to the hope that within a
tion appeared yesterday. Roland Carlton, of
very short period the greater portion ot the
Sedgwick, had leave of absence for the reprovinces of Russia will flud themselves in as mainder of the session.
satisfactory a condition with regard to emanMr. Larrabee called up the “Bill to enable
cipation as that of the western provinces.— the banks of this State to become banking asThe serf's Jn the provinces of Moscow and St.

slight.

yesterday

sion

the Press

Terms

Glimpses of the CapitolS
%/
Augusta, Feb. 15,
Tiie Committee on Railroads hold

Samuel Hawksley, Co A; Edward H Mathews, Co D; Henry G Newcomb, Co D; Hiram
F Evans, Co F; Francis Farris, Col; Sergt
Walter Dunbar, Co K; Koscoe Doble, Frank
Widley, Co. K.
Youis, very respectfully,
Wm. W. Eaton,
Surgeon 10th Maine Yols.

Deaths of Maine SoldierB at Salisbury,
South Carolina.
C. S. A. Prison, Salisbury, S. C.,1
January 8,1865. j

<

Editors Portland Advertiser.
Sirs :—Being a prisoner of war at this post,
and desirous that what little good I can do
may be done; also knowiog that thereby many mothers, sisters and wives shall know for
surety of the departuie of their loved ones to
another land, I have endeavored to procure
an accurate list of deaths occurring among
Maine men during the period of their arrival
to the present time. Through the kindness of
the officer commandidg this post (Maj. Gee) 1
have obtained it.
It is as correct as the records of -the prison
show. Being informed of the fact that the 1st
D. C. Cavalry contains many men from our
State, I have also transcribed all I could find
who had belonged to that regiment, hoping
that I might tius produce the fact of their
death, when otherwise it might be forever unknown.
You will please publish this list. May the
mothers, sisters and wives in the old “Pine
Tree” State, send up their earnest and devout
prayers for their loved ones’ safety and comfort, who are now in Southern prisons.
I am, very respectfully,
Moses Palmer, Jb.,

Qr. M. Serg’t, 7th Maine Yol. Inft.,

Prisoner of War.

C. Pickering, Co. K, 1st D. C. Cavalry, died
Dec. 21,1804.
G. Parsons, A. 16th Maine, Dec 21.
C. E. Raymond, K, 1st D. C. Cav., Dec. 23.
H. Varney, L,-l.it D. C. Cav., Nov. 10.
J. Vanse, 1,1st Maine, Dec. 4.
D. Walton, K, 1st D. C. Cav., Nov. 13.
L. C. Whitney, 1,1st Maine Cav., Nov. 29.
C. Webber, C, 32d Maine, Dec. 13.
A. Mixer, M, 1st D. C. Cav., Dec. 18.
J. Meserve, L, 1st D. C. Cav., Nov. 4.
G. Rowel), G, 1st D. C. Cav., Nov. 15-.
J. O. Kincade, F, 29th Maine, Dec. 5.
W. Small, H. 1st Maine Art., Dec. 15.
C. Jackson, 1,9th Maine Inf.,Dec 2.
R. Gance, F, 1st Maine Cav., Dec. 1.
C. S. Latham, M, 1st D. C. Cav., Dec. 4.
E. Morrill, 1,1st D. C. Cav., Nov. 6.
M. L. Moore, L, 1st D. C. Cav., Nov. 9.
A. Marks, L, 1st D. C. Cav., Nov. 13.
James Mnllin, A, 12th Maine, Nov. 13.
C. B. Marks, K, 16th Maine, Nov. 26.
8. L. S. Mariner, G, 32d Maine, Dec. 1.
M.£uinn, L, 1st D. C. Cav Dec. 5.
J. Marks, —, 10th Maine.Dec. 5.
D. H. Merrill, H, 1st D. C. Cav., Dec. 6,
J. McMullin, A, 1st D. C. Cav., Dec. 8.
J. Murray, 1,10th Maine, Dec. 13.
J. Neil, 1,1st D-rC. Cav., Nov. 7.
J. Potter, K, 1st D. C. Cav., Nov. 18. *
A. Pierce, M, 1st D. C.Cav., Nov. 20.
E. S. Phelps, D. 12th Maine, Dec. 2.
G. Blodgett, F, 3d Maine, Nov. 6.
M. Butterfield, C, 10th Maine, Nov. 12.
S. Brackett, A, 10th Maine, Nov. 18.
G.W. Bonney, A. 1st Maine Vet., Nov. 29.
S. Brown, E, llth Maine,Dec. 7.

J. Banks, 1,16th Maine, Dec. 19.
W. H. Cooner, A, 1st Maine, Nov. 27.
1
J. Coombs,C, 16th Maine, Nov. 30.
J. B. Cushing, 1,1st D. C. Cav., Dec. 1.
C. R. Thompson,1,10th Maine Inf., Dec. 9.
P. Davis, K, 1st D. C. Cav. Nov. 4.
S. F. Damon, L, 1st D C Cav, Nov. 7.
L. Davis,D, 1st DC Cav, Nov. 10.
L. Davis, H, 1st D C Cav, Nov. 13.
A. Dow, A, 1st D C Cav, Nov. 8.
C. Davy, M, 1st D C Cav, Nov. 19.
W Everett, 1,9th Maine, Nov. 2.
J A Erskine, E, 1st D C Cav, Nov. 28.
H Emerson, E, 1st D C Cav, Dec. 1.
J M Flanders, C, 19th Maine, Nov. 27.
A J Friend, G, 1st D C Cav, Dec. 11.
B F Lachdon, I, 16th Maine, Nov. 24.
J Gennis, 1st D C Cav, Nov. 25.
C Hardenbrook, F, 1st D C Cav, Nov. 4.
J Herrick, G, 32d Maine, Nov. 21.
D A Hines, C, 16th Maine, Nov. 24.
C Hebner, C, 1st D C Cav, Nov. 28.
A Hart, 9th Maine, Dec. 3.
A W Hobert, A, 16th Maine, Dec. 14.
B Anderson. C, 1st D C Cav, Dec. 2.
D Foggott, E, 14th Maine, Dec. 14.
H O Chandler, A, 10th Maine, Dec. 24.
J W Bates, F, 31st Maine, Dec. 25.
F Faies, F, 31st Maine, Dec. 26.

C C Newell, E,8th Maine, Dec. 29.
C E Kingsley, H, 1st D C Cav, Dec. 29.
Greeley, —, 14th Maine, Dec. 30.
O Nichols, M, 1st D C Cavalry, Jan. 1. 1865.
W Scott, K, 1st D C Cav, Jan. 1.
S Fann, K, 1st D C Cav, Jan. 1.
J H L Chick, H, 1st D C Cav, Jan. 2.
Asa Smith, F, 32d Maine, Jan. 2.
Francis Lowe, a citizen of Maine, Jan. 4.
J Watson, E, 1st D C Cav, Jan. 5.
B A Colby, 1,16th Maine, Jan. 5.
H F Judkins, F, 16th Maine, Jan. 5.
A Pierce, 1,1st D C Cav, Jan. 6.
G Patterson, B, 32d Maine, Jan. 7.
R H Knowles, A, 16th Maine, Jan. 9.
James Dutton, 1,16th Maine.
Simon Tripp,—, 10th Maine.
A large number of Maine men have
died,
whose names I could not get.
M. P. Jr.
—

[Advertiser.

Capt-

James Alden.

This gentleman, one of the most accomplished and brave officers in the American
navy, is a native of Portland, and began life
as a clerk with the late firm of
Greeley &
Jones, Commission Merebants on Long Wharf
in this city. But not fancying mercantile
life,
he soon entered the service as a
and not

through

influential

midshipman;

friends, but solely

by reason of individual merit, has risen to his
present worthy position. A brother officer in
the navy, in a private letter to a friend, not
designed for publication, thus speaks of Capt.
Alden:
“I think the citizens of Portland ought to
honor him with a testimonial. He richly de-

At the beginning of the war he
very successful on the coast of Texas, in
the ship South Carolina, in
capturing prizes
and owing to his activity and energy “was
apto
the
command
of
the Richmond,
pointed
and when she was battered to pieces and required repairs, he was translerred to the
serves one.
was

Brooklyn.

In those two ships he participated in the
capture of New Orleans and its defences: the
double running of the Vicksburg batteries by
Farragut's squadron; the attack upon Port
Hudson, and indeed all the operations on the
MisBisippi. He led the line into Mobile; and
his ship was cut up and lost more men than
any other. He was also in both attacks upon
Wilmington, and was highly commended by
Admiral Porter.
in

passing me torts at Mew Oileans a midshipman receiving his orders was cut down by
a shot, and
Capt. Alden’s shirt bosom was
sprinkled with bis blood. At Port Hudson
his executive officer, Lt. Commanding Cummings—a noble officer—was mortally wounded by his side. At Mobile two men were killwithin a lew teet of him.
ed by one ball
No one durine the war has exposed his life for
bis country more than he or with better success ; and he has sought the occasions.
Though long a resident of another State, it
would seem as though Portland ought in some
way—perhaps by a resolution of the City
Council—to recognize the services and bravery ot one of her own sons. It was on board
of his
vessel, (the Richmond,) at the recommendation of Mr. Moore, his chief engineer,
that chain cables fastened on the sides as a
substitute for
armor, were first adopted. If
there is to be a naval
attack upon Charleston,
you will doubtless hear from him there. The

is, from

rumor now
was on board

an

escaped prisoner who

his ship
yesterday, that the rebels are mo vlug guns and
preparing to evacuate the doomed city.”
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by telegraph

GPH is computed that there are in Europe
$235,000,000 worth of V. S. bonds.
HP Coffee made of roasted pea nuts is one of
the luxuries of rebeldom.
HP A sewing machine is called a mechanical
make-shift.
iyAnew journal is to be started at New
York, called the Mexican Republic in the interests
of the liberal party in
Mexico.
HPA dealer in ready made linen advertises
his shirts and chemises
under the mellifluous ap-
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Rebel Reports of the Movements of General 1
Sherman's Army.
Washington, Feb. 16.
The Richmond Whig of fhe 13th contains

the following:

Charleston, S. C, Feb. 10.—A force of the
enemy, believed to number from 2,000 to 3,000
men, landed at Grimball’s, James Island, at 8
pellation of “male and female envelopes.”
o’clock this morning, and drove in our pickets.
®"The story about ex-senator Gwyn of Cali- Some skirmishing took place, but no general
fornia being made a Duke under
■engagement. Grimball’s is on the Stone RivMaximilian, is er, about two miles south-west of Chatlestou,
said to be a canard of the
first water.
the Ashley River, 2,000 yards wide, intervenHPGov. Bramlette of Kentucky, has advised ing. The enemy are making active demonthe ratification of the abolition amendment of strations at many points, bnt they are believed
the Constitution, as the best
to be feints.
thing for his state.
A force attacked our troops onSalkahatchie
HPThe funeral of Senator Hicks of Marythis morning, but were easily repulsed. The
land, took place in the Senate Chamber, yesterday
enemy also advanced on the Charleston road
afternoon.
near the Blue House, and opened with artilBP Fifteen States have thus far ratified the lery, but made no impression on our lines.—
anti-slavery amendment to the Constitution, and Intelligence from the road to day is that the
enemy crossed the Edisto River at Bermskers.
only one has rejected it.
Later.—The enemy are now moving on EdETIt is said the “gauge” question before our isto.
It will be remembered that on Friday,
legislative committee was very Poorly managed the 4th inst., Sherman crossed the Salkahatchthe
between
Blackstone and River’s Biidge,
Boston interests.
by
ie,
General Lee says the attacks of the thereby completely outflanking our forces and
them to fall back to Branchville.—
Riohmond press on Jeff Davis pain him very compelling
We have since learned that the Yankees fordas
he has the utmost confidence in him.
much,
ed the river, though the water was waist deep
BPIt has just been learned that one of the at River's-Bridge. A sharp engagement took
patrolmen in Albany has become heir to three place here which lasted several hours, in which
Wheeler’s cavalry inflicted severe punishment
million dollars' worth of
property.

Cowthto*® Sal* of Pews.—We ere rc.
quested to state that the tale of Pews in the
uew Church in Congress Square, will be continued this evening, at 7 1-2 o’clock, and that
parties wishing to make selection during the
day, will find the committee in attendance at
the Church to wait
upon them.
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HP There is

a rumor

that Mr. Seward will go

to

England and exchange places with Mr. Adams,
going into the State Department.
HPThe New Bedford Mercury suggests that
by allowing “Hangman Foote” to go to Europe
instead of Fort Warren, Government will save
the latter

his board.

HPGen. Dix is applying stringent rules to
raiders and bounty jumpers in his department.
He has their deeds re-corded-ed in a way that
will be remembered by all of like proclivities.
HPThe whole number of siok and wounded
in the different military hospitals throughout
the country, on the 31st of January last, was a
little over seventy-nine thousand.
syThe New York and New Haven Railroad
used over three tons of white paper for tickets
last year, costing over #16,000. A fish story

probably.
tSTThe Cleveland Plaindealer states that no
less than eleven boys were turned out of one of
the distriot schools of that city last week, for
being drunk in school.
jyThe following is a statement of the coinage at the Philadelphia mint for January: gold,
$183,995; silver, #28,489; copper, #92,200;
total $304,684.
GfThe seven territorial delegates in Congrers
wish it understood that they would have been
glad to vote for the anti-slavery amednment, if
permitted.
iy The latest news from Paris is that the Empress has abandoned the use of crinoline.
T^ho
cares T We have ten thousand Yankee
as

girls
good as she is, and who have quite as good a
right to give the cue for changes in fashion.
jyBenjamin Stevens, Esq., for many years
sergeant-at-arms of the Massa -husetts legislature, died at his residence in Boston, Saturday morning, at the advanced age of seventyfive years.
iy A New York correspondent of the Cincinnati Gaxette says it is not unlikely that Senator Sumner may be induced to take a

foreign

mission, and that Gov. Andrew will succeed him
in the Senate.
Ef The Riohmond papers attribute much of
the unpopularity of Mr. Judah P.
to

Benjamin
the fact that he has carried his private belief into
his official papers, and has practically made the
rebel confederacy repudiate the Christian
religion.

jy The Lowell Courier says one of the silliest
notions that ever found its way into the head -of
a politician is that “the
great Democratic doctrine of State rights” will be
completely overthrown and destroyed, unless each State retains the right to duy and sell negroes.

ty It is reported that the House of Representatives will vote for the renewal of the Goodyear
rubber patent. The opposition to the renewal is
very wide-spread and active, and Congress will
have a thorough canvassing on both sides of the
question.

tyThe government of New Granada his issued an order prohibiting the passage of foreign
troops across the Isthmus in future. Exoeption

is made with regard to the United'Staies troops,

owing to the situation of their territories on the

Pacific.
BT A domestio in Springfield, Mass., startled
the family in which she was employed, by de-

claring that

she had the diptheria, and the priest
must be sent for at once, because she was
going
to die withont delay.
She could feel the diptheria ih her throat and could see it. It turned
out that the girl had just discovered her palate.

iy “Dixon” telegraphs the Boston Adveriider
that the War Department has dispatches from
General Grant enclosing news
paragraphs from
Richmond papers of Monday. They are of such
tenor ns to leave no doubt that Sherman has
flanked Brano hville and gained all the
advantages
which its occupation would give him.
a

fy Major Rowell of Hallowell, a Paymaster
in theU. 8 Army, is stationed at Fortress Monroe, where he has been the most of the time for
the past two years. Major
informs us in a
private note that he hopes to visit the Pine Tree
State during the coming spring. He is one of
the truest men in the service.

BfThe New Bedford Mercury states that a
right whale was captured in Provincetown harbor last week, after a running fight of two
hours;
but net until he had struck the boat,
knocking
two men overboard and breaking the
thigh of
one of them.
The whale was fat and will
yield
40 bbls.

ty The State Convention of Missouri has
unanimously passed a resolution endorsing the
action of the President in the peace
conference,

and

pledging

the

loyal people

of Missouri to
sustain the government to the last
extremity in
prosecuting the war until peace Bhall be established or conquered on the basis contained in
the President’s note to Secretary Seward.

Taxation of National Securities.
The following is a brief statement of the
case recently decided by the
Supreme Court
of the United States as to the
power of a State
to tax banks whose capitals are invested

United States bonds:

In

The case arose under the laws of New
York
Under the previous law of 1857 the

of 1863.

Supreme Court of the United States held that
so much of the capital of the State
banks as
invested in United States stock was exempt from *State taxation. By this judgement they reversed the decision of the
State
Supreme Court and Court of Appeals.
The legislature then passed the act of 1853
making the bank liable to taxation on a valuwas

equal to the original amount of capital
and surplus. This was the sustained in State
Courts of New York, but the Supreme Court
of the United States, on appeal, declared such
taxation unconstitutional, as in effect,
being
ation

a

tax on the powers of the government to bor-

row

money.
The Evening Post says the bench, which
contains several judges of well known States
rights proclivities, has been unanimous in

its

opinion.
With all due respect to the decision of the
Courts it seems to us a matter is opened
up
here which will yet demand the action of

Congress. This law, as interpreted by the
Supreme Court, affords an opportunity for all

the rich mean men—men who hoard but have
no enterprise—to
escape all the burdens of the

Government while receiving its protection
making money out of it. The man worth

aud

much as Astor ulay invest every
his money in Government bonds,
not simple interest but 7 3 10th per
as

dollar of
receiving

cent., and
be absolutely beyond the reach of the assessor.
And when the wealth of that large class
known as mean rich men is thus
invested, and
all our banking capital is in similar
securities,
who is to pay the heavy
expanses—State,
county and municipal—which are inseparable
from a free government ? Will not the burdens upon business men, whose money caunot
be thus invested, become unbearable ?

upon the enemy.

On the 8th, a heavy column of Yankee infantry struck the South Carolina Railroad at
Grahamsville, about eighteen miles west of

SPECIAL, notices.
-m

Will positively cure
Bronchitis, Coughs,

Catarrh,

New Haven, Conn., Feb. 15.
S. S. Hyde, U. S. detective c< nnected with
the Provost Marshal’s office in this city, last
night on returning home about ten o’clock,
asked his wife to get some cartridges that he
might reload his revolver. As she started to
comply with the request the hammer of the
weapon slipped from his fingers and discharged
it, the ball entering the heart of his wife. The
unfortunate woman sprang forward, exclaiming “I am killed; kiss me before I die,” and In
a moment was dead.

a sure

.Liverpool_New York.. Feb
Sootian.Liverpool.Portland.Feb

China....Liverpool.New

Legislature or Maine.
Tuesday, Feb., 14.
Prayer by Rev. Mr. Penney of Augusta.
Papers from the House disposed of in concurrence.

Read and assigned—Resolve authorizing
Secretary of State to furnish Alva Plantation, Aroostook county with certain documents ; an act in addition to an act approved
March 19, 1862, entitled an act to regulate
agencies for, and to prevent imposition in the
the

sale of intoxicating liquors; relating to bounties ; to amend chapter 9 of the public laws
of 1861; to amend chapter 101 of the Revised
Statutes entitled writ for replevying a person,
and chapter 135 of the Revised Statutes entitled, sentence and execution in criminal
cases, and the liberation of poor convicts; to
establish the Dexter High School; resolve authorizing repairs upon the Houlton and Baring roads leading across the Indian township
in the county of Washington; resolve authorizing repairs on roads and bridges In the
county of Aroostook.
Passed to be engrossed—An act to render
valid the doings of Van Buren Plantation; to
amend an act to incorporate the city of Lewiston ; to amend chapter 230 of the public laws
of 1864; resolve establishing anew school district for the Penobscot tribe of Indians; an
act authorizing the County Commissioners of
Washington county to iay out and establish a
road in East Machias over the waters; authorizing the town of Presque Isle to exempt certain proj erty from taxation.

500 Buff

Exchange St., above the Post Oifioe.

99

18
David....Portland—Liverpool.Feb
.New

Morning Star.New York.

Passed to be engrossed—An act to amend
170 of the Private and Special Laws of 1862 to
incorporate the proprietors of the Union Mills
Bridge,and granting the right to demand toll;
an act to incorporate the Stockton Steamboat

Company.

Passed to be enacted—An act to amend
section 27 of chapter 59 of the Revised Statutes

in relation to the adoption of children (Senate
No. 6); an act additional to chapter 34 of the
Revised Statutes relating to auctions and
auctioneers (House No. 23); an act to amend
chapter 41 of the Revised Statutes relative to
hawkers aud peddlers (House No. 24); an act
authorizing the construction of a wharf in the
town of Kittery.
Finally passed-Resolveadirecting the Treasurer of State to pay certain monies due the
Madawaska township for Bchool purposes.
[For other matters which were brought up

House, we refer our readers to
ter of our Augusta correspondent ]

the let-

....

North American..

March
Via...Boston.Liverpool..
Star.New York.

1
4
4
4
U

Evening
.New Orleans Mar
Scotian.Portland... .Liverpool.. March
Saxonia.Now York. .Southampton, Mar
New York.New York..Liverpool. .March
Nova

United States Stocks,
Ca«h on band,
Cash in hands of a*eni*,
Loaned en Collateral,
of all ot)i9r Inveetincua,

91CO.COOOO
17,567 80

Tuta Asieta, January 1st, 1-06,

9381,411 22

▲ssam.

Amount of Loasos reported upon which
the liability of the company is not

Copying done in the

best

7.409 15
15,110 3i
B. C. Morris, Piwident.
Wm. W. Whitsxy. Secretary.
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Read

Stubs*.

This.

From 86 to $10 per day made by tellingDresser’s
Prize Paoiagea. Agents Wanted.

Address,

L. DBESSEB,

feb»d2m*

Portland, Maine, Box 112.

To the

World I

W. Harvey, M. D. & Practical Chemist.
Af:«r several years ot close study and experiment,
perfected my Chxmioal Inhalations,
which have already oommenced, and are sure to revI have

systems of praotice. The celebraPhysicians. George Capron, M. D. and David
B. Slack, M. D., foretold to the word in 1866 what
Hear what they then
I have now accomplished.
said in regard to that fatal and present disease,
Consumption : "The belief that people never ean
recover from a consumption we ooniider to be superolutionize the old
ted

stitious and absurd.

There is

no

more

difficulty

in

the healing a tubercle in the lungs, then 01 the healing of a scrofulous tubercle in any other part ofthe
body, provided tho lungs and general health are not

prostrated.

Nor do

we

despair ofthed'soov-

covery of remedies which shall yet reaoh and subdue this hitherto fatal disease, and render it as curable as the fever and ague or the syphilis. We believe
the remedy for this disease will oome in the form of
a gas or vapor, whioh shall be breathed into the
lungs, and ope ate locally upon the uloeration,thereby reaohinp the seat of the disorder. New gases
will probably be discovered, and essential improvements made In the administration of those which are
%lready known.” Where there is sufficient vitality
xUft in the

phyeieal system to procure notion,

1

can

Dyspepsia, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Palpitation,
Paralysis, Epilepsy, Catarrh, Eruptions, Asthma,
Bronchitis, Scrofula, Liver Complaints, Nervousness from whatever oause, Difficult Breathing, Salt
Rheum, Erysipelas, Merourial Diseases, Kidney Complaints, Syphilis, Female Weakness of all kinds, Involuntary Seminal Emissions, or Weakness of the
Genital Organs, and in fao* all diseases requiring a
purification of the blood. I have a special treatment
diseases ofthe Scalp, which never fails; Dandruff entirely and effectually removed in one week’s
time by my Cham oal Preparation. My Inhalations
are unlite auy other ever given for remedial
purposes, and can be obtained only at the offices which I
have established.
An office will be established la
every city in this State.
for all

CONSULTATION FREE.
You

call and reoelve a (tall explanation,
ty Office 241 Congress St., Portland, He.
I am preparing a mediosl work, which will be benoan

eficial to the

world; containing

all

particulars in

re-

the diseases I treat with my special mode of
treatment, When published, due notice will be given.
Keilabia Physicians wanted to established offloes with my mode of treatment in the cities
throughout this and other States.
Testimonials of the success cf my treatment can
be seen at my offiee. Office hours from 9 to 12 H.,
and from 2 to 6 P. H.
Reliable Medioal references freely furnished to
those who may wish it, as I am no
traveling bumbat'
feblSeodlw

gard

to

COLGATE’S HONEY SOAP.

WADSWORTH’S

“DRY UP” is a certain
remedy for Catarrh. There is no mistake about
tuts, lhe “Dry Up” has cured thousands o
cases,
and the sale of the article is
constantly increasing
A word to the wise is sufficient.
H. H. Hat, Druggist, Special

Agent,

..

Feb9eodAew8w

Portland, He.

Boston Stock List.
Sals

at thx

Bbokkbs’

Humphrey,
Bridgton.

10.000
6.000
1.000
7.000
1 000
600

9,800
87.000
20,900
10.000
10.000

26.000

2061

.do. 206)
.do.,5 'aoe!

United States Debt Certittcates (June)_991
.do (June). 90
U S Coupon Sixes (1881)...1101

.do.no!

United Sta es Currency 7 3-10ths.99)
.do. 991
United States Ten-Forties.I102]

.do.1021
.do._202i
United States 6-20’s.
I09I
1091
.do...
.do (small).1091
do,...It9r
...,,,do......

4,300
400
2.200
230 Boston A Sew York Air yne R R Sixes 68
6.000 Ogdensburg 2d Hortgage Bods.
24r
II Eastern Railroad.
iJi*
47 V ermont and Canada Railroad." 106
40 Vermont and Hassassachusetts R R
.1
6 Old Colony and Fall River Railroad.112

A Live Institution.—We would call the
attention of our readers to the statement of

9 Western Railroad.
16 Portland, Saco A Portam’th R
600 City of Portland Fives,

.wj

R.1071
1872.93)

tne Morris Fire and Inland Insurance Co. In

another column. The company commenced
business Sept. 10th, 1864, and January 1st had
$12,906,593 at risk. Their stock commands

passengers.

cent,

in the North American, from Liverpool- Lieot
premivm. The fact that
Bo top, Mr and Mrs Hill and
inlknt, Mr Maclean,
the company is managed by the same gentleO Hanson, Mr Parkinson,
''f Wetberby, 'i.M*tUoe,
Mr
Mr Apohtertonee, Capt Bowniers, and
men who have so successfully managed the
log steerage passengers.
the Columbian Marine Insurance Co., well
known among opr mercantile community, is a
__IMPORTS.
sufficient explanation of the above.
__

UPEKPOOL Steamship North American—1 case
mdse. Savage A Lyman; 2 cases '4 bales, Thos Paddock; 23 oases, J £ Prindle; 4 cases steel, Abbott,
Howard A Co; 450 bdls lron.J BTaft; 26 cases mdse

boxes oranges, 10 bbls grapes. B A A Ex Co; and
goods for Canada, Boston and New York.

p

MARRIED.
_

In Winterport, Feb 9, Lnther D Cnrtia, of Bucksport, and Miss Emma P Niokerson, of W.
in Stetson, Feb 6. James B Harris, of Bradley,
and Miss Henrietta H Melvin, or S
In Portsmouth, Jau 28, Thos B Simmons, ot Monr
began, and Miss Sarah N Bond, of Jetfjrson.
In Saco, Feb 8, Joseph K Emmons, of UiddeforU.
and Miss Sarah L Gaines, «f 8,
In Bjddeiord, Jan 24, George Prawn, of Kennebunkport, and Miss Deborah Benson, of B.
in Eliot, Feo 5, Edwin Sbap'eigh and Miss Nancie
E Goodwin; Albert Goodwin and Mlaa Louisa M
Shapleigh, all ot Eliot.
In Cornish, Jan 1, Eben G Perry and Miss Marv A
Y
Moulton, both of Parsonalleld,
In Berwick, Jan 8, James B Smith, of B, and Miss
Luella Wentworth, ot Sanford.

iebl‘Jd3w

and

United State. Ma la.

Londonderry and Liverpoo’.

will

sail

from

this

port tor
the 18th
the ar-

rival of the train of the p-evions day from Montreal
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool—
Cabin (acoording to accommodations) 866 to S80.

Steorage,

$30,

Payable in Gold orits equivalent.

freight or

For

apply to
& ANDREW ALLAN,
T. R. R Passenger Depot.

passage

HUGU
6 G.

To be suoooeded by the Steamship
the 25ib February.
Portland, Nov. Id, 1864.

on

Steam from

Liverpool

ON< A

DIRECT.

S Hager. 953 80
ration.11 0 to

Warren

81
68
18
20

A

No. Amerlean,
dtl

to

Boston,

FORTNIGHT.

..

Steamships. 8.148 78

Steam tugs.,.

Lining

U1

316 12

Schooners.

780 89
81 46
22 29

..

Sloops.
Boats.
tonnage,.

OATUKDAT.

Steerage passage fn m Liverpool to Botton, 960 09
30 09
Children under 12 years,
Infanta linger 1 year,

J.

United States Cotton Sale.
JOHN H. DRAPER & 00.,
sell

their Sales

at
WILL
btreet, New

Tork

Booms, No.

36

Pino

on

44'h, at 14 o’clock noon.
order el Simeon Draper, U. 8. Cotton Agent,
about
Friday, Feb.

By

Bales

lOOO

—or—

N.Orleans & Memphis OoLton.

The aoove cotton has been clashed and sampled by
Easton A Co., Brokers, and may be seen by 'ample
our office. No. 86 Pine St., and in th, bale at 4(16.
438,616 and 618 Washington St.
fvblStd

First National Bank Stock
wa.

e.
29

Exchange

&

so\,

Street,

OIL

LANDS I

PETROLEUM LAND COMPANY,
108 Broadway, Nkw York,

Angelos.

Cld 11th, ship Elizabeth Kimball, Greenleaf, for
Teekalet.
BALTIMORE—Ar 13th, sob Hattie Baker,Crowel,
Boston: Exchange, Crowell, Fortress Monroe.
Cld 13th, brig Yazoo. Call, Fortress Monroe; sobs
Wm Arthur, Coring, Fort Fi-her; Fraaoee Hatch
Miller, do.
PHILADELPHIA —Ar llth, sob Mary Louisa,
Hammond. Bucksport.
Below, ship Westmoreland, from Pensacola; and
several barques and brigs
Ar lOtb, brigs Frontier,

Littlefield, Matanzas; Jos
Baker, Niokerson. New Orleans
Cld 13th, ship Uncle Joe, Sewell, Kay West; barks
Walter, Libby, CapeHaytieu: Annie, Chsse. Kev
West; brig Belle Bernard, Cook, do; sch E F Allen.
Allen, Portsmouth,
At Delaware Breakwater 10th, brig Altavela, from
Cardenas. Sid, brigs Frootier, for Philadelphia;
GleDdale, for Portland.
the fleet before reported at Breakwater

NearljyjMl
NEW

YORK—Ar 18th, ship Corea, Gary, from
Foochow; brig J W Johnson, Foster. Barbadoes.
Cld 13tb, barque Abd-el-Kader, Eldridge, tor Port
Royal SC; sch Laura Gertrude, Campbell. Fortress
Monroe.
Ar 14th, brig Rolling Wave, Collins, Now Orleans.
Cld 14th, ships Henry Brigham, Potter, San Francisco; Cynosure.Oram, Bremen; barque Marv Bent-

Clark, Beaufort NC.
NEWPORT—Ar 13th. sobs S K Nightingale. NickKastport for New York; Eliza Otis, Ryder,
Belfast for do.
In port 18th, barque Mary B Rich, Clapp, from
Cow Bay CB for New York; brig Condor, Ames, Im
Sierra Leone lor do; sobs Pioneer, Tapley, Porllsnd
lor New York; Thoa C Bartlett, Card, trem Bath for
F'ortress Monroe: Sarah, Holden, fin Fall River for
New York; Gertrude, Caldwell, Kastport 1 r New
York; Uannie Westbrook, Littleobn, Portland for

ley,

erson,

Have

BOSTON—Cld loth, brig Ha Vie E Wheeler. Delen
Cardenas; sohs Elvira A Cooaut, boss, Port Royal
Empress, Huokins, Kastport.
FOREIGN PORTS.
At SUanghae Dec 8, barque Valet!a, Dawes, for
Cheloo.
At Chefoo Nov 29,
barque Wild Gszelle, Humphrey, from Swatow.
At Amoy Dec 12,
barque Huntress, Whelden, for

Shanghte.
At

Swatow Nov 25. barque Dorchester, Fulton,
uncertain.
Ar at Honolulu Dec 9, ships Sumatra. Kinsman,
from San Francisco for Hong Kong; 21st, Helios,
Pratt, do for do. (and sld 22d); buena Vista, Ayres,
Irora Alberni for Adelaide, in distress.
Sld Dec 17, ship Dreadnaugbt, Cashing, for New
Bedford.
Passed do Deo 10. ship Shirley, Mullen, from Sin
Francisco for China.
Arat Callao, 14!h alt, (before reported without
dates) ships Young Eagle, W alker, Chinchas, (and
sailed for Dunkirk); barque Nouantum, Kingman,
San Joan, (and railed 21st for Chinchas); 15th, ships
A Lawrence. Pat arson,Chinchas (and sailed 20th tor
Hamburg); Win Wilcox, Manter.do. (and sailed 2l*t
for Rotterdam); Eastern Star, Ncaley, do (and sailod
19th for Germany); 17th. Orizon, Smith, San Francisco (and sailod 21st for Chinchas); 19th. Havelock,
Young, fm Chinchas (and sailod 21st for England);
Oce*n Express Cushing, do (and s d 27th for Cowes)
23d, Louis Walsh, Gilmore, Valparaiso: Whampoa,
Curtis, Chinchas; Edw O’Brien. Gilchrist, do
Sld 14th ult, Enoch Talbot, Merriman. tor Germany; Young Eagle, Walker, Dunkirk; 20th, A Law-

renoe, Pat erson, Germany.
In port 27th ult,
Louis Walsh, Veazie, trom
Genoa: Edw O’Brien, Gilchrist, for Cowes
At Valparaiso 16th ult. ships Maveriuk. Ellis,
from
Boston mr M, dis*;
JP Ch.plln

ships

Cole, fm
New Zorn-

valuub’o ell

*"*' Uf<lae
A>WCSmall,

[Per steamer North American 1
at Ahaelr. 17ih,
Mattapony, Wyman, ftn New
“•

***•m*,e

“*

Mauritian”
blAr*at Londo’1?11' Coomb"'
Ut' Nora Scotian, from PortSPOKEN.
lo“ 80 441 'Wl> Creeoeut City, E.
Falmouth
E lor Akvab.
w» L .om
Ut **
76 l3' “h F X C»^'
»toeria.
South

to

compan-

-—.

STATEMENT

of the Condition of Mahsasoit
iNSDRANCK Corpany, o. Sprinalleld, Mess..
January let, 1886.
Cash Capital paid iu and
investigated, (200.000 00
Cash Burp ut,
88,299 88
Agseta of the Company are
Ca h on hard,
H.C88 C4
Cash in hands of

agent-,

in,' 8t

Loans on Mortgage, rtal estate,
Loans on Coliaural
do
Loans on Persona1,
do
Bank Stocks,
Kail Koid Stocks,
U. S. tloYornment Stocks,
Other

71

jO.IBi) 00

2 mb 001,600 0070,184 0(1
2< 0 o 00
106 88»00
8 9t 8 IS

IuveetmesU,

#2S3,299 88
Total Liabilities for Claims, 86,686.
A. W. Chapin, Pres’t.
Sanford J. Hall, Seo’y.
EL1PHALET WEBSTFR, Agent,
febl8eod3w
No 18 Exchange St, Portlau*.

I RYEBllRb

AC1UFNY £

Spring Torn of this In-Hutton will commonco Wednesday,
March 1st, snd continue
eleven wseki.

THE

kuwiN F. Ambrose, a. B
Principal,
Cbarlus D. Barrows, A. B. Assistant.
Mi,s alleb A. Barrows, Teacher of
Mosio,
Miss Mariana Soutbkr, Teacher oi
Drawing.
* or further
particulars address
D. B. bEWALL, Soo’y.
Frebnrg, Feb 14th, 1886.
feD16d3w

Officers’ Accounts.
With the ORDNANCE. QUAUrERHASlER’S
d
other DfPARTMEN IS of the United btatc*. M a Uf.
OUT aad AD.I CSl’EO Certiflca’c* oi iion-.mJeb<<-drea* obtained. Stoppage* of l»ay removed.
Long aad varies exi tr ence as an officer in theArDe; artrn* ntx, with the cwigianco
ofa reliable Agent in Wastiiogtcu, a d a
nerfert
kaowiedgeor wliat fg reqMireiand wil be
by Iho Dtpartmoots in every given cage
We aie
prepared to nuke rut and adjust th( aooountso Olh
oers who have Resigned, boon
Discharged or Mua
lered < ut, with Monracyapd at leis
expen-o. time
and trouble than wou.'d be required to viait
Wanh‘nir•*
ton.
Particular at ention given to (be ssttleuienl of
Claims add Aocountscf Dccoised Offiotrs ubj

mr *nwT‘,tUtho

a£?ep

Sjl*

Pensions, Bon -ty, Back Pay, l’ria, Mcney,
and
c airns against
(ioverumrut speedily procured
JAMES B BELL,

all

No. 4 Corbbii] Court (opposite head S(a e
SM Be-tola
REFERS BY PERMISSION TOt
fctD-F A■

G“on

B^tp“r,s
wT^;tE-ri,,80D
G. l‘iay t«i.
Robt H.

Lewis

Lt Col
fcwd

Maj
____

Seveneon

O, Richa dHon.
febltt lodlmo

“nurse aud Spy.”
WANTED io»wjr laa-a
Countr
in ihe Statu of Maine, to canvaRg
AGENTS
for Thu Nurao

HilaUr?.

the Union Army.
Disabled
young men t,om the o unlrv, will
this a leaaaut and protitable ho nine*. For
fur* her particulars addreua N «. PEBKINH. Genc a, Agent, PortlanJ, Me
or W. 8
Wiluakh k
Co., Publishers, Hartford,Conn. febl6dlaw»»*iw*
ana

Spy in

roaauera, and

Bad

FnnoUco,

8ld 1st ult, barques Tempest,
Hinoklev. for San
Francisco; 4th. D C Murray, Upton, dq 7 °r aa®
D80
t)ar<1*e Maria, Bartley,

territory Tor sale

ies or individuals, at low ratos. Ihis
Company
employs experienced men at the oil regions, who
furnish them daily wi.h mos' valuable interests
Enterprl ing pert es who oan command oapital,
have a raro opportunity to make their fortunes in
the development of these wonderful lands.
Schedules of property sent by mail cn aop icatiom.
Nelson Cross,
Geo. b Lincoln,
leblSdlw
Clinton MarksluTI

Ar 14th, brig Northern Belle, Lanson, Newbury
port for New York; sob Rosina, Hunt, fin Portland

Who.tT.nd, Oliver, for
? **> Sax8n’
Crowo11’ fm 8an

wood

Feb'y 16th, 1866-dlw

DOMESTIC PORTS.

wSmlJJ1L18®1

DRAPER, Auctioneer.

H.

FIFTY SECAHI3S

SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 11th inzt, ship Live Oak.
Alden. New York.
Ar 18th alt, barques Golden Gate, Harrington, frn
Seabeck; Ocean. Arey, FreepoVt O.
Sid 21st alt, ship Ellen Southard, Howes, for Port

^Ar

10 09

tSTTO RESIDENTS OF NEW ENGLAND wishing to get their friends out ir m the Old Country,
these steamers oiler advantage superior to those of
•mv o her Line
Passengers by thise steairs'iia
land in Botton. wh«= re they will te within * as y reach
af thi.r friends, and where th^v will avoid rorny of
the danger* and annoyanna which b»*9t atraugtr*
in New York.
landing
Frr rre'ght or passage apply to WARREN k CO.
99 State St. snd 418Comm*rcivl street Boston
C?*“Sioht Drafts for XI Ster ingand upwards*
payable in England, Ireland or Scotland, for aalo.
A.ents in Liverpool Qbo. Warkih k Co., Fenwick Chaucers.
f blttiOw

88,620 87

Main Robert Pnrington k Sod, of BowdolDhem,
have juit ccmmenocd a brig of 280 toui, which ,bey
expect to bare ready for launching in May.
Hr Peter Broadeireet. of Gardiner, bas laid the
keel fir a double decked barque of 400 tone, which
bo expeote to bare ready for launching in June.

foANew8Ck%7
teaSSMvt

1800-

ions

Ub, Kb Wide World, for Portland.

jkb5ii«**10

April 5,

2600 tons,
360 horse power.
360 horse power.
Hbllkspoxt, 2600 tons,
660 horse power.
2600 tons,
Gambia,
1* aumouist,
2500 ton*,
S60 horse power.
Passenger* by these Steim'hips will be regularly
supplied with a liberal allowance of cooked provis-

WANTED!

[BY tel. TO merchant’s exchange.1
PORT ROYAL SC—Ar 1st, barque J M Harward,
from Bath; 2d, sch Abbie, from Boston; Norab, fm

barques

Line.

Propontis,

Ships... .23 666 90
Barques. 8 756 06
1,8*9 13
Brig#.

Bath
Sid

€o’»

at

RECAPITULATION.

Total

A

The following splendid tiret class
iron 8orew Bteiniships are appoint\eu to sail from Liverpool tor BojLfon every alternate Saturday, com-

78

..

ar

Geo. G. Wig hi

on SATURDAY,
February, Immediately ale r

20
60
12
04
.9
82
14
67
17
14
44
.1183 58
Purington..
Neptune.Robert
44
Ella Norton.PG Bradstree. 871 47
44
Pleiades.J P Mors".1164 14
44
Jane J Southard .T J Southard.1120 73
44
America.Johnson Rideout-1*86 75
4..Bfc A Sewall. 45" 01
44
..W V Moses k Sons 1260 0»
44
..W k J Drummond 1170 00
Ida Lilly.Jaa M Hager. 756 72
44
Scotia.Houghton Bros.LOO Oo
Bark Andaman.Stepnen Larrabee... 413 90
44
Parsee.John Patten k Son
568 86
44
Ulrikken.Albert Hathorne.... 640 08
44
Volant.E k A Sewall. 496 56
44
Helen Sands.Stephen Larrabee
620 21
44
Penang.John Patten k Son. 583 63
44
Harvard. 369 20
Sarepta......John
44
Jane M Harward. .John Harward. 677 86
44
Tommie Hussey
.T J Southard. 664 49
44
Walter.W H Sturtevant.481 75
44
Nettie Merriman.. .Robert Pennell.692 24
44
Annie M Palmer.. J C Given
564 32
44
Hattie Morrison.. .8 H Morrison. 516 66
44
Rideout_
454
87
D;rigo...Johnson
44
Vidette..
Stephen Larrabee... 616 69
44
Larrabee...
534
44
Oakland.Stephen
44
Australia.Lemont k Robinson. 369 73
Brig
Mattapony.Bibber k Sbule. 224 61
44
RE Pecker.Harrison Springer
222 17
44
Aqnidneck.W k J Drummond. 364 34
44
Ocean Belle.Rogers k Reed. 3 2 82
44
Perpetua.#A M Simpson. 335 50
44
Vincent.C V Vincent. 409 69
Schr Orville.O Moses k Son. 294 66
44
Billow...Wm Rice. 77 08
44
Adrianna... .Jas Wakefield k Son 160 69
44
Gen Grant.T J Winslow. 66 74
44
Gov Cony..».J D 8turge§. 142 62
Prame.... W U Po ter. 42 29
Sloop
44
Bull Run.A W Morse. 89 17
Boat Ida May ......'. 16 17
44
Ocelia...4.
7 12

4

Ya: mouth;

PasSENGEHS booked

Baltimore.

Boabd, Feb. 16

8,000 AmerioanGold,....

89000

Tons,

....

^

oelebrated Toilet Soap, in such universal
demand, is made from the ohoioest materials,
is mild and emollient In its nature,
fragranty
scented. and extremely beneficial in its act upon
the skin.
For Sale by all Druggists and
Faney
Goods Dealers.
jsn81dlyr.
THIS

DK-

Builders.

44..G F
tug Fearless.J P Morse. 128
44
Pop am.J P Morse. 63
44
Hobomok.H S Hager. 119
C V Minott.1124
Mary E Riggs
Ship
44
Gen Grant.J P Morse. 986
44
k A Sewall.1078
Intrepid.K
44
Luey Melville.W V Moses k Sons.. 1071
44
Aberdeen.Lemont k Robinson. 88)
44
Freedom.Rogers k Reed. 844
44
Ella 8 Thayer.Albert Hathorue—1098
44
Nuaquam Dormio Oliver Moses k Sons. 943
44
Ocean Signal.E k A Sewall.1216
44
Thomas Lord.W M Reed k Sons.. 1068
44
Anna Camp.W k J Drummond.. 1090
44
Gettysburg.H 8 Hager.918

diseases, viz:—

Street, Hot ton.

Liverpool

►o

Steam

always, with my Chcmioal Inhalations, restore the
patient to health, and in a very short. My Chemical Inhalations are no more speedy and offiedfions
in the treatment o' consumption than the Chemical
Id halations which I prepare for all of the following

Stale

Rapidan.Henry

44

Engineer,

8200,(90 00

ft Co. Agenti, Poitlr.nc'i

Munger

Chares

Steamship hi 8 Hager.. .Henry 8 Hager.1092 84

OFFICE, CODMAN BLOCK,

8:31,411 22

The steamship ST. DAVID, Cap*.

the year 1864.

Name.

%

JOHN F. ANDERSON,

paid

Jobkfh Morrirom, Resident Director and General Agent.

<gj3fcfi!RLAird,

LIST or VESSELS
Built, registered and enrolled, in the District qf

during

beina

031,41112

43

Blanch Office,

CLEARED.
Bch Red Robin, Blunt, Cutler—Dana k Co.

Bath

Assets, January

Capital

Return Tickets granted at Beduoed Bates.

SBOES.

W. Kassiisld's Store, 174
Hiddle at, Portland, IM.
deolldtwkm
For sale at Mr. J.

year,
Office,

Makiug Total Ae£Ois,

PORTLAND.

ARRIVED.

Water-Proof and Leather Preserver,

and

Capital

1st,

ISTEWfe*

via Londonderry.
Steamer Chesapeake, Willetts, New York.
Steamer Montreal. Lisiomb. Boston.
Brig Martha Washington, Leland, Klizabethport.

WAR REN’S

88,c9l 70

F.re Bisks,

on

Carrying the Canadian

Steamship North American, (Br) Kerr, Liverpool

deo29tf

manner

I’lenJums

Amount Fire Losses paid last
Amount paid lor Expenses ol

16.

Wednesday...February 15.

Portland, Me-

80 Middle St-,

OF

$!3 2»0 CO
32 76

dtsLi/mined,

Amount cf all other Claims,
of Cash rtcyiveu lor

Amo'int

Sunrises....6.561 Length of days.10 8)
Sun sets.6.34 | High water (pm).... 2 25

PORT

22,414 17

132,800 ou
08,189 19

Montreal Ocean Steamship Go,

MINIATURE ALMANAC'.

Thursday*.February

ALONZO S. DAVIS, Proprietor,

perance cause, and who has given much time
and eflort to the subject. The paper is of
good size, has an engraved illustrative head,
and makes a very creditable appearance.—
Terms $2 a year in advance. We commend it
to our readers and hope that it may meet with
a cordial reception and genepous support from
the people of the State. Such a paper never
was more imperiously called for.

Four Boys were arrested last evening by
officers Collins and Meserve for making a disturbance in front of the Theatre, The boys
were taken to the lock up,
We hope these arrests will hreak up the
practice of the gang of boys who have been in
the habit of hanging around the door of the
theatre and “cutting up shines.’’

Portland....Liverpool.Feb 25

PORTLAND

The Old Oaken Bucket.—The new
this title, has been
issued, and the first number lies upon our table. It is published by Mr. B. F. Thorndike
of this city, whose whole heart is in the Tem-

Gen. SHEiu,Ey.-»The Norfolk correspondPhiladelphia Press, Mr. Stein, states
that Brig. Gen. George F. Shepley has been
removed from the command at Norfolk by
Gen. Ord, and Brig. Gen. Gordon placed in
his position. It is intimated that the opposition of Qen. Shepley to civil law for that city
was the cause of the change.

.Feb 18

Rule.New York. .California... .Feb 20
Australasian.New York.. Liverpool.Keb 22
Ocean Queen.New York.. California
Feb 23

MARINE

Temperance paper, with

ent of the

Amount
Amount
Amount
amount
Amount

aom not)

o. rf Shares % 2,0
Par I \i/u* ftlno nch
Amount of Outittxnding JU§k$,
il2,9uO,G93*.

febSdtw*

Read and assigned—Resolve authorizing

(House No. 34 )

Orleans

Golden

Lock, Look !
Envelopes Only 91-25,

AT DRBSSER’S OLD STAND,

UVUOJE.

the Land Agent to convey certain lots of laud
to the widows of deceased soldiers; an act authorizing the building and maintaining a sluice
for the passage of lumber in Perry; resolve in
favor of colored soldiers (House No. 33); an
act to repeal chapter 279 of the Public Laws
of 1864 relating to town auditors of accounts

a

not tit

Guiding Star.New York. New Orleans.. Feb 26
Corsica.New York. Havana, be.. .Feb 27

St

London—New York. .Liverpool.Feb 18

lfc«4.

rf Capital paid in,
0.

A

each. Sold everywhere.
UlLTON BEOS. * Co., Proprietors, Providence,
E. I. On receipt of 60 oents, a lamily package will
febldSm
be sent by mail.

too much

SENATE.

JANUARY I,i, 18,;5.
COMAIKS CSV BUSINESS St hi s
10,

City

of

Co.,

OF NEW YORK.

For wood, leather, crockery, and other substanoes
is the best aid to economy that the housekeeper oan
bare. It la In liquid firm, and Insoluble in water or
oil. It will adhereoily substanoes completely. Twoounce bottle, with brush (family package) 26 cents

with

Confirmations by the Senate.
New York, Feb. 15.
The Senate has confirmed the following
J. H. Goodenow, of Maine, as Consul General
at Constantinople; Dan’tK.Hobart,of Maine,
Consul at Wiudsor, Canada; and Col. James
D. Fessenden to be a Brigadier General.

OF THE

M O H H 1 N
i*e and
Inland Insurance

Am uut

Advance.

scarcely any resistance, and that
his troops cover ah area of territory forty miles
in width. For several days jrrecediug the 8th
inst., they had been engaged destroying the
railroads, the object seeming to be to isolate
Branchville, Augusta and Charleston from all
possible aid or reinforcements, in order to capture the garrison of each city.

aECETxjRu

Amount Additional
in tFeb 9 h)

New York, Feb. 15.
The World’s Hilton Head correspondence of
the 8th says Sherman’s army in its advance

seventy five per

Boston..

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Canada.Liverpool.Boston.Feb

mation.

in the

4
b
8
Nova
i)
York.
Feb 11
New York.
York..
..Feb 15
.Southampton.New
Moravian.Liverpool.Portland.Feb 1ft
18

City

buba.Liverpool. ....New York.. Feb25

Hilton’s Insoluble Cement,

Convention.
On motion the nomination of Hon. Wm. A.

Buckingham, of Norwich, for Governor, and
Hon. Roger Averill, of Danbury, for Lieutenant Governor, were made unanimous by accla-

sail*.

for

from

Aaim....Liverpool.Boston.F'eb
York...Feb
Saxonia.Southampton.New
of

WEEKS* POT FEE.
Druggists, No, 170 Wasuington Slreet, Boston, Mass.
feblMGw
General Agents.

The Union State Convention assembled at
Brewster Hall, in this city, to day.
The attendance is large. Hon. W. W. Boardman, of
New Haven, was appointed President of the

meets

SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMERS.
btkamkr

....

preventative for
DIPTHERIA.
Ih-ioc per Bottlo 92.
For sale by all Druggists.

Connecticut Union State Convention.
New Haven, Conn., Feb. 16.

to Sherman’s

aged 55 yean 8 mouths.
dr~Funttral thia(Thursday)afternoon, at 3) o’cik,
from bis late resikence. No 13 Dow stn t. Relatives
and frionds are invited te attend.
In Bangor, Feb 10, Mrs Harrist II, widow of tho
late Abner l'aylor, aged 19 years.
in Corninth. Jan 14, Charms J,
aged 2 years 11
months; 16th, Frank W, aged 9 months—children of
and
Uar/iet Cressey.
Samuel
in Corninth, Feb 9. Dora daughter of Samuel and
Harriet Cressey, aged 15 years.
In l'hipsburg, Feb 12, Mi s Kllta Rogers, aged 57.
In Phipsburg, Feb 11, Mrs Hannah, witeofThos
Rowe, aged 68 yean.
In Biatieloru eeD 2, Mr Peter N Ilayward, aged
40 yean 9 months.
In Welts, I eh 8. Mrs Mary E, wife of Fairfield
Gray, aged 23yean 7 months.
In Hollis, Feb 7, Mrs Catharine 1 B Mulvey, aged
84 years.
lu hmery, Jan 18, Mrs Mary A, wife of Capt M B
Wilson, ag«d47 yean.

Photographic Q-allery

Tragedy.

NEW

city, Feb 15, suddenly, Mr Darid Hodsdon,

Britannia.Glasgow.Now York.. .Jan 25
Etna.Liverpool.New York.. .Feb 1
North American.. Liverpool.Portland
Feb 2
City of Dublin—Liverpool.New York...Ft b 4

CONSUMPTION.

gees from Charleston.

Slight Resistance

Colds,

And the firs t stages of

It is

In this

GERMAN HEILMITTEL

THE GREAT

burg, on the Columbia and Branchvillo Railroad, sixteen miles west of the latter place.—
This place has been a favorite retreat for refuSad

not allowed

to sell papers on their routes.

Branchville, while Kilpatrick with a cavalry
force occupied Blackville, on the same road,

about nine miles north-west of Grahamsville.
A portion of Sherman’s column, it was reported yesterday, moved forward crossing the
South Edisto and flanking Branchville on the
west
This force then advanced to Orange-

—_

}gr*Carriers of the Daily Press are

PPEP.

Wanted.
one-requiring the services of Uiok-koeptr,
Aaaiatant Book-keeper,
ANY
Copyist, that
furnish
a

or

sen

good re orenoes, from lorraer eni layeca,
has only to a'dress
I.EWli, Portland P. t).
February 15th 1866.
fewl6dj*

Situation Wanted.
whe baa loat
by
WANTED
the service of his oount
y
•tore
in
a man

hla right arm
a situation in a
norable employment that hi* condition will permit him to engage in.
oood roles*
enoss given.
Address *\ VT. th ough the host Ofm

or

any h

fice.

feblOdiw*

Wauteil.
in the Editorial Depa’-lraent of
iome
nowspapj rv by one who loves the profess*
ion, ana fr m onoioe would mase it a business lot
llfh. Address iqr one month

ABliUATION

tebttdSw

KNOCU KNIGHT, Lovell. Me.

DOSTLAND AND TIOI If ITT.
Hew Advertisements Tc-Htsy
Theatre—Deoring Hall.
Officers' Accounts.
Un ted States Cotton Sale.

Wanted.
Sit;ation Wanted.
Nurse ami Spy.
Massasoit Insurance Company.
Morris Ins. Company.

Fryaburg Academy.
From Liverpool to Boston.
Bank Stock Wanted.
Lands.
Wanted.

Associates Ex Five.—'The
eighth annual
Ball of this Association will
come off to mor-

Special

evening at Lancaster

row

Notioe-

Tbs following regulations will be rigidly obaervod
by the Proprietors oi the Press;
1. No papers will be delivered by Carriers except
to those who have subscribed atthe office.
2. No Carrier will be allowed to sell papers on his
route, or tooolleot money from subscribers.
8. Carriers found guilty of violating the foregoing
rales they will be discharged.

Dedication of the Universalist Church.
The new Church in Congress Square was
solemnly dedicated to the service of Almighty
God, by appropriate services, yesterday afternoon. It was crowded to its utmost,
capacity,
a id the services were of an
impressive char-

The order of exercises was as follows:
1. Selection of Psalms read and chanted al
ternately; Rev. G. Gailey of Gardiner, reader2. Introductory Prayer,
by Rev. Mr. Hewes
of Park Street Church.
3. Reading of the Scriptures, by Rev. G. W.
acter.

Quinby of Augusta.
4. Original Hymn, written by Mrs. E. M.
Barstow, and. read by Rev. S. H. McCollister
of Westbrook.
6.

—

be made.

01

~

Mr. David Hodgdon'
8udden Death.
about sixty years of age, fell dead in his house
From
on Dow Street yesterday morning.
irotn his bps just before
some remarks that fell
he dropped from his chair, and a paper being
found in his pocket, it is supposed that he took
some kind of poison that caused his death.—
Au investigation of the matter will probably

Dedicatory Prayer, by Rev. J. C. Snow

of Auburn.
0. Original Hymn, written by Rev. H. CLeonard, and read by Rev. Mr. Rodman of the
Swedenborgian Church.
7. Sermon by the Pastor, Rev. E. C.
Boiles;
Text—Ps. 138:2. “I will worship towards thy
holy temple, and praise thy name for thy loving kindness and thy truth”.
8. Concluding Prayer by Rev. H. C. Leonard, recently of Waterville.
9. Anthem by the Choir.
10. Benediction by the Pastor.
The singing was very fine, although it lacked the organ support, which was supplied by
a cabinet organ, played by Mrs. J. L. Shaw.—
In consequence of the illness of Mrs. Humphrey, the soprano, the congregation was Jaid
under obligation to Mrs. Pabsons of Brook-

lyn, N. Y.,
her place.

who kindly volunteered to
supply
Mrs. P. is a vocalist of
distinction,
and we are gratifled to learn that she will soon

give a

Hail. It will, like
all those that have
preceded it.be a giand
affair. The
Managers know how to get up
and carry out an affair of this kind to the full

satisfaction of all

Assembly.—One of those pleasant Assemblies, under the management of Messrs. AntUoinc & Colley, with music by Raymond &
Dimond’s full Quadrille Band, will come off
this eveaiugat M*:hanics’Hall. Go there, if
you wish to pass a

held, and

an

pleasant evening.

The fluder of a Hudson

Bay Sable Muff,

which was left on the last train Tuesday afternoon from Saco River to Portland, wiil be

liberally rewarded by leaving it at Bailey &
Noyes, 55 Exchange street, Portland, or with
Samuel W. Lord, Gorham, Me.
The

numerous

friends of Gen.

Ayres will

be

gratified
learn, that by letters received by
his family in this city, it
appears that the report of his being wounded in the late battles
at Hatcher’s Run, is unfounded.
Although
much exposed during the fights he escaped
to

unhurt.

Theatre.
nounce

—

It is only necessary to
“

that the beautiful

roon” is to

an-

piay of the Oct07
be performed this evening, in or-

der to Insure

a

-T--

The net receipts of the Festival at City Hall
Tuesday evening In behalf of the Maine Camp
Hospital Association amounted to $560. This
is a handsome addition to the treasury of this
worthy Association.
The sales of seven-thirties at the First Na-

tional Bank yesterday were nearly $70,000 to
65 different interests. Total subscription
by
the Bank on Wednesday $250,000. The sales
of these popular bonds are rapidly
increasing.
We are requested to state that the Mrs.
Smith who was arrested for stealing a cloak is
not the Mrs. Smith who resides on
Congress
street.
_

FIVE DAYS

LATER

doctriuo-practical discourse was deliverby Rev. C. H. Fay of Providence, R. I.—
The singing—particularly a solo by Mrs. Par

FROM

EUROPE.

Arrival of the North American.

ed

We

very fine.

requested to state in this connection, that new hymn books are in process of
preparation which, when published, will contain not only a large selection of the standard
devotional as well as stately hymns of Watts,
and other standard authors, already familiar
to church-goers, but some two hundred gems
from such authors as Tennyson, Whittier,
Longfellow, Mrs. Hemaus, Miss Proctor and
others, which have never yet found their way
into any collection of church hymns; and
also selections of Psalms, Vesper services,
Litany, &c., which will mike it a most desirable book for public worship. The books
will be ready about the time the organ is put
up, when it is proposed to inaugurate regular
Vesper services.
The trial of the new house yesterday affordare

ed abundant evidence that the accoustic properties of the edifice cannot well be improved
upon. The voices could be heard with perfect
distinctness in all parts, even in the lowest
tones. It is an easy house to speak iD, and no
house can give to music better effect.

United States District Court
FEBRUARY' TERM—WARE J.

PRESIDING.

Wednesday.—The following goods, on
were decreed forfeited to the
United States:
1 bbl.and 10 demijohns Santa Cruz rum.
1 trunk, containing five harnesses.
1 bbl sugar aud 3 bbi. molasses.
The abov" goods were seized iu the District
of Portland and Falmouth.
In the case of the indictment vs. James T.

proclamation,

O’Sullivan, for aiding
was

deserters to escape, who
Court, the

bound over to this term of the

bail

was forfeited and the sureties paid the
amount, $1000, and costs.

Supreme
JANUARY

Judicial Court.

TEEM—DAVIS, J.,

PRESIDING.

Wednesday.—In the case of Lynch vs.
Swauton & als., the evidence was all put in
and Mr. Butler made the argument for tbe defendant. J edge For followed in the argument
jor plaintiff. At the close of his argument
court

adjourned.

Municipal Court, Feb. 15.

Falmouth aud corrected the lad in
that was considered unjustifiable
He paid the hue and eosts.

J. O’Donnell.

•

a

by

manner

court.—

with him.
For many years he has been one of the foremen of the P. S. & P. Railroad repair shop,
where he was looked up to with respect and
esteem. The men emph yed there joined in

procession with the former Superintendent, Mr. Russell at their head, to pay the last
tribute of respect to their worthy associate
and friend.
In his daily walk, Mr. Hatch was an exemthe

The

churcl;

of which he

faithful member for more than twenty years,
will miss the pleasant face and warm greeting
of a beloved brother. In his last illness, while
suffering intense pain, aud partaking of cold
water to moisten the dry lips and cool his
parched tongue, he said “in unmeasured quantities he would soon drink from the pure river
of life at the celestial fountain an abundant

supply.”
Thus like a shock ot corn
to

the garuer

large cargo.

indebted to Messrs. Allan Brothers
& Co., through the courtesy of Mr.
Chambers,
Purser of the ship, for files of papers.
The Nova Scotian reached Liverpool on the
2d. The Edinburg arrived at Queenstown
same

are

day.

The

fully ripe has been
above, one of the

noblest works of God—an honest

man.

*

Inman steamer City of Boston, arrived at Liverpool from Clyde, after a
very
satisfactory trial. She was to leave on her
first trip, for New York, Feb. 8th, under command of Capt. Kennedy,
On the 5th at 6 P. M. exchanged signals
with steamship Moravian bound east, 378 miles
west of Tory Island.
GREAT BRITAIN.

The news per Nova Scotian, of continued
Federal successes, coupled with reiterated
peace rumors exercised a material influence,
on the English market for American securities
and produce. Satterthwaite’s Circular, says:
“We have to report very active and excited
markets for American securities, caused by
reports of Fedeial successes and the rapid decline of gold in New York. The scarcity of
5-20's, which has existed for some time past,
appeared on recent settlement to have increased—so that there has been quite a push
to cover “bear” sales—and bonds which closed
at 47 this day week ran rapidly up until they
touched 54. For Illinois there has been good
enquiry, and they advanced $2. Eries have
been pressed for sale, closing, sellers 32 ex-dividend.”
I ne Liverpool cotton market had recovered
from the depression caused by the Asia’s news
and was quite buoyant prior to the arrival of
the Nova Scotian. Bnt the news by that vessel caused renewed flatness and depression.
The Times’ city article publishes a lengthy
opinion by W. M. Evarts of New Fork, on the
power of English creditors to recover debts in
Federal Courts on a specie basis. Mr. Evart’s
opinion winds up as follows:
‘‘Foreign transactions necesssarily are made
and expressed in foreign currency. To apply
to their enforcement by suit the specie measure of equivalency in Federal currency, and
then permit t'leir discharge in the same sum
in paper, would bo introducing monstrous
irregularities, fo t'.ie prejudice of foreign creditors, which might justly give oflVnse. Indeed, our courts would then be practically
closed against the enforcement of foreign
deb's, and of consequence, commercial credit
—without which foreign commerce cannot be
carried on—will fall.

The Morning Post’s city article says the last
advices from Mexico allude to the rumored
cessation of Sonora to France as a guarantee
for the French Mexican debt. A preliminary
treaty to this effect was, it is reported, concluded at the latter end of November. The
Mexican government is, however, to keep the
sovereignty of Sonora. The immediate occupation of Sonora by French troops is also men-

excellent as well as appropriate remarks upon the mournful occasion that had
drawn so mauy together. The Band of the
17th U. S. Infantry performed dirges, and the
remains were escorted to the Eastern Cemetery by a detachment of the Veteran Reserve
made

some

Corps from Camp Berry, under
Capt. McDonald.

command of

Tub 5th Parlor Concert in aid of the sol-

diers, arranged for this evening at the house
of Abner Lowell, Pearl St., is unavoidably
postponed till next Tuesday evening.
jshould
Barnett’s Florimel.
It is a choice perfume, unlik-i the pungent and
sickening perfumes in the market.
The ladies

use

XXXVIII CONGRESS—Second Session
•»

SENATE.

Washington, Feb. 15.
Mr. Johnson, of Indiana, announced the
death of Senator Hicks.
The customary resolutions were adopted,
and eulogies pronounced by Senatots Johnson, Willey and Hall.
At 2 o’clock, the body of the deceased was
brought into the Senate Chamber, a band of
music playing a dirge. After funeral services
ol the Masonic order and
prayer, the Iiev. Dr.
Naial delivered a discourse on the Christian
and patriotic character of Senator Hicks.
Arnoug those present was President Lincoln, Secretary Seward, Attorney Gen.Speed,
Postmaster Dennison. Judges of the Supreme
Court.Gov. Bradford of Md.. and members of
the Legislature of that State, together with
the Senators and Members of the House of

Representatives. The Knight Templar of the
Masonic Fraternity, were also in attendance
large numbers and full dress.
Oa

the return
funeral, the Senate

of

'he Senators from the

Adjourned.
HOUSE.

A message was received from the Senate announcing the death of Mr. Hicks, Senator from

Maryland.

Mr. Websier of that State delivered an eu-

logy.

Messrs.

Beef—quiet.

Port—quiet;

rrolghtsto Liverpool—dull.

Market.
Naw York
Hoard —Stocks lower
American Hold.
Chicago & Bock Island,...'
Cleveland A Pittsburg.
",

portion of the same having, it is
stated, already left Acapulco, for that destiTHE DUCHIES.

Vienna papers publish

analysis of the
note of Austria, on
an

Prussian reply to the last
the question of the Duclilss.
Prussia will
wait the opinion of the legal advisors of the
crown before coming to a decision concerning
the interests of those countries and the sue
cession question. Great stress is laid upon the
wish of Prussia to come to an understanding
with Austria, without which the Prussian
Government could arrive at no solution.
Prussia has important naval interests on the
northern frontier, as Austria has on her frontiers. Before these interests are settled,Prussia cannot enter into any disenssion of the suc-

cession question.

The semi-official Provincial
correspondent
of Berlin says, -‘It is said the determination of
the cabinet on the Schleswig Hilstein question will, in a very short time, have so far advanced as to render possible a precise statement of indispensable condition and stipulations, the fulfilment of which Prussia will see
guaranteed before any further steps can be

taken.”

INDIA.

A Constantinople dispatch announces the
opening of telegraphic communication between
Baedad and India.
MONETARY.

London money market funds flat. Consols
drooping. Money in good demand at flve per
cent.
The Daily News says the depression in funds
is, to some extent, increased by apprehension
that much mischief would be occasioned
amongst cotton speculators in the event of a
suspension of hostilities in America.
Saramary of Dispatch per City of Dublin.
The following summary was forwarded by
the City of Dublin, bound to New York, that
sailed on the 1st.
The capture of Fort Fisher added materially to the prevalent depression among Southern
sympathizers, while the Iriends of the North

correspondingly elated. Federal securiimproved 11-2 and 2 per cent, while there
was a corresponding fall in the Confederate

from Southern Sources.

Washington, Feb. 15.
The Richmond Whig of the 13th says passengers from Fredericksburg report a Yankee
cavalry force, accompanied by a large wagon
train, had reached the upper part of Stafford
county, Va., and were moving in the direction

of that town.
The Charleston Courier of the 6th says a
Yankee force advanced to Kings Creek, and
after skirmishing for a short time retired and
our picket line was re established.
The enemy threw two shells at the city Saturday.
A letter in the Mobile Register, dated
Osyka, Miss., Jan. 27, states that reports from
the river concur as to the passage of large
numbers of troops down to New Orleans. One
report estimates the number at 40,000 men.
Military measures on a large scale are also
said to be going on at Baton Rouge, and another raid is expected soon. Mobile is generally supposed to be the object of these preparations.
There is no change in the military situation
on the Southside railroad.

The Petersburg Express of the 11th says a
detachment of Cant. Shadborn’s scouts lopped
the Yankee telegraph wires in and around
Cabin Point. The Yankees sent out an operator and an ambulance containing materials
for repair, guarded by 35 negro cavalry. Our
scouts charged upon them, killing 11
negroes,
and capturing 24 horses aud the operator and
driver.
The Petersburg Express learns that Grant

has made his new works recently captured as
strong as those in his front. Every road has
been strongly barricaded to prevent raids similar to Hampton’s cattle expedition. Heavy
works extend in every direction.
A rumor reached the city yesterday that
barges with reinforcements for Grant’s army
had entered the James River. This needs
confirmation.

Reiterated peace rumors caused a further decline in the Liverpool and Manchester
cotton markets; but there was a better
feeling
in Liverpool at the close.
It Is generally supposed the fall of Fort
Fisher c!os< s Wimlngtm to blockade
runners,
,ViPr'Te the South of foreign supplies,
The Times says the policy of the North is
evidently to isolate the rebels as the first necessity for a successful termination of the
t
war.
Mr. Adams had a long interview with Earl

anSiWl"

Russell on the 28th, and the fact, at the present juncture, at’racts comment.
The Surry Theatre, London, was burnt
during the performance. The audience escaped without loss of life.
Latest via Londonderry.
The Times city article says the discount
demand at the Bank yesterday was the full
average. In the Stock Echange, there was an
increased supply of money. Loans were offered at four per cent.

97

S6

...

Miohigan Central....!... 1144
Miobigsu Southern,.
t>4i|
..
....

Erie...
.7,;i
Hudson.lie 3

New York Central...114
Cnton Company. 82

Cumberland, preferred,.663
Missouri 6's...*.75
United States 10-40 conpous.II24
United States 6's ofl88l.llo*
°old closed at Gallager’s Evening Exchange at

A)4g.

Dissolution of Copartnership.
copartnership heretofore existing between

THE

E. Boedy and Maua-'seh Smith, under the
firm name of Beedy & Smith, is this
day dissolved
Seth

by mutual cosent.

l he business of the firm will be continued
by Manasseh Smith.
8eth E. Bkkdy,
Mahasseu Smith.

Portland, Feb'y 16, 1866.—dlw

Invalid Pensions, and Artificial Limbs,

Prize

Officers

Soldiers.

and

and

Money

Pay,

Co'leeted for Seamen.

Steamboat and Railroad Transportation Bills
Collected at Low Bates.
Substitute and Eslistmeut Pafebs, made oat

and attended to.

ty Prisoners' Pay obtained for their wives

Claims Cashed, and all olaims
against ihe State or United States, collected by

The Secretary of the Treasury has commenced paying the troops. Gen. Schofield’s
army has already been provided for, and today the Secretary commenced signing warrants for the pay of the army of the Potomac.
It is expected all the other armies will be paid
as rapidly as it can be done with
safety.
The following instructions were issued yesfrom
the
Provost Marshal
terday per telegram
General’s office:
War Department, Provost Marshal General's Bureau, Washington, Feb. 13,. 1865.—
To all Acting Assistant Provost Marshal Generals except Connecticut, Iowa, California and
Oregon: See that all Boards of Enrollment in
}our jurisdiction which are not busily employ-

examining

and

mustering recruits,

Office 62

James B. Fry,
Provost Marshal General.

15.

It is understood that the draft which was to
have taken place to day, has been postponed
until the 8th of March.
-1—

YORK

394 Hudson

for the Pianos

CO.,

N Y.,

Street,

would cal! the attention ofthe public to the su
perior quality oftheseinstruments. They are equal
to Steinu ays’,
Chickerings’, or those < f any other
noted manufacturer in this

covntry or Europe.

The company being composed of twenty ofthe
best wor men that could be found in the first class
manufacto.ieB in New York, principally in Mr.
Steinway’s Factory, everv part of their insrumonts

is done in the very
bestmanne-, and this enables the
company to furnish P.auo. whi h if equalled can
sot be surpassed for
vuality and power of tone,
easiness of action and beauty.
Judges of Pianos and purchasers are requested to
call at 112 Middle st, Portland, Maine,
any time
during th» day or evening, where two Pianos are for
sale, and judge tor themselves.
A
Go d Bargain is warranted.
$3f~

SCHUMACHER &

C. H. OSGOOD
Clapp’s Block,
P

Market

Artitioial Teeth inserted en Gold, Silver, and
Vulcanite bate. All operations warranted to
give

satisfaction,

jnneSOeodis&wly’ef

DR. C. KIMBALL.
X>

force operating against Sherman.
Sale of Cotton.

Philadelphia, Feb. 15.

One hundred and fifty-seven bales of cotton
sold to-day at 69 a 77 1 2 cents per pound. It
was

prize cotton.

R^fjrences—Bev. Dr. CarrntSers, Rev. Geo. L.
Walker, Dr. E. Clark. Dr. Wm. Robinson. Capt Cyrus Sturdivant, E. Egginton.
janUeodtf

Commercial.
Per steamship North American.
LIVERPOOL COTTON MARKET, Feb 2d.—
The sales for four days ware 22,000 bales including
2,000to speculators, lho market clo ed dull and
fl*t.
Trade

report the Manchester market cloeed flat and
declining.
LIVERPOOL BREADS TUFFS MARKET, Feb'
2.—-Richardson, Spence & Uo., and others report
Flour dull and nominal; Wh at flat and downward;
Corn 6d lower; mx* d 28* 6d@28s
LI VERPOOL PROVISIONS MARKET, Feb 2
Bed dull and unchanged; Pork Arm and upward;
Bacon bu >ya t and upwards; Butter ttoady and

upward

LIVERPOOL PRODUCE MARKET. Feb 2
st-ady; Sugars steady and upward; Coffee inactive; Rice sales small; Linsed Oil Arm; Roam dull
and unchanged ; Spiils ^Turpentine nominal; Petroleum quiet and Bt ady.
—

Ashes

Latest via

Liverpool. Feb

Londondery.

2.—Cotton—The salos for the

week w.*re 81,600 bales
The market closed at. a
and 3,250 t> exporters.
decline of Id@for American and £d@ld for other
descrip, io tie
The sales Friday wore 4,000 bales. The market
closed dull and downward. The following are the
authorized quotations:—
New Ore ibs. lair 25$; Middling 231;; Mobile
fair, 242 Middling 22*d Upland fair, 24id. Stock in
port amounts to 60,C00 bales, of which 83,000 are

inducing6500>ospeculators,

American.

Bread*tuff*—dull aad nominal
Provisions— quiet anc do* n * arJ.

—Illinois Central railRailroad 602.

bfete Fork Market.
Nxw York, Feb. 16.
Outon— active ealos 400 bales middling upland 80
@82c.
Flour—sales C000 bbl°; State and Western 10c
higher; State 9 70@r‘tt): Round Hoop Ohio 1110
@1180; We8vern 9 85@10 46; Southern firmer; su jb
Canada 6@10o higher; sales675 bbla at
10

20@11 76.
Whoat—quiet; sales7000 bushels Racine Spring at

2 1{.

Great Popular Loan of the

um,

subscriptions

A

noiseless vertical

SPRING CRADLE,
a

RecJining Couch, Spring Chair, Baby-Walker,
Ottoman, Hobby-Horse, Baby-Jumper, Baby-Horse, High Chair,
or Nursery Chair.
The motion of the Baby-Tender, which is vertical
and noiseless, unlike that of the common rocking or
bw nging cradle, »s in the
highest degree healthy, delightful and soothing.
It relieves mother* of the hardest part* of babytending, and enables her to dispense with a nurse.
Found at

PRAY
Kxoluelve

&

SMITH’S,

Agents -for Portland,

»t

their

Fancy

Goods Store,
MORTON BLOCK, Consreaa St.,
At

Manufacturer’s prices from S26 CO to *80 00.

HfCall and examine, or send for Circnlar. Don't
forget the place,
PRAY & SMITH,
Block, Congress St.

Portland, Feb 18th, 1866.—eod2w*

FOR DUCK POND.
The

Big: SIeig:h Enterprise,

Duck Pond
Wednesday, ThursWILL
day and Friday of th's week, to take persons
to -be
It will
run

to

on

start from the Kim House at 12

raoe.

o’elock noon, each day. Fare 8100 to and from.
febl&d3t*
J. JORDAN, Proprietor.

Tow Boat for Sale.
1

alt.
mriry"

is.

Portland, Feb, 91866 —dtmai26

$5 REWARD!
from

a

Thermometer about two fret lcng
The soale and
tube are enclosed in a glass oylinder tbout three
inches in diameter, and mounted on a black walnut

frame

On the scale was engraved "Made for Edward P. Banks, Portland, Me., by G. A. Tagl’sbue,
New York."
The above named rewarl will be paid for the sa'e
return of the Thermometer, and #5 <H> ror the detection of the thief.
EDWARD P. B&NKS,
febl5thd3w
72 Exohange st.

TRIPE, TRIPE, TRIPE!
AT BEDUOED PBI0E8.
NOW offer to the Trade

large

lot of the best
Tiipe that can be found in any maiket, at two
dollars less per bbl. than I have sold it- through the
la 1 and winter. P ease order.
Price per tbl 818,00; per half bbl' $9.<0.
Ordtrs
by mail, or lelt at No 12 Milk st. Market, will meet
with prompt attention.
C. W. BELKNAP.
Portland, Feb. 14 h, 1865.
Iebl6d8w'
a

Copartnership Notice.
beretof

THE copartnership
of Woodman, True if
tation the 8 inst.
The btsinesswi lheroaf
same name

signed.

_

and style

as

exi ting nnd‘rthe
Uo., exuirod by limi-

re

name

er be carrid on under the
heretofore, by the under-

Geo W. Woo mas,
Seth B Hkrsey,
< hARLBs
Bailey,
William H. Moese,
Georoe P. Gross.

,,

Portland, February 4th, 1866.

febl5.2w

Portland,

JOHN A. WATERMAN, Judge.
A true copy, attest,
7w3w*
EUGENE HUMPHREY, Register.

To Lei.
of

gentleman
steady habits, large, peasant
TOfurnished
Room, heated bv furnace and
a

a

sup-

plied with gas, in a nrivate family. House oent-slly
located Apply to W, 42 Middle St.
fob 15 dtf

For Sale

or

Gallery Tiokets.
For sale by the Managers and

receive subscriptions at par.

Lecture

Committee.

BLANCHARD,

feblGdtd

Second

SKATING

The manager* by request, will
of three Assemblies

Exchange.

Wanted.
or
re the Hut of April, a bouse,
or fourteen Rooms, centjally
located. Address Post Office Box 574.
feblGdlm*

Commission

Subscribers

AT

MECHANICS’

Merchant's Exchange.
Will receive consignment. 01 Me- ihandlM cl
every description, for public or private sale Haiti
of Ke.1
Cseh advances made with
chandieo solicited.
prompt sales and return*.
mohl2dly

^.Vessels, Ccrgoe.Vt^L.nd M„!

Wednesday Eve'ng,

Also

COOKE,

FebllisdAwSm

REMOVAL!

•

Increased expenditure’ in iitting
ihe Skating Park, the managers dsem it
OWING
to
small

»K. HUM.

up

fee lor the admission of ladies.
The price ..f Tiokets are as lollows
S aeon Ticko’s,
(2 00
Single Tickets (for gentlemen)
20
10
Single Ticketstfor ladies)
N B.—The Park is lighted up each evening; and
is open to the pubi 0 every oay—Snndsya excepted,
when positively no skating will be allowed.
fZST" A White Pennant will be displayed on the
Oi y Buildings whenever the Park is in conditionfor skating.
Jan28d8w*

charge a

sary

11 as removed his offloe from

oourae

COMIC AND MASK

CITY

II

leerly Vpjoeite

cl
Portland and violaity, that ho bas permanentWOULD
in this
the

two, year* we
oity. During
have been in this oity, we nave cured some 01
the wont fonns oi disease in persons who have tried
other forms of treatment in vain, and ouring patients in ao short a time that the question is olten
ashed, do they stay cured f To answer this question
we will say that all that do not stay cm cu, sre will
doctor the second time for nothing.
Dr. D. has bean a practical ..leotrioiau ter twentyone years, and is also a regular graduated physician
Electricity is perfeotly adapted to chronic diseases
in the form of nervous or sick he attache; neuralgia
In the head, neck,or extremities; consumption,when
In the aonte stages or whore the lungs are not fully
Involved; aonte or ohronic rheumatism, so-otuli, hi,
diseases, whiteswellings, spinal diseases, uurvati. s
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs
palsy or paralysis, fit. Vitas’ Danoe, deafness.shut/
muring or hesitancy of speech, dyspepsia, Indigestion, constipation and liror complaint, piles—we ourt
every oase that can bo presorted; asthma, bronohis, strictures of the akest, and all forms oi tsmalo
•
xs plainto.

BOUNTIES!

BALL,

ALL,

L OAN.
First National Bank of Portland,
Will receive in payment for subscriptions to the
above Loan, irom actual investors, all kinds of

Five Per Cent. II. S.

Notes,

The Bank

Fay

will also

^Maturity,

at

The Five Per Cent.

Legal Tender Notes,

With the accumulated interest thereon.

Coupons

of

7-30

Will be

paid

Notes Due
on

By Meotrlolty

by Raymond.

AH persons wishing to learn Fancy Dancing, will
at Mecha* ics’ Hall, Wednesday Evening, at
7 o’clock. No extra charge
Floor Managers—W H Colley, M T Dunn, E S
Wor me 1, J C Coller, W W Weeks.
Tickc ts dan be had of theMaaagers and at the door.
As <emblies co umence at 8j o’clock.
feblfitf

$300 For One Year’s Service.

LADIES

Children’s Exhibition Ball!

$100 State

FOUR HUNDRED DOLLARS,
Paid to the Bkoruit

ter,

CITY

HALL,

and

Answers

Thursday Eve’ng Feb. 16th,
At half

Mustered into United States Service.
To Citizens of Portland,
The additional

FIFTY

1 icketsfor tho Danco SI; for the Prroeninm 26
cts;—to be obtained at Lowell & Center’s, and at
the door.

two o’clock.

eaoh
44

•*
44

Portland Associates, Ex

they

can

be

Answer.—Th»y are for sa’e, at par, and accrued
iniertst, by all Sab- Treasuries. N atonal aud other
banks, aud all Ba< k rs a^d Brokers.
3d Question.—When is lhe interest
payable and
how cun it be collected ?
Answer
lhe Coup- ns or Interest Tickets are due
15ih ot he^ruary, and 16th of August in each
year,
and can be cut off from ihe note, and will be cashed
by any Sub-Treasurer. U. S. Depository, ISatmnal
or other B-nk or Baoktr.
4t Questi. n —When must the Government pay
off these 7 30’s?
Ans /wr,—ihey are due in two
years and a half
from the 15th of February, 1865; viz: on the 15th of
August, 1867.
6th Question.—Must I receive back my monev so
floouas 18t>7?
Answer.—2Vc.' not unless von youisslf prefer to
do se-the Law gives you ihe
right to demand from
th&Government, at inar time, either your money or
at^or- of the famous aud popular
£Iiw€‘}?a,,,a£loun.t'
6-20 Gold

Lianoaster
Friday Evening,

—

Bearing

6 per cent • oan.
Question.—How much do you
privilege of conversion, into 6-20
worth?

consider tlrs
to be

Lean,

Answer.—5-20s bearing Gold Iutsres1, from 1st of
Novemter, are, to day, worth 9 per cent, premium.
If they are worth no mere at the end or the two
years and-a-half, when you have a right to them,
than they now are, this
premium added to the interest
you receive, will giv6 you at least lo per cent, per
annum lor your
money—bur th opinion is that they
will be worth more than 9
per cent, premium at
that t-me.
7th Question.—What o’her
advantage is there in
investing in the 7 30 Loan?
cannot be taxed by States, Counties, or Cities, and this saves you two to five per
cent, on your income, as all railroad and olher
bonds, and stock», mortgages fee are taxed, no*
owly by the Government, but by States, Couni its and
Cities.
8.h Question,—How does the Government raise
the money to pa/ the
interns^ and is it safe and
sure?
*n wer.—me Government
collect*, by taxes, internal revenue, and duties oa imports,
fully three
hundrtd millions each year. This is ueany three
times as much as is needed o pay the interest on all
the debt and as soon as the war is ended, the amouht
n *t needed to pay the interest wiil be used in
pavix g
off the debt, cur Government has twice paid
of
all her debt, and can easily do so again. 1 he inteie8’. is svre to ba paid promptly, and the debt itself s
the very safest mvistment in the world. Jfc is as
safe as a mortgage on a good farm, and
pays a better
in er-st. It is, in faot, a First
Mortage on a 1 lands,
all incomes, a!l railroad and cinal bonds, bans or
other stocks mortgages, &c., 8c. c.
Nothing can be Siter, for we are all bound fo** it,
and a’ 1 that we have is held and
firmly»ound for the
payment of princii a and interest. How loolish
those people are. who keep idle, aad locked
up, tbeir
golj and greenbacks, or purch ise mor a e* or ra 1road stocks and bonds, which pay
5
only or 6 per
cent invest. when ihe e S»v*n-Thirties
pay (counting the premium cn Five-Tire ni its,) over ten per
cent., and much sa er «nd sorer.
9th Ques son.—How min •• Seven-Thirties are
there and how much remains unsold.
Answer—Theie are only abcu three hundred
and twenty-five tnil'ion* au'hcr.ztdby
law.andoniy
one hundred and nine
yhniliions remain unsold.
10fh Ques'ion.—How long will it take you to sell
the balance?
Answc
There ar about 800 National Barks all
engaged in sel ing them; also a large number ot the
Hd banks, and at bast tbrse rhousind of
private
bankei s and brokers, and sjecia agents will be engaged in all par«g of the country in disposing of
them to the people.
11th Question.—How long will it take to sell tte
whole ?
m
Arswer.—In less than three months, they will be
all sold and * ill no doub% .hen sell at a premium,
as was the casn with the old Seven-1
hirtios, the first
Twf nty-Year Loan, and the Five-Twenties.

Answer—They

The above questions and answers, it is behoved,
will g ye full information to all. If not, th 3 General
Subscription Agent, or any of ihe Banks or Banker**

employed

to sell the Loan will bn glad to ahtwer all
question, and to furnish the Seven-Thirties, in small
sums, [as the no es aro issued in denominat ons of
#60, #l« 0, #600, #1 00and #6 00i*,l and to render it
e~sy for all to mb?cnbe—tbus lntfilling the irntruc
ions of Mr. Fessenden, whoi arnestly desir s that
the People of the whole land / as well um the
capiial
lists,) scall have every opportunity afforded them of
obtaining a portion of this most valuable investment.
Let no one delay, but subscribe at once
THROUGH 1HK

First

National

COMMITTEE

sale at wholesale by
F. A.

*

jan23<14w

Substifeblldtf

Flokett,
Chase,
Lewis,
James Adams,
E. G. Waite.

Pres’t Wm. Strong,
Soc’y Wm. Hennessy,
Leonard Pennell,
A. D Flokett,
A. NcIsod,
A. L. Chase,
Wm. Lewis.

Tickets $1,25—To be obtained qf the Committee
of Arrangements or at the Door.
Musio by Chandler's full Quadrille Band.

Dancing to commence at eight

foblOdTt

o’clook.

Scrip.

JanMtf

At the Shortr*

Office, City Baildlnf.

10,000

Sweet Havana

Oranges!

5000 LEMONS!
For gale at

-Allen’s Fruit
No*,

m

REGIMENT !

Lieut. Col. Ellis

Spear

IS

now

In

Near

City Beilding.

STOVES, STOVES!
Ou Sale

to

or

Ltel \

SMITH,

19 and 21 Silver

ON

At

X>

SIX

THE

u <*

MILS a

ICE,

k

I’oiid,

FROM PORTLAND.

Wednesday, Thursday

and Friday,

First Diy—Puree of £50, open to all Horaea that
never trotted for money.
Three or more to make
a field.
Purse of $26 for pzoing horses. Three or more to
make a field.
BSS^Entrance Fee, Ten Per Cent. All horses to
be entered previous to the 15:h at the
race

to be

KF* Agents liberally dealt with.
By Recruits makingsp lioa.ion in pereen, they
will receive more cash in ha- d.
Town Quotas Prompt y Fi\Ud. Call on Cap Jas,
French, at the Albion Hou.e, No. 117 federal St..
Portland, Me.
febl0a8w

Notice*
Portland, Jan. 28,1885.

that we have thoroughly examined
the Machine Shop of the Potland Company
ant that th re is no danger of accident.
The only defect waa in a few of the floor timbers
of the thi tf story.
This has been remedied so as to be po? feotiy salt
until the whole structure oan be made doubly st> ong
by new beams and columns which are in progress,
and will be completed as soon a* prsc ica tie
Thos. J, SPARROW,
Gao Hrock.

certify

WE

TIMBER LAND.
Sale, in Pi nnsylvanla, a tract of timber
land, ol about seven*housane acres. This land
is heavily o iverei with excellent timber, in a k cation affording rare facilities for sa e and rapid transA port on of the
portation. Title indi-putable.
purchase monev can rental on bond and mortgage.
▲ddre3S BvX 719 Philadelphia Test office, Pa.
Feb 4—diw

FOR

THE

BELLES
—

USB

governed by the rule# of the track.

Third
ness.

hicholsnames.Sorrel
Day—Match

»l.C00.

for

oven P. P.
Parlor Stores.
The New Carpenter McGregor.
The Meridian Cook.

The Parlor Ga» Burner.
And various other patterns of Cook and Parlor
Stoves, lor City and Country use.

—AMD

Savage

names.,

gg.... “Aaron

8. P

G.

W. Mubch.

Tickets can bo had of tbo Managers.

to

begin

at

161 Fore St.

8i

r

m

CAVALRY

HORSES

will be purchased at

Tuesday, Feb), 14th, 1865,
Gorham, Wednesday, Feb. 15th,
Portland Thursday, Feb. 16th, and Friday, 17th, till 12 M,
n. L Tavlor’a Stable India street.
Horse- must be from 16 to 16 hands blab, and In
Rood ttj-li.

At

E. E. SAVAGE.

Feb 6—dtd

A MEEET SLEIGH
Portland

RIDeI

o’clock

p.

LIVERPOOL SALT
TO

Belle,

m.,

Saturday*,
mradSlts ctf‘

commencing this atemoon. Jsn’y 7 for the heneflt
of Ladies and Children.
Fare
26
children Jo te.
J
Commander.

ROBINSON,

f?? arranSe for n ride oat of town
plying to the Commander.

by ap-

JanTdtf

aa,

A Card.
The undersigned
conseqnenceof ill health haling ■ ’Id hi" lute rest in the abuve, te II M rril and
C dmn the bu'ine-s wi 1 be conduced und'r the
name and -tyle of Mir 111 fc nmall.vthoa e authorize tc settle a 1 bills of the late firm.

f<rbl8dliv_PARSONS.

REMOVAL!
Irom West Minot to Mechanshall onntlrue to manu acture all the
B
ot
and -hies, for Mm's, WoPegged
rn n’s end Children’s w> ct that 1
havers.ally roado
at the former place for 1 he past nine years; ball endeavor to make t tor the interest of my formrr enstnme'S to ocminue t'eir pc ronnge, nd w uld Invite all Maine shoe Dealers to ep' n a
trsde *1 h
me"
.’tv-Er II MKKBIU.
Mechanio Falls, Jan 23. 1966 —ian263w
■

Hones

Assemblies
jar 14ft

A it so

C. Shall.

‘0

CHARLES JO*E,
fobl3<14w

he

t.
H. Merrill

removed
HAVING
Palls,
kind-of

For sale at Wholesale by

Limerick,

Erertng Tickets 76 cents.
Music by Raymond If Dimoncfs Full
Quadrille Bund.
JUhagkrs—J Q AntUoine, F
Wormell, W H
Colley, M TUunr, w W Knights.

con ei

Feb 10,136S.

FOR PORTABLE LIGHT.

S E LIE C T
MliOH V N IIO a•
HALL,
On Thursday Evenings,

toforeexis lug andei
P none k bn a

name

this day di.aolved by

Boot & Shoe Manufactory,

'W'.i&.iN'TEnD t

assemble.

DISSOLUTION.
oopartnerihipher
of Merrill
THE
stylo and
mutual

Thing

Great

Feb 9—dtl

A r

LIGHT.

LIG-RU'IIE.

Babb.”j{

ADMISSION TO THE TRACK 25 CTS.
Managers.
Whitcomb,

CO.

it

DANA

in 3 to bar-

Smith nam?s.bm..,.“Suaan
W. Woodruff name^b m ...“Rjsa B >nheur.”

GREASE,

i.. »

SAA TIHDS. SALT, slightly damaged, mi table
lor I arming purpoi.. and aalting rewela.

NEW

FROM-

BEARS’

—

BUILDERS.

SHIP

H

A. M.

FARMERS,

ftEWPOKT

—

For the growth and luxariance of the hair.
Beware ofimitation*—observe the n*m«* and signature. Trade mark secured.
For sale bv the DruirgistH.
let 011m

Dec 1—dam

Colt.

Best 2

Stewvrt Cookgand

OF
TUB

ARCTI1SIME,
CANADA

_

Second Day—Match for $ 00. Best 2 in 3 to harness,
ft. Fowler names... .b s. .“YoungBrandy,”
J.

The celebrated large

SEE

Feb 9—d8wia

CAPISIC POND HOUSE.
The

AND

COME

TO

Feb. 16, 16 and 17, 1866.

Wednesdays and

St.

Men wanted tor the Army ar d Nary; men wanted
for a Lew Regiment of Mia p-Shoo ere. Men wonttad for the frontier scrv c«
Volunterre and Substitute* wanted. Sailors, Firemen a. d Coal Parsers
wanted. Colored men wanted for thd army and
navy.
Now ii the time to get a bio bounty, as the war
isllSely to be settled in three montns.

171 and 173 Middle Street.

ARRIVE.

Hhdsper ship

Libby.”
DANA &

"W.

CO.

the U 5. aniMrv CommMsio,.,
beo, 20, 18*4. )
828 Broadway. N- i
ISIS EL WASHBUHN. Jr., of Portland.
Maine ban consented to accept the duties of
Maine, and
General Agent of the Com mission f
such agent by authority of tha
is hereby

t 6
Maple sts.

NOS

ftblSdlm*

Mechanics' Kills,

oorner

of

fork sad

L1TTLEF1KL A WILSON.

proprietors.

|

..

HON.

appointed

reaiy f° furnish advice to the Wends
0OuSwlli?•
Commission's work throughout the B#ate.

contributed in Maine tor the use of tha
should be raid to Mr. Washburn or to
nersens designated by t iro.
recogniiwl
son. Mr. Wnshburn B the sole
by thoCommission lor MMne. JKfJKI^8
Goner.) 8-crcUry
deelBdftw'f
All muney

Ccrambr

on

■

Kollte.
is ariml'tod a member
vomViD IJBtT
ft L»mb, from Jan
any In,
ofihefm Tyler

Portland. Feb. 8,1866.

fln2^ilmls_____
Hrw Steam Wrist Mills
5

Commission.

Sanitary
Vfflct of

M
of the arm from 'his
l8rhojtvle
r“

HHDSi per bar<,uo ,Hei|ie-'’

a

aa

PAID

CAPT. JAMES FRENCH Ac CO.,

_Jon30

Office 229 Congress Street,
Feb »—d2«r*

Very Highest Bounty
BY

-MADB

her

Groceries

A

Store,

it fc 16 Exchange *t.

recruiting for the 29th Maine Regiment,
6th Corps, n ar Petersburg.

Matches tor $300 and $1000.

THREE DAYS' TROTTING,

MAINE.

*lt the Albion House, No 117 Federal st, Portland.

C. H. STUART & CO.’S,

Trotting Contest.

“Mahoning,”

PORTLAND,

FIRST Class F1FRR, to ship tor on# year, noless s^onor discharged
Pay $25 per month.
None but first clars need apply.
DAVID PITCHER,
febl4d3l*
Executive Officer.

The

SCRIP,

-AT-

Great

OFF

or

OFFERED FOR SALE.
Apply to
E. If. PERRY, Town Treasurer,

full rig. will leave
moorings at the Riding
1600
IN2 School,
South street, for cruise around town
3300

To Grocers.
ol

A D.
A L.
Wm.

Floor Managers.

at

in

Sec’y Wm. Hennessy,

Leonard P. nnell,
Andrew Nelson,
Sam’l Grace,
A. T. Walsh,
J. H. Russell,

The

v

andataortment
A8.;®0'iqruiUty
oan be iound
Portland.
*or

Volunteer

OY ARRANGEMENTS.

Prea’t Wm. Strong,

THI

U. S. Revenue Str.

CAPE ELIZABETH

Sail,

Felt. 17, 186$,

novlti

Thousand Dollars,
Five Hundred Men Wanted I

fefe3d2w

Bank,

PORTLAND, ME.

Feb 17—d&w-2

live,

BALL!

ob-

as

Town

Fifteen

i’2s.;i
Evening-

w

WANTED!

IS

Will give their Eighth Annual

41

tained?

6ih

Parties desiring to enlist
tutes, will apply there.

TOWN

Pro Bono Publico!

Office hours trim 8 s -Wi •
from 1 to 6 p. if., and 7 to 9 in the
Oonsaitetioe Pres.

DOLLARS,

ieblltd

FIREMEN'S, MILITARY & CIVIC

100

|

FOR

9 50 note.

•*
“
Ten 41
500
**
Twenty
l,o o
One dollar
|*
6,000
2d Ques ion.—When and now

of

Beoruiting Office, City Building.

5Ey The Class will please meet the Teacher, this
Saturday A;ttrnoon, at the City Hall, at half past

lows:

on

o’clock.

Bum

860 paid at the expiration of the term of aertioe.

17th IT. S. Inf. Band.

Mr Jay Cooke, of Philadelphia, who for so long
a time had the management of the
popular 500 million 5 20 Loan, has just been appointed
by Seoreta
ry Fefesend n. the General Agent to dispose of the
only popular Loan now offered lor sale by tho Government, viz: the “SEVEN-1HIIUY
In entering u/on nis duties he uesires to answer
plainly the large number of questions daily aid
hourly propounded to him, so tn*t his fellow-ooun
try men may all unders.and what this “7 30 Loan”
is, what are its peculiar merits, how they can subscrioe for or obtain the notes. &c.
1st Question —Why is this Loan called tho“SevenThirtv” Loan?
Ausw-r.—It bears Inieres% in currency, at th°
ra;e o Seven Dnilais aud thir
y oents each year, on
**\ery hundred dol.ars; making the interest as fol-

day

seven

Music by th« celebrated

7-30 U. S. LOAN.

One cent per
Two cents

pa*t

TEETHt TEETH! TEETH!
Dr. D. still oontinnes to Extroot Teeth by Ktecti ir
ity without Pain. Persons having decayed teeth
or stump* they wish to have removed lor resetting
he would give a polite invitation *o oall.
Superior e lectro Magnetic Machines for sale lor
family use with thorough instruct ions.
Dr. D. "an accommodate a few patients with
board and treatment at his house.

Substiutk at the time of

or

being

ON

Questions

Bounty Advanced;
Hiking

Children who have been under the instruction of Miss Douglass, in dancing, the past winwi l give an

AT THET

Cashier.

Who have cold hands and feet; weak stomsoha.
lame and weak baoks; nervous anti sick headache;
diaziness and swimming in the head, with indigestion and constipation of the bowels; pain in the' side
and back; leuoorrbcea, (or whites); failing o; the'
womb with internal canoers, tumors, polypus, and
all that long train oi diseases will And in KieclrioIty a sure means of oure. for painful menstruation
too profuse menstruation, and all ad those long line
of troubles with young ladice, Ekotriolty Is g certain
■peoliio, and will, In a short time, restore the so Acres
to the vigor of health.!

ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS,

meet

Exhibition Ball,

and after that date.

11,1866—d2w

A Full Band Furnished

The Bheumatio, the goaty, the lame and the laay
leap with Joy, and move with the agility aad elastio*
of
Ity
yoath; the heated brain is oooied; the Irost
bitten limbs restored, the anoouth deformities removed;. faintness oonverted to vigor, weakness to
strength; the blind made to see, the deaf to bear and
the palsied torm to move upright; the blemishes oi
yoath are obliterated; the accidents of mature life
prevented; the calamities oi old age obviated, aid
aa active eireolatfcc maintained.

THREE HUNDRED DOLLARS

THE

Feb’y 15th,

WRI. EDW. GOULD,
Feb

All persons wishing 'or Fancy and Comic Dreascan be hup lied by a Gentleman and Lady from
Boston who will be fcere in Portland Monday m Truing, March 0th. Ladies ifrill select their dresses in
tbe afternoon, Gents in the evening, at the anteroom of the Hal.
I he Highland Fling will be
danced by two gentlemen in full costume; also the
Sai'or's Hornpipe, Clog Doncing, &c. it is requested that ev ry person in costume will mask, when at
12 o’clock every person in the Hall wll unmask
Tiokets for the Course, including Ball, #3; Single
Ticket for Ball, 81 50; Proscenium Tiokets for Gent
and Lady, 8100; Pros onium Ticket ror Gent 75 cts.
Proscenium Ticket for Lacy 50 cts; Tickets ior Assembly 75 cents.

the Diitei States Hotel, There he

ly looated

Fanoy

es

to

reapeotfuhy announce to the citizens

Tuesday Evening, March 7th.

S EVEN-THIRTY

Clapp’s Blook

1T4 MIDDLE STREET,

March 1,1865.
and

DEMlivCi,

HdCedioal Electrician

HALL,

GrandCivio, Firemens’, Scotch

a

Dress

Subscription Agent, Philadelphia.
Subscriptions will be received by the
First National Bank of Portland, Maine.

PARK.

Commencing

On

Merchant ic Auctioneer

Has removed to
the spacious store IS
Exchange atreot. four doors below

CITY OF PORTLAND

give another

Martin,

EDWARD in. PATTEN,

&

the door.

Course,

SELECT ASSEMBLIES!

own

JAY

at

MANAOXRS :
Foreman E. Hodgkins, Ass’tS. 8 Hanhafobd,
8eo C. O. Hibdlx,
K. D. Pagb,
0. H Phillips,
B. a. Hall,
W. A. Tatlob,
t3T~ Dancing to commence at 8 o’clock.
Clothing cheoked free.
janlOeodtd

-OF-

agents, in whom they have confidence, and who only are to be responsible for the
delivery of the notes for which they receive orders.

Lotofiand No 85 Portland St., containing over
3000 quare >eet. For pariiculars inquire a' 87 Commercial street.
febl613w*

rent, on,
bef
TOwith
about twelve

M. A.

other loans.

—

At a Court of Probate held at
Portland, within and
for the
County of Cumberland, on the first Tuesday of February, in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and
sixty-five,
WEBB, A <j minis rat or of the estate of
U Grin ta Knigh late of
Standish, in said County,
deceased, having preeon‘cd hispetion for )ioen*e io
8d
end oonvey certain rea’ estate of said deotased.
as do criaed iu said
petition, au advantageous cffer
having bfen made therefor.
It was Ordered, That the said Administrator
give
notice to all persons
interested, by causing notice to
be published three weeks
successively in the Maine
State Press printed at
that they may appear at a Probate Court to be held at said Portland
on the first Tuesday of March
next, at ten of the
clock m the forenoon, and show
cause, if any they
have, why the same should not be amntrd

a

JACOB McLELLAN,
ISRAEL WASHBURN.jr.,
JOHN LYNCH,
BENJ. KINGSBURY, jr„

People.

generally

to

Jan. 18—dtdwSw

neces-

no os

to

Bund.
_

not.”

and Is

oa

uert. a, 11
February
rial e,ii,e ol Owen

game

York.

Season Tickets 81.25. Evening Tickets 25 cts.
Lecture to commence at
o’clock.

will undoubtedly command a premihas uniiormly been the case on
dosing the

as

17. 1865,

Music by Shaw’s Quartette.

Less than *200,000,000 remain unsold, which will
probably be disposed ofwithin the next 60 or 90 days,

Saturday, the 26th day ot

te enuutb use and
lot in t'»e rear of hou-c- No. 8« Mm imunt, being the
property bought by paid Martin of Patrick
Gone! y. by deed recorded in Registry ot Deeds,
▼ol. 306 page 2*6. title supposed perfect.
WIaJLIaM L. PUTNAM, Administrator

Deoorated

bt

to

in Market

RELATIVE TO THE

Tender !

LONDON MONEY MARKET, Feb. 2.—ConsOB

olosed at
for money.
AMERICAN SECURITIES
road shares 62]@632 dis; Erie

Loan

offered by the Government, and it is confidently expeoted tljat its superior advantages will make it
the

Interesting

BROWN’S

I

of Jf. S. Senator•
Trenton, N. J., Feb. 14.
The election of U. S. Senator has been postponed to the first of March.
Election

Only

Feb.

Subject—"Democracy—What itis

now

No. 1351-2 Middle Street, Portland, Me.

Baby

New

12 Exchange

ot estate ot Owen

George Or William Curtis,

This is

The

1

-BY-

promptly furnished upon receipt of subscriptions.—

AUCTIONEER,

the lol owing
A. M
i«l<x?h,
Marti0, deceased, namely the

for tbocourse, including Ball,
asm
Single Tickets for Ball.1J6

HALL,

Evening,

BAILEY k CO., Auctioneer*.

Beal Estate for Sale.
T SHALL «'ll at public aution t® the
premise*

Feb 22nd,

On which occasion
The Hall will be

Tiokets

The Eighth lecture will be delivered in the

«
$5000
Notes of all the denominations named will be

entist,

the front of Store 72 Fxchange St.,
STOLES
between dark and 1 o’clock last eveniog.
la-ge

An advance on Columbia was anticipated.
appears to be the only

a

Wednesday Evening,

E. M. PATTER,

i

Chandler’s Full dumdrllle

Country,

PORTLAND SOLDIERS' HOME.

On Friday

$50 note.
$ioo
$500
$1000

on

*‘.

Square,

OB TLAND,

Philadelphia, Feb. 15.
Washington dispatch states

HWheeler’s cavalry

day

per

Allowing interest up to the day of subscription.

A good Tow Boat of about 70 tons
hurt hen, in go 1 running order, will
be sold lo- if applied lor
immedjUely. For par
Oculars enq-ire of
K M. PATTEN, No. 12
Exchanged
t,

burg.

cent

Two cents
Ten
28
$1

On

As Saturday, Feb 18 at 11 o’clock on Lime Street,
yr we shill (ell at pu’jlio auo'ion, II ises, Ki* she,
uugs, Bells, Kobe*, new and second band
UarneiSca, nc, he
cungs,

Might

ball

m

▲action.

fcbUtdH*“RT

Birth

*1

Br*nI il?,V

Horses, Sleighs. Robes *«.,

GRAND

Washington’s

d

an

of

in*

Braolet*
1
St-d
Cold and
I Sliver Watcliei, Ac Ac- Ladies are invited to
attend.
HEN BY BAILEY A CO., A act’I*.
leblZtd

The coarse to censist of six assemblies on Thursday
Evening, and

A

•
a M
inviiceof One
Kim*. Chains. Pin. snd
Scan Pins and Kin<», Sleeve
harms. Cold and Heir Crtse<»;
,t

si*

Thursday Evening, Jan. 12th.

Appropriately

In aid of the

C IT Y

HOWE,

Agents for New York Piano Forte Co., 394 Hudson
street, N. T.
References—M. Hermann Kotzschjiar, New YorkMr. Emry.
ieblSdtf

Ho. 8

Stale of the

interest amounts to
One

We

California.
San Francisco, Feb. 6.
The mail steamer Constitution arrived trom
Panama yesterday, bringing passengers and
mails from New York Jan 13th.
An immense crowd had gathered to greet
Gen. Sickles who was expected, but did not
come, having gone to Bogota from Panama.

that the Richmond papers confirm the report
of the occupation of Branchville and Orange-

three per
on other

On

music

proparty. The Interest Is payable semi-annually by

will select the'r

Front

The Bulletin’s

to

one

the rate levied

order that oitizens ol every town and section of
the country may be affordo 1 "acuities for taking the

FORTE

PIANO

Morton

York.
The sales of 7-30’s by Jay Cook, subscription agent, to-day amounted to $8,674,450.

to

agreed

Financial.

Philadelphia, Feb. 16.
Up to 3 P. M., the subscriptions for to-day
to the 7-30 loan received by Jay Cooke,
amounls to $4,595000. The largest single subscription from the west was from Keokuk,
amounting to $75,000. The largest eastern
single subscription was $600,000, from New

according

received the agency
HAVING
manufactured by the

Easily converted into

China.

cent, more,

at

ON THE

atout ten per cent, per
besides its exemption from State and muni-

»t

Wiil commence their second ooorse of

Dances

sales.

Fine Jewelry
ataUrlT„„
No. 4,
Friday F-b. 17,
ON P. M., otbce, I o’clock,
Fins,

Lancaster Hall,

Lectures!

including interest,

cipal taxation, which adds from

Engine Co..

auction

aote

Louiniana !

in

Life

Independent

These Bonds arc now worth
apremium of nine per
cent, inolnding gold interest irm November, which
makes the actual protit on tha 7-30
loan, at current

annum

Ocean

In

Combining Utility, Economy, Comfort If Elegance.

Occupation of Branchville Confirmed.
New Yobk, Feb. 15.
The Owl train wa9 thrown from the track
this morning near Westport. No one was
killed, but several are reported injured. No
names learned.
The steamer Arago from Port Royal 11th,
has arrived. Among her passengers are Gen.
Foster and lamily, Sam. W Mason and others.
On the evening of the 11th off Charleston,
saw and heard very sharp firing.
The Post’s Washington dispatch says the
House Post Office committee have agreed to
report a bill establishing a steamship line to

GOLD-BEARING BQ&DS I

when the

Street.

in fire

ent.tied the

OCTOROON,
Or,

lean, the National Banks, State Banks, and Private
Bankers throughout the country have

NEW

presented

j HEyThif great drama will be presented with new
Those Notes are issued under date of Aug-st 16th, I ana beautiful S.enery, painted by the oelebrated artist J. B. Hudson, Jr.
1664, and are payab’e three years from that time, in
lalem Scudder,
J. Murray.
currency, cr are convertible at the option of the
Doors open at 7—commenco at 8 o’clock.
25 cts.
ct$;Galltry
Admhsion—PaiquctteOO
holder into
Tickets for sale at the usual place4 and at the door.
Box office open from 10 a m. to 4 p. m., when
Reserved beats can be secured without extra charge.
U. S. 5-20 Six Per CeHt.
febl6dlt

rates,

entertainments

Thursday Eve’ng, Peb. 16,1865,
tie grtat drama
Will b;

SEVEN-THIRTY LOAN.

PUN FOITISMMO FORTES!

from this office.

Buffalo, N. Y., Feb.

Exchange

Feb 16—dim

to

prepare at oqce to commence drafting. Keport as soon as possible what districts are not
rapidly filling their quotas and the day on
which the Board in each will be prepared to
draft, so that the order for draft may issue

(Signed)

SMITH,

(Suocessor to Beedy & Smith,)
r. O. Address,
PORTLAND, ME.

DENTIST,

Washington, Feb. 15.

ed in

or

mothers.
affbovkd

MANASSEH

of

lor the

Lessees and Managers,.indwell $ Pike.

attached to each note, which may be out ofl
and sold to any baukor banker.

BOUNTY AND BACK PAY,
for

loan

sale
United States Treasury Notes,
bearing seven and three tenths per cent, interest,per
annum, known astha

Agency

The

Procured

DEERING HALL

ooupons

Licensed

s.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

By an'hority of the Secretary of the Treasury,the
undersigned has assumed the General Subscription

WAR CLAIM AGENCY.

Washington.

From

ties

loan.

8043

..

L,

s7 7-To

u.

Feb 16.

second

Stage,
Items

FINANCIAL.

tales 4800 bbls new mess at 76 37j

@36 76.
Lt:d—heavy; sales 900 bbls at 191@232.
flutter—arm; Ohio 32@47.
Whiskey—quie*; sau ► 860 bbls at 2 29.
Bogar-quiet: sales 270 hhds Muscovado at 17
@17: Havana, 216 boxes at 224.
Coflee—firm; ttioo 6COObag. on privates terms.
Molasses—quiet; Bales244 bbds Muscavada at 78.
N ivsl Store.—quiet,

Creswell, Smithers and Kelly, also

the deceased.
The members then proceeded to the Senate
Chamber to attend the funeral.
A resolution was adopted instructing the
committee on invalid pensions to inquire wilt I
lurther legislation was necessary to secure to
minor children el deceased Boldiers their rights
under law as heirs, in case of death or marriage of their widows.
A resolution was offered to purchase a
portrait ol Gen. Grant. Referred. Adj.

eulogized

tioned—a

were

Obsequies.—The funeral of the late Col.
Scamman, took place yesterday afternoon.—
Services were performed in the 3d Parish
Church by Rev. J. E. Walton. Pastor, who

---:

—.-:--

Mies 2600 bushels yellow J«-»< y 17.1

®1 74.

new

was

a

gathered

We

E. & F. Fox.

Thk funeral services of the late Walter
Aatclr, took place,yesterday. The I. O. of O'
F., of which the deceased has been a member
for nearly twenty years, attended in a body.—
Mr. Hatch was one of those men who was be*
loved by all who had an intimate acquaintance

Christian.

sengers and a

nation.

Joseph Chandler and Wm. Breslin, the persons mentioned yesterday as being guilty of
jarceuy of oats, were brought before court, convicted and sentenced to 60 days each, imprisonment in the county jai'.

plary

Steamship North American, Capt. Kerr,
from Liverpool evening of the 2d and Moville
3d, arrived at this port at 7 o’clock last evening, bringing 12 cabin and 109 steerage pas-

FUANCE.

John Ward, complained of as being an
habitual truant, was sentenced to the Reform
School during his minority.
E. H. Ramadeli, for assault and battery on
a lad named Frank Bowling, was fined $10
and costs. The defendant was a teacher in

T© THE DAILY PRESS.

Secure your seats

full house.

in season.

able

sons—was

BY TELEGBAPIT,

in

concert in this city, when we
hope her
kindness and liberality on the present occasion
may be substantially reciprocated.
lu the evening services were

who may attend.

Com—haavy;

—

date will be

ft ro.
lebM2»*

1YLEB, LAMB

Notice.
dividual who took the Coat lr<-mtbe Ant*
Lancaster Hell lu> evening, will pleas*
It
return
to Colley, Burnham ft Go’s, immedU-ely,
or he will he os
posed. He was discovered making
his mistake by a lady
leMlii
it

Room of
THE

■

MISCELLANEOUS.

RAILROADS.

THeTiAILY PKESS^

Portland and Kennebec R. R.

MISCELLANY.
r

f-;■

■

■

——..

■

Got LtctT—A
genuine touch of woman’s
nature, as. well as hurnau nature, pervades the

following—

JOB PRINTING OFFICE,

evidently one ot tile events of their lives
kud their curiosity excited the attention of
was

Returning, the passenger train is duo
at8

Block,

Fox

821-2

Mills.
Through Fares from Portland and Boiton by
this route to Bangor will be made the same as by

Exchange St.,

any other line.
Ft eight Train leaves
is due at 8 P. M.

PORTLAND, ME.

Dec 19, ’61—dee28tf

I have the

Attention is respectfully invited to our unrivalled
facilities for executing in

CALL AND

MEfwIt

THE BEST STYLE OF THE ART,
Every description

of

MODERN
And

our

as

well

as

gentlemen,

wear

deoHeoatf

G. L. BAILEY, 12 Exchanges!.

Send far

a

Circular.

|Of

every

VAq

Washington St., Boston.
Agent Wanted for this vicinJan21 2awlw

variety, style and cost,

DOWN TRAINS.
Leave South Paris at 6.46 A. M., and Island Pond
at 6.60 A. M.
The Company are not

Of

responsible
in

for baggage to
value, and that perany amount exceeding 860
sonal, unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate
of one passenger for every 8600 additional value.
C. J. BitYDGES, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY, Superintendent.
Portland, Nov.7,1864.
nov7

Manner.

BLANKS AND BANK CHECKS^
every description executed in the host style.

Feb 4—dtd

€ITY OF PORTLAND.
given,
T^TOTICE is hereby
XI of the <
Council to

that it is the intention
lay out a new street, or
'Jty
for
use
of
the
the
public way
city,—beginning at a
point about 188 feet north-easterly from the corner
of Commercial street and the lane leading to Cotton
street,to run on a parallel line with said lane to Fore
street to be 60 leet wide.
And he Joint Standing Committee of the City
Council on laying out new streets, in pursuance ot
au order of the City Council, passed oh the fcJxth dav
of February, will meet for said purpose on Wednesday
the 15th day of Fob. at 2 o’clock in the afternoon, at
the place of beginning, then and there proceed to
view and lay cut said new street
All persons interested will take notice and govern

I

J

and
With

THE

o’clock P M., at the office ot H. P. Deane, No. 117
Middle street, for the 1 olio wing purposes.
1st—*'c accept said Act.
2d—To take all necessary measures to organize said
company according to law.
3d—To do and peiform any business that may
properly come before the meeting.
John E. Donnell,

Eliphalkt Clark,
Hknry P. Dkank.
Portland, Feb’y 8, 1866.— eb9tdis

nsm Trains leave Portland, Grand Trunk
«SI(=3BH:Station, for Lewiston and Auburn, at
7.40 A. at. and 1.26 P. M.
For Bangor and intermediate stations at 1.26 P. X.
BrronHiiro Leave Lewiston at 8.20 A. X and
arrive in Portland at 8.30 A. M. Leave Bangor at
7.801 A. X, and arrive in Portland at 2.16 P. X.
Both these trains eonneot at Portland with trains for
Boston.
Freight train leaves Portland at 8 A. X., and re
turning is due in Portland at 1P. X.
Stages eonneot with trains at principal stations,
daily for most of the towns North and East of this
—

Put up In superior style.

line.

Bronzed

and

G. X. HOUSE, Supt.
Waterville, November, 1863.
deol4

Labels,

Colored

For Apothecaries, Merchants, and Fanoy Dealers
COt up in the best style of the art.

PORTLAND,

SACO 4a PORTSMOUTH

RAILROAD.

Wedding

Oards,

63

I

Landing

jrces

from

Bleaching Powders,

ARRANOHMBBTB,
Commencing Nov. 7th, 1861.

notioe.

furnished at short

LARGE

Shop-bills,

Progam-

Circulars,

Freight trains leave Portland
Portland, Nov. 4,

plain printing of every description. Also,
Rule and Figure work, executed neatly, and on

and

Boston daily.

°»

Probate held at Portland within

County of Cumberland, on the first
5 bruarv, in the year of our Lord

hundred

JeimteorNrhiLEi’
ghteen hi

ana

sixtv-five

Mary
<^*rd1an
hei; Wram Jones,
of

A.

of

Jones,

late of
in Ik
xjdnecr.in
county ol Penobscot, tceased bavin?
prelented his pe itions for license to wU
d convey
e3ttt'° °“’aid minor'a9

a'

<Wibed

WitlJn?8

jn“ aid

It mas Ordered, That tlio said
Gnardian aive
notico to all persons interested, by causing
notice to
be published throe weeks
in the Maine
successively
State Press,printed at Portland,that
they
may anDoaT
at a Probate Court to be held at said
on
the first Tuesday* of March next, at ten of
the
clock in the forenoon, and show
cause, if any they
have, why the same should not be granted.
JOHN A. WATERMAN, Judge.
A true copy, attest,

Portland

7w3w*

EUGENE HUMPHREY. Register.

At a Coujit of Probate held at Portland, within
and for the County of Cumberland, on the first
Tuesday of February, in the year of our Lord
eighteen hundred and sixty-five,
A S A Andrews G laraian of Moses D aud Martha
E. Andrews, minor ch Idre 1 and heirs cf Robert
Andrews late of Ot s6eld. in said count*', deceased,
having presented his petition tor license to sell and
convey certain r#*al estate ot said minors, as described in said petition, an advantageous offer
having
be' n made therefor,
It teas Ordered, That the said Guardian
give
notice to all persons interested,
by causing notice to
be published three weeks,
in the Maine
successively,
State Press, printed at Portland, that they may appear at a Probate Court to be held at said Portland,
on the first Tuesday of March
next, rat ten of the
clook in the loreuoon and show cause, if any they
have, why the same should not be granted
A’
®
Judge.
* true
A
copy, Attest,
7w3w*
EUGENE

aJ°'VN'

HUMPHREY, Register.

At a Court ot Probate held at Portland within
and
lor the County of Cumberland, on the first Tuesday of February, in the year of our Lord eighteen
hundred and sixty-five,
J. LIBBY, widow of El’iot Libby,late
°t
vf*8011, 8ai(^ County, deceased, having
presented her petition for an allowance out of the
personal e tate of which he died poitcs.d,

FENCES

It. was Ordered, That the said Petitioner give
notioe to all persons interested,
by oausing notice to
be published three weeks successively in the Maine
State Press, printed at Portland, that
thev may appear at a Probate Court to be held at
Portland
of M.rch
ten

e"‘L'i "7' Jtarttay
A

We believe

A'
t™eoopy(attos,JOUN
7w8w*

said7

neM

THE DAILY PRESS

EUtiENEHDMFHBEY. Register.

offer superior inducements to

Saeh Investments, as a alass, offer greater inducements to persons of either large or small means,
any the world has
cepting the

than

known, not

ever

even

ex.

Silver Mines of Mexico A So. America.
so

comparatively

M.

Printing

Office has one of Soper’

Improved

Calorie

The Portland
The largest

daily paper

Daily Press,

east of

Boston, and having

larger circulation than all the other dailies in the
city combined, is published at the Offioe in Fox
Blook, S91-9 Exchange Street, every morning—
Sunday exoepted, at 88,00 per annum.
a

LINE.

A

&

SATURDAY,

at 8 o’clook P. M.
These vessels are fitted up w th fine accommodations for passengers, making this the most speedy,
safe and oomfortable route for travellers between
New York and Maine. Passage #8.00, including
Fare and State Rooms.
(foods forwarded by this line to and from Mon-

treal, Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and

St.John.

Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
steamers as early as 3 P. M. on the day that they
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMERY k FOX, Brown's Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL k CO., No. 83 West Street,
New York.
Deo. 6, 1883.
dtf

an

income,

all expenses, of more

over

Per

$33,000

Annum.

Many wells are now yielding from M» to 76, and
several have reached over 1000 barrels, while one,
(the Noble Well, on Oil Creek, Penn.,) has yielded
no loss than

30OO Bbls. Per Day
Worth $30,000

at

the Wells.

Persons desiring information can rely upon receiving an unbiassed account of the standing and
prospects of the various oompanies on the market.-

Petroleum and Coal Stocks will be sold at the Brokers’ Boards of New York and Philadelphia at
the regular rates oi commission.

We would oall special attention to the following
oompanies new being organized in this olty, viz:

BOSTON

Lewiston and Montreal,

Will, until further notice, run as
follows:
Leave Atiantio Wharf, Portland,

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, at 7 o'clock P. M.,and India Wharf, Boston,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, at 6 o’eiock P. M.
Fare in Cabin.tJ.00.
Freight taken as usual.
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any am runt exceeding *60In value, and t .at persona), unless notioe is given and pa d for at the rate

The

largest paper In New England, eight pages, is
published every Wednesday, containing all the
news by mail and
telegraph, important reading
matter. Marine List, Market Reports, to., of the
Daily Press, at the following prices, viz:—

Single copy, sas

year,

Invariably

In advance...98.00

N. A. FOSTER & Co., Proprietors.
dtf

A Perfect Cure

for

Catarrh 1

steamers of the Anchor Link of

to and ft
sengers to and from

om

New

DR. R. GOODALE S

York,

carrying pasLiverpool, Glasgow, Belfast,
Dublin, Waterforil, Cork, Limerick, Galway or
Thosf
steamers were built specially
Londonderry

Ten hundred and ninety-six (1096) Aores of the very best Oil Lands,
all contained within the great Ohio Oil Belt, over
seven hundred acres of which is iu Fee Simple.

President,—Charles 8. Whitehouse.
Treasurer,—Charlrs Smith.
Secretary,—Cbahles M, Pkirob.
Attorney,— Josiah Rutter, itaq.
Managing Agent,—JT, A. Wilder.
Directors,

AMD

MODS OV

TREATMENT IS

Johr son Bean,
Geo. £. Smith.

Bridge,

Books for Subscription are open at onr office. Only 3300 shares are offered. to the public at the subscription prioe of SiO each, and we woo'd advise
prompt ay plication, believing the Stock to offer a
Five wtlls are now
good and secure investment
being bored on the proj erties of th!s Company, and
the interests of the stockholders are in the hands of
able and competent managers. Full information
will be given on application at our offloe, in person
or

by letter.

THE

New Tin gland.

PETROLEUM

trail*, are divided into water and
air-tight compartm er ts.
Rates of Passage.
From New York te any ofthe above plaoe: Cabins,
*121 and*100; steerage *46, payable in American
onrrency.
To New York from any of the above
plaees: Cabfns, *68 and *60; steerage, *26 payable in gold or
equivalent la American ourrency.
Those who wish to send lor their frisnds oan buy
tiokets at these rate! tram the Agents.
FRANCIS MACDONALD fc CO
« Bowling Green, New York.
janSdim

1

Whose lands are

now

yielding

a net

daily,

or more

than

$40,000

Per

Month,

equal to over 8 per cent, per month on their capital;
and this yield is steadily on the increase. Whoever
Invests in this property will be riohly rewarded.—
Those connected with it are of the hlgheat standing.

Capital Stock, $450,000.
Number of

Shares, $90,000
Subscription Price, $5,00.

Working Capital, $25,000,

FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.

President—E. C. BATES, Esq.
Treasurer—JAMES H. CLAPP, Esq.

iiAiei’i

DIRECTORS,
Haven, Jr.,

R. W.
F. E.
J. H.

William Lincoln,
D. M. Yeomans,

#

E. C. Bates.

IT
forever.

,l0t0

lpent

a

Dr Oooelale’s
Pamphlet
read by every one. It cm
est agency, or by
sending a

Catabbh sh< uld be
be obtained at our nearpostage stamp to our oion

Oflioe.
NORTON fc Co., Sole Agents. 76 Blecekar street.
New York.
Trice *1 Sold by H. H. HAY.
June! 64-dIy

Only

25 Cents

a

prompt application
The

properties of this Company, and the well known
charaoter of its managers, fully entitle it to the
oonfidenoe of the public.

Bottle.

Boston and
A Host Exquisite, Delicate unit Pl'ngraui Perfume, Distilled from the
Rare

and

which

it

Rennlifu!

tnkes

its

Flower

name.

Manufactured only by PH AEON & SON.

ISP* Beware
Ask

of Counterfeits.

for Photon's—Tako no other.
Sold by druggists generally.

deol7d8m

PARTICIPATION.

Portland Mutual Fire Insurance

HAIR!

Company.

It is highly perfumed—makes the hair
dabk,

disposing it to reStops the Hair from
Falling Out—promotes its growth and keois the
scalp dean and oool.
Hobtob fc Co., Sole Agents,
76 Bleeeker at., H. Y.

___June2 64 dly
Copartnership Notice.
h»Te thi, day formed

a

copartnership under

.ITTill® 0,.Pollbb t Stevbws,

as

whels.le

Pho1ograpAic Stock, Frame,,

147 Middle Street,
Portland, Me.
*>ohw 8. Fuller,
lhaulbs W. Stbvbbs.
January 28th, 1886.

Jan80d3w*

physical power, Imitation and Mirthfulness.

giviDg the above extracts from my Phre ological Chart, I do so having a two fold objeot in view.
First, Because I do not wish, to be classed with
Quacks or Humbugs, who have experimented on the
suffering masses till the blood or those slain by
Quackery, ponring Medioiue down the throat, and
Instruments, would float all the navies in the world.
Seosndly, I wish to appear befor e the world in my
trun colors, "or if rightly understood, 1 may he enabled through m Metaphysical Discovery to save
thousands of valuable lives from an untimely grave,
and prevent di ease from being left as an inheritance
In

to unborn generations.
T here are many who do not believe in Phrenology
because they are not abstruse thinkers. Phr. nologv
is begotten, born, and sustained by immutable laws.
READ

THE FOLLOWING REMARKABLE CEBTIjjICATES.

of Catarrh of Ten Years' Standing.

Cvrt

1, Mr. William Donnelly, corner of Dfixter
streets, South Boston, do certify that my
daughter has been suffering from Catarrh for the
past ten years. She lost the sens of smell, and had
no passage hrough her nostrils during that time.—
Every remedy was resorted to, without receiving
any relief. Seeing Mrs. M. G. Brown’s Metaphysical Discovery advertised. I concluded to try it. Af-

ter
so. I must acknowledge my gratitude to
God for inclining me to this great remedy for that
dreadful disease—Catarrh. 1 believe my daughter
never would have been cured had X not found this
medicine. It must have been sent of God t o the
to rid them of the horrible diseises that take
hola.of them. My daughter's Catarrh is entirely
broken up, her sense ol smell has returned, the passage to her head is olear. 1 cheerfully recommend
the Metaphysical Discovery to all who suffer from

Catarrh.

Neuralgia.
Certificate of Mrs. J. P. Litoh, of Charlestown.—
March 16, 1864.

This is to c&rtify that nine months ago I was attacked with Neuralgia in tha most violent form.—
Several physicians were applied to, who did all they
could to relieve me but to no purpose.
patent medicine and remedy that could be found were
applied without effect. My face was pouliioea and
bandaged in order to find relief. Since the Neuralgia attack d me I lost twenty-seven pounds of flesh.
In this state a friend of mine recommended me to
Mrs. M. G. Brown’s Metaphysical Discovery, as
it nad cured a friend of bis of very bad eyes, which
had baffled the skill of the moBt eminent physicians.
I went to Mrs. M. G. Brown’s office
and obtained her metaphysical Discovery, on Saturday the 10th inst. 1 applied it at four o’clock in
the afternoon. The result was that Neuralgia subsided—almost immediately I felt relief. 1 slept well
without any poultices, as before, aud at the time of
giving this certificate 'he 21st inst., 1 consider myself delivered of my diseose, and recommend the
Metaphysical Discovery to *11 who are suffering.

THIS

Companies.

Offioe No. 102 Middle Street.

CHARLES HOLDEN, Pres.
EDWARD SHAW, Secy.

F.h.llt—Hfcwtf
__

■tATHEEEAS
it

Notice.
wife, Lydia M. Hereey, has

my
abandoned my bed and board, and the home
which I ha"C provided for her, all persons are hereby stationed against harboring or trusting her on
my acoonnt. a-1 shall p.v no bills contracted by
h-r after this d.te.
WILLIAM P. HEKSEY.
Go ham, Feb

6,1865.—feb9d(wlw

try

Consequently

Remarkable Cure of fteafness of Twenty
Years

Standing.

June 12 th, 1864.
I, John A. Nbwcomb, of Quinoy, do certify that
I have been entirely deaf in my left ear tor twenty
years, and for the past six years my right ear has
been so deaf that 1 could not bear conversation or
publio speaking of any kind. 1 could not hear the
church hells ring, while I was sitting in the church.
1 have also been troubled for a number of years with
a very sore throat, so that 1 was obliged to give up
singing in ohurch, for i had lost my voice. 1 bad
great trouble in my head—terrible noises almost to
craziness. My head felt numb and stupid, and was
a source ot constant trouble tome.
1 tried every remedy that could be thought ol.—
I went to aurists; but as they wanted to use instruments, I would have no.hingtodo with them
About one month since I obtained Mrs. Brown’s
Metaphysical Discovery, and used it according to
the directions on the bottles. And the resul- is, that
the rearing of both ears is perfectly restored, so
that I can hear as well as any man. The great trouble
U my bead is entirely gone. My head feels perfectly easy and at rest. My throat, which was so diseased, is entirely cured; and I have recovered my voice
again. I would not take one thousand dollars for
the benefit I have received in the use of Mrs. M. G
—

Brown’s Metaphysical Discovery.

Catarrh—Scrofula.
I, Mrs. William Ellery, cf 76 Central Avenue,
Chelsea, do certify that I have been a great sufferer
all my life frim Catarrh ana Sorofula of t'e worst
kind. At the eg of two years, the disease began to
All my life it has kept me
assume a violent form.
in bondage. I hare had hundreds of ulcerated
throats; 1 would hare sevenin a winter. I had great
pain ana dizziness in my head, with many other ailments. Last winter the aoroiula broke out under
my chin and run to such an extent that 1 thought
my life would run out, as no dootor could cure me.
One told ms it wonld take three years to stop the
running. I cann 11 11 the suffering endured in body
and mind. Most providentially I was advised to go
and see Mrs. M. G. Brown. 1 did so. In the beginning of May last, 1 obtained her Metaphysical VisCO very, and used it fai'h'uily.
The happy and glorious lesults are, thatlam delivered fromallmy diseases. My Catarrh is gone, my dizziness and headache are gone. I feel as free trom Scrofula and its
effects as any being in the world. In two weeks after I began to use the Medielne the running sore nn
dermy ohin hadoeased; in lessthanamoe hlfound
myself a cur<.d woman. It is now nearly six months
since, and 1 have bad no return ofdiseass. My throat,
whi h always troubled me with ulcerations, is entirely cured. Every exposure used to give me cold;
I feel stronger and
now I do rot take cold at all.
better tban at any period ol my life. I had wind
I can feel the Dison my stomach; that is all gone.
covery searobing through my system. 6>y circulation was'always bad; now it is good. I am getting
much beagle rand stronger I am sixty-live years
old. I want all the world to know of my great doliveranee Irom Catarrh and Borofula, and also from
the grave, where I expooted soon to go.
Mrs. WILLIAM BLUEST, 75( Central Avenue,
Chelsea, where I ean he seen.
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to those

once

Headache, Heartburn9 Constipation, Nauseo
at Stomachy and General Debility
of the whole System,
refusing its subjects a particle of nourishment ox
hearty food, without paying the penalty in the most
agonizing distress, and oftentimes complete prostration. To meet the terrible ravages of this worst of
all diseases, we have prepared

"COE'S DYSPEPSIA CURE'
and we pledge our reputation upon
when we say it will

our

atatemsnt

Cure the Worit of You,

Positively

not in a rear—not in a month—nor in a week—but
you shall see its beneiioial influence at once, immediately, and the day you take it. To you who have
lived for years upon Graham Bread and plain diet,
who dare not eat any thing the least-wise hearty—
first, because the Dootor nas ordered the plaintat
food, and secondly for fear the distress it causes—
rising and souring on your stomach, wesay sit down
to your dinner, eat as hearty a meal as you wish,
and as soon as the food begins to distress you, fol*
low it by a single teaspoonfhl of

COE’S

DYSPEPSIA CURE
▲JTD IT WILL

Relieve You

given

Instantaneously.

thus enabling yon, by hearty eating, and the ate ol
the cure after aach meal, (as often as tbe food distresses yen, or sears on your stomach,) you will ret
in a very few days so that yon oan' do without the
medicine, exovpt occasionally, and by tbe time the
first bottle is used up, we will guarantee you free
from Dyspepsia, and able to eat, digest and enjoy
as hearty a break last as yon ever sit down tain y oar
healthiest hours, and we will forfeit to
tbe prioe
of the bottle, upon yonr shewing that ocr statement
is not oorreot.
The medioine is powerful but harmless, and whilst
a single teaspoonlUl will at onoe relieve the dyspep
tio sufferer, tn* whole bottle would not materially
injure him, as *t is entirely vegetable and contains
no opiates. Ail olassesot disease that havethoir origin in a disordered stomach and bowels, arc dispelled in the same instantaneous way, by the use of

TESTIMONIALS.
large number of important testimonials have
already been received from Physicians, Clergymen,
A very

Apothecaries, and, indeed, from all classes in society,
speaking in the most flattering terms of the White 1‘ine
Compound.
Dr Nichols of Northfield Vt. says:
“I find the White Pine Compound to be very efficacious
not only in coughs and other pulmonic affections, but
also in affections of the kidneys, debility of the stomach
and other kindred organs.*1
Kev. J, K. Chase of Rumney, N. H.,writes:
“I have for years regarded your W hite Pine Compound
as an invaluable remedy.
1 can truly say I regard it as

yoii

even

ingly.”

lion. P. H. Sweetser of Seuth Reading, writes:
“Having long known something of the valuable medicinal properties of the White Pine, I was prepared, on
seeing an advertisement of your White Pine Compound,
to give the medicine a trial. It has been used by members of my family, for several years, for colds and coughs,
and in some cases, of serious kidney difficulties, with
excellent results. Several of our friends have also received much benefit from the Compound. We intend to
keep it always on hand.”
Kev. H. D. Hoge of West Randolph, Vt., who is a
physician, says:
“I find it (the.Compound) an excellent medicine in
kidney diseases.”
Says Mr. 8. Boody.of the 14th regiment Massachusetts
Heavy Artillery, at Port Tillinghast:
“The White Pine Compound effected a cure where a
fellow was considered in a critical consumption by all
who knew him. I can fully substantiate this by men In
this Company who thought it folly for him to make a trial
of it. In colds or coughs, men leave the care of the
surgeon, where treatment can be had for nothing, and
try the White Pine Compound.”

Fever and Ague, Sick-Htadache, Sickness at the
Stomach, Constipation, Heartburn, Colic Paint
in Stomach or Bowels, Dysentery, Vomiting, a feeling of Faintness and Lassitude, Want of Appetite,
will not and cannot exist whore the cure is nsed.—
It removes the disease by removing tbe oanse, not
like Alcoholic Bitters whioh oover up yonr bad feeli
ings for a few moments by their exhilarating effects.
Beware ofsnoh remedies or beverages, but in theii
place nse a remedy that will restore the diseased
functions to their normsd oondition, and set iu motion the entire human mechanism in perfeot harmony, and upon
synonymous with well
defined phyBOlogioal laws. Thatsuoh will be the effect of

principles

COES DYSPEPSIA CURE,
immediately and instantaneously,

we
reputation aa

pledge

arThe above oelebrated Medioines are to be had
of H. H. Hav, oor. Riddle and Free eta, and
Druggists generally.
novl7 1804 d WfSfewly

efficacious and valuable than ever. 1 have
a cold, and it works charm-

more

just taken the Compound for

OOFS DYSPEPSIA CUBE I

COL. GOULD,
Regt. M. V. (that Veteran
Dean, Esq., of Stoneham,
in
the
of
the Waite Pi*e Comspeaka
highest praise
pound, and expresses a wish that it might be sent to
the soldiers. His opinion is based on personal knowledge.
No eflbrt has ever yet been made by the proprietor to
introduce it into the Army; and yet it has often been purchased by friends of soldiers, tcsend in packtges, and
ordered by officers and soldiers, and large quantities have
been forwarded by express,
Formerly M^jor
Regiment!) in a

out

word aa men of honor—our
Pharmace*
utiatg—oar favorable acquaintance withjthe people aa
proprietors of the World-renowned “Coe’a Cough
Balsam," if it is nsed according to our direotions,
which may be found with each bottle.
We add below some Testimonials from oar neigh*
bora and townsmen, to whioh we ask yonr oarenxJ

attention.

of the 13th
letter to 8.

TESTIMONIALS,

FROM JAMES J. HOYT.

from the Pastor of the Methodist M. Chur oh, Madison, Conn.
I have used Coe's Dyspepsia Cure in my
fhmily,
and oan willingly testify to its value as a medicine.
Huhkt Gidmaud, Pastor M. E. Church.
Madison, Conn., June 80th, 1861.

Dr. Poland.—In the fail of 1867, I took a very violent cold which brought on a very severe cough, pain in
side and lungs, and raising blood. I was also
very badly
afflicted with that troublesome disease—the
Complaint. For the three years past 1 have been very
much troubled with my throat aud lungs, choking up
and raising an immense sight, with a bad cough after
raising blood; I felt that my time here must be short unless I soon got relief, In the spring I was induced to try
yonr White Pine Compound, though my feithin it was
small. But to my astonishment, before 1 had taken two
bottles, mj cough was better, the kidney trouble also,
and I could rest nights without choking up and<raising so
much. I have taken nearly three bottles, and am feeling
like a well man.
I wojild add, that my father's family is inclined to consumption, my father, mother, and two sisters having died
of it.

Bradford, N.H., Sept, 1860.

kidney

Voice from house through our City Papers.
New Haven, Conn., June 18,1861.
Messrs. Editors:—Allow me, through your columns, to acknowledge my gratitude for the benefit 1
have received from the use of Cee’s Dyspepsia Cure.
A

Although I

was a great sufferer from
Dyspepsia,
the tirBt dose gave instant relief, and one ounoe has
enabled me to eat anything 1
without pain.
1 have now stopped using the medicine, as I no

please,

longer need it.

Palxiba Lymah.

Madison, Conn., June 30,1861.
From the benefit derived by the use of Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure in my family, 1 am prepared to say that
I never intend to be without it and advise all who
are affiioted with Dyspepsia to try it.
PaitAssia Lewis.
Mr.

has baoked

statement

a

apple

It acts

FROM STEPHEN BARTLETT.
Bradford, N. H., July, I860.
Dr. Poland.—I had been aflictea with Kidney Complaint for a long time, and had a bad cough of ten years’
standing, which caused me to spit blood quite frequently. No one of my acquaintances expected I would get
But two bottles of your White Pine
my health again.
Compound have cured me of both the cough aud kidney
complaints.
1 would also state that a lady, a neighbor of ours, was
so badly afflicted with a cough that she tat
up only long
enough to have her bed made, and we all thought she was
going in a quick consumption. She took only one bottle
of your Compound, and it cured her. She is just as
well now as ever she was.

Cot .-—The bottle ot Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure you

me

up your
Jiave
t. 1 have only used half bottle, and
short cake

concerning'

oan

eat

pine

anything else, without trouble.'
like a oharm. Tbereflef it affords is instan
or

taneous.

New Haven, June 18,1861.

Jakb A. Lowbbt.

Those who know my constitution,
tion has been for the last thirty

what my condiyears, will believe
medicine that will reaoh my case, will
reach almost any oue.
Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure has
enabled me to eat anything I please, and it is very
seldom I now have to use the medicine.
It relieved
me in an instant when I was in great pain.
My
whole system is being strengthened by its use.
Ann E. Baqqott.
New Haven, June 38,1861.
with

me

that

FROM B. F. AIKEN.
Goffstown, March M, 1860.
Dr. Poland.—I wish to bear testimony to the value of
your mhite Pine CompoundL You will remember how
feeble I was at the time I called on you in July last. My
chief complaint was tnflamation of the kidneys. In
addition to other disagreeable symptoms, I suffered dreadfully from severe pain.—You sold me a bottle of the
White Pine Compound, and before I had taken twothirds of the contents of one bottle, my pain had all left
me
Though I have been afflicted with that complaint a
long time, 1 have not had a return of it* since, and have
for many months past enjoyed excellent health.

a

Im or taut te Travelers.
While Journeying on the oars, my stomach be*
oame badly deranged, causing severe pain in
my
head. Had it been on the water it would havs
been called sea-siokness. A lady sitting by me,
knowing my condition, reached out abottio saying,
•‘take a swollow.” I did so. and in less than five
minutes my trouble was ended. The medicine was
“Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure,” and from the effect it had
upon the Stomaoh, and what I have learned of it
since, 1 think it must be an excellent remedy foi
Sea-sickness and Dyspepsia.
MBS. SAMUEL FIELD.
Madison, June 80th, 1864.
New Haven, June 28th, 1864.
Messrs. C. G. Clark 8c Co.—Gentlemen:—1 desire
to make known the almost instantaneous effects oi
“Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure,” incases of cholera morbus.
I had been for twenty four hours
purging at ths
stomach and bowels, every fifteen minutes. I went

into your drug store to procure some brandy, as 1
had always been told that it was a good remedy lor
Dysentery. My pallid face and my weakness at
once attracted the attention of the clerk in
charge,
and he asked me at once “what is the matter!” 1
replied; “I have been fort wen try-four hours vomiting and purging, and lam unable to stand or walk,
from weakness and this deadly sickness at
my stomach completely prostrates me.” He
a hot*
tie of Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure,
saying, “tako a large

produced
of that; it isnow 11 o’doof; taken another

swallow
after dinner.”

I took that first dose of the
medicine my sickness at stomach was gone—its effect
was instantaneous. In an hour I eat
my dinner with
as good a relish as ever
hungry man bartook, (as 1
was well cleared out of food.) and followed
by t
teaspoonful of oure. I have not suffered a partlole
of inconvonienoe sinoe I took the remedy.
Its action was so wonderful and so immodiate.
that 1 could hardly believe the evidences of my own
senses, and I desire to publicly make known these
foots, that the whole world may avail themselves of
its use. Like bread, it thould find a place in every
one’s house, and 1 believe that no one should gt
away from home without a bottle of it in his pocket
or whore it could be quickly xaado available.
GEO. L. DRAKE.
Truly yours,
From the moment

o/Jthe Twenty-Jive.
New Haven, July llth,

1864.

Mb. Co*—Sir:—Bering been troubled with tht
Dyspepsia for some eight or twelve months. I hare

nsnal kinds of medicines, which hare done
I saw your advertisement of s modime no good.
oine to euro the Dyspepsia. I hare tried it, and
found it to he tb* medicine. The flrst 16 dsjps (the
7th of June,) that I took, relieved me in one minute
I have taken it three or four times, but hare had no
distressing feeling in my stomach slnoo taking the
first 15 drops; although belore, I eould not eat s
meal, and somotimes no more than three or font
monthfolls without distressing me.
5. F. WOODRUFF.
Respootfully,
taaen the

New Havon, Jane llth, 1884.
Mp. Co*—Dear Sir:—The bottle of Dyspepsia
Medioine I received from yon, gave instantaneous
relief. I only used it when my food distressed me
It was about like taking two doses to-day, one tomorrow, then every other day, insreaaing the quantity of food and decreasing the medioine.nntil I was
enabled to eat without taking anything at all. My
oase was an extreme one, having snflbred for seven
years. I now consider myself cured, and by using
only one bottle of medioine In the spaoe of two
months. The dose was a teespoonful.
Rum >. Anna*.
Sold by Druggists 1* elty and country, everywhere.
Price $1.00 per Bottle.
_„
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time.
Some time in ?866, an individual, who
purchased
a hot lie ror a hard
cough, was not only cured of the
oaugh, but rvlao 01 a severe kidney complaint, of ten
endurai.ee.
yean
This being truly a discovery,
the fact was mentioned to a saililul
physioian, who
replied, in substance that, the bar* of white
pine w*8 one of the beat diuretics known, provided
it® u®tnngency could be counteracted, n tho other
articles entering into the
compound would eiluot
this, a fortune was in the medicine. The fortune lias
not yet been reached; but the hundreds of oures effected by the compound, in the m°st aggravated
esses of Kidney diseases, including Diabetes,
preve
it to be a wonderful medicine for such ailments. A
large number of physicians now employ it. or recommend it tor such use.
But while the White Pine Compound is so useful iu
Kidney inflamation, it is also a wonderful curative in all
throat and lung diseases. It so qui kly and sooth ugly
allays inflamation, that hoarseness and soreuess are removed as if by magic. Numerous cases have been reported to the originator, where relief in very severe cases has
been experienced in one hour and a cure effected in
twenty-Aur hours.
There is a very natural reason for this. The bark, and
even the leaves, or “needles,” of White Pine contain
eminent medicinal qualities The Indians
employ ed the
bark of W hite Pine in treating diseases long before the
settlement of America by Europeans. One instance confirming this may here be given.
James Cartier, a bold French mariner, as early as 1534,
sailed along the northern coast of North America, and
was the first among discoverers to enter the Kiver 6t.
Lawrence. On his retnrn down the river, he found his
men sadly afflicted and disabled by what sailors call the
scurvey. Its ravages were fetal, and the survivors were
scarcely able to bury the dead Some of the Indians
along the shore were likewise attacked by the same disease, but Cartier observed that they soon recovered, lie
therefore earnestly enquired about their mode of treatment, and they pointed out to him a tre£7 the bark and
leaves of which they used in decoction, with signal success.
Cartier tried the same remedy, and had the gratification of seeing all of bis crew who were afflicted
rapidly
improving. This tree was the White Pine.
A wash of the bark, steeped iu
water, is exceedingly
useful in reducing inflamation and cleansing old sores.
In fine, the virtues of White Pine Bark are known
every
where, and this, doubtless Is oce grand reason why the
White Pine Compound was so favorably received at the
first.
The past year has
a great opportunity to test the
virtues of the White Pine Compound. It hss been an
uuusual time for Colds and Coughs, aud very large
quantities of the White Pine Compound have been sold
and used with the happiest effects. It speaks well for the
Medicine, that the people living where it Is prepared
are high in its praise.

strong and motive; renders tne stomach powerless to
digest the food, and has ior its attendants,

One

Metaphysical

Full information will be furnished in regard to
the above and all other Companies in the market,
upon application at our oflioe, personally or by let-

T. C. LOMBARD.

ROOMS, fcrnlshed
unfurnished*
with board, at 77 Free street.
SHITS
Transient
boards; accommodated.
OF

We offer as "A No. 1.” Although not producing
at present, the prospeot at least equals that of the
Columbia Oil Company, of Pittsburg, at the time ot
organization, whioh has paid on an original sui scrip,
ton of *2000 a net profit of $&4,60Qin two years, and
oontinues to pay in the same ratio.

not

Every

Venango

Company,

to have gained lavor like the White
Compound. This Meuicine was fir: t made as
as
the spring of 1866, and then merely lor one
lately
individual, who was affected with an inflammation
ot the throat. A cure was effected by it.
This induced others to apply for the same remedy, and
one
every
using it received a great benoiit. lbe article, however, went without a name till November
tallowing,whea it was called White Pine Compound.
During that month it was advertised lor the first

_

WHITE PINE COMPOUND FOR DIABETES.

I

from Asa Goodhue, Esq., of Bow,
New Hampshire.
For sixteen years or more 1 have suffered much at intervals, from what at first was called kidney complaints,
but a year ago last December 1 fell sick, and my attending physicians pronounced my disease Diabetes. The
prostration of my system was so great, and of so
long continuance that neither relatives, neighbors nor
physicians expected that I could possibly live through
the spring. The same was my own opinion.
Near the last of March, 1859, being well acquainted
with Dr J. W. Poland, I felt inclined to test the value of
his White Pine Compound, as the article was highly
reccommended for inflamation of the kidneys. A bottle
of it was procured, and immediately after commencing its
use I began to amend.
My strength gradually returned,
the severe pains subsided, and in the fall 1 was able to
attend to considerable business. I Lelieve Dr. Poland’s
White Pine Compound, under God, has been the means of
my recovery thus for.
To Bay that I ever expect to have perfect health again,
is out of the question at my ate, (64 ) But tfcU I will
say, that while I use the Compound, my health is very
comfortable. When I have relinquished its use, the severe
pains have returned, and all the disagreeable symptoms
of my disease. But a return to the use of the
Compound
has produced immediate relief.
During the eleven months, in which I have beten taking this medicine, I have used not quite five bottles In
a word, let me say to all afflicted with similar
complaints
to mine, toy Dr. Poland’s White Pine
Compound.
ASA UOODHUE.
The White Pine
Compound, advertised at length in
Our columns, is not
only as to its name inviting, but is a
highly approved medicine. Dr. J W. Poland, the inventor, has the confidence of the many who know him, a
confidence which he enjoyed while laboring usefully maHis experience as a
ny years as a Baptist minister.
sufferer led him to make experiments which issued in his
medical discovery.—Boston Watchman and nrfleet or
The Editor of the Manchester Daily and Weekly
Mirror, in a leader of the Dally, thus writes of the

Compound:

“The White Pine Compound is adve-tised at much
length in our columns, and we are happy to learn that
the demand for i; is increas'ng beyond all previous ex
pcctations It is the very best medicine for coughs and
colds that we know of, and no family that has once used
it will ever be without it. We
speak from our own knowledge that it is sure to hill a Cold, and pleasant as sure.
The greatest inventions come by aceident, and it is singular that the White Pine Compound m:*de for Colds and
Coughs, should prove to be the greatest remedy for kidBut so it is. We cannot doubt
ney difficulties known
it, so many testimonials come to
from well-known
men.
Besides, the character of Dr Poland is such, that
we know that he krill not countenance what is
wrong
For years a
clergyman, studying medicine to find
remedies for his ailments, with a delicate
consumptive
look, standing with one foot upon the grave, he made the
discovery which has saved himself and called out from
hundred* of others, the strongest testimonials possible.
We have known Dr. Poland for years, and ne.er knew a
more conscientious,
honest, upngbt man, and are g'ad ta
state that we believe whatever he says about bis
White

Baptist

Pine Compound.”

The White Pine

Proprietors.
Sold in Portland by W. F. Phillips, H. H. Hay
tad all other declare.
maroMsodlyM

Compound,

GEORGE W SWETT, M.D., Proprietor

No.

5

ROOMS,

Temple

Street.

he can be consulted
and with
the utmost confidence bv the afflicted, at all
hoars dally, and from 8 a m. to*9 p.m
Dr. 11. addresses those who are suffering under tho
affliction of private disease, whether arising from
impure oonneotion or the terrible vico ol self-abuso.
Devoting bis entire time to that pat ticular branch of
the medical profession, he feels warranted in Guabaktbkimo a Curb ik all Cabbb, whether of long
standing or recently contracted, entirely removing
the dregs oj disease from the system, and making a
perfect and PERMANENT CURB.
lie would eall tho attention ol the afflicted to tho
fact of his
long standing and well earned rt potation,
furnishing sufficient assurance of his skill and tfuo-

privately,

WURKE

CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC.
and thinking person must know
that remedies handed cut
lor general use should
have their efficacy established
by well tested experience in the hands of a
regularly educated physician, whose preparatory studies tits him lor ail the
dutiea he mustflulhll; y© theooumry is Hooded with
poor nostrums and cure-alls, purporting to be the
boat In the world, which arc not only useless, but always injurious. The umorlunats should Lo fautiodlas in (electing his physician, ai it is a lamentable
yet InconlrOTertuble lact, that many syphilitic
patients are mademiserablu with ruined constitution,
maltrealment trom inexperienced pbys cians in
general practice; for it is a point generally conceded
by the best aypbjlograpbers, that the study and man*
agemeut of these complaints should engross th
whole time of those who weuld be competent and
successful in their treatment and cure. The inexperienced general pi actitioner, baring neither opportunity nor time to make himseli acquainted with
their pathology, commonly pursues one system t
oases making an indiscriminate
treatment, in
ase of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, Mer-

by

tjipst

cury.

HAVE CONFIDINCE.
All who have committed an excess cf any kind
whether it be the solitary vice of yout!*., or the sting
ing rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturer yearn
SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, are
tho Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait or the consummation that is sure to fo!«
low. do not wait for
and

Under

REV. J.
DR

Complexion.

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE.
You >g m n troubled with emissions in sleep a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth, tr< ated scientifically, and a perfect cure war
ranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes bat we are eoneultod by one
or more young man with the above disease, some of
frhom are as weak and emaciated as though they
had tho consumption, and by their friends supposed

to have it. All such cases yield to the proper and
only correct course of treatment, and in a short time'
are made to rejoice in perfect health.

MIDDLE AGED MEN.
There are many men at the age at thirty v,no tr*
troubled with too frequent evacuation* from the
bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or
burning sensation, and weakening the system
a
manner the patient cannot account for. Ua
examining uriDary deposits a ropy sediment will often be
found, and sometupes small particles of semen or
albumen will appear, or the oolor will be of a thin
mi kish hue, again changing to a dark and turbid
appearance. There are many men who die ol thia
didicuity, ignorant of the oanse. which is the

Fa

SECOND STAG* OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
a perfeot cure in euch
cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr,
ean do so by writing in a plain manner a aescr
iptiom
of their disease, and the appropriate remedies will
be forwarded immediately
All correspondence strictly confidential and will
be returned if desired.
DE. J. B. HOG !lfcf>.
Address.
No. 8. Temple St, [corner of Middle! Portland.
tr Bead Stamp tor eiroolar,
I can warrant

Elec tic Medical Infirmary,
TO THE LADIES.
DB HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies who
noed a medical
adviser, to call at his rooms, No. g
which they will lind arranged for
accommodation.

Temple Street,

their

especial

Dr. H.'s Eleotio Kenovating Medicines are unrivaled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific andt
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will hna it invaluable in all coses of obstructions after ali other remedies have been media
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing
nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may bo taken
with perfeot safety at all times.
Sent to aay part of the country with full directions
Dtt. HUGHES.
by addressing
No. 5 Temple Street, corner ef Middle, Portland.
—

I

N. B.—Ladle* desiring may consult one of their
own mi.
A lady of experience in oonstant attendjanl 1865 dAwiy

Elixir!

elixir

DR. WRIGHT’S

REJUVENATING ELIXIR!
OB.ESBENCEOF LIFE.
PssFAB*D»»o* Puni Tiuktablk Extract*
CONTAINING lOTBIKft INJURIOUS TO TMR
MOST DELI OAT*.

mHE Rejuvenating Elixir is the result of modern
dieooveriee in the vegetable kingdom, being am
entirely new end abstract method of oaro, irrespeotlve of all the old and worn-out system*.
Thle medicine hoe been tested by the most eminent medical men of the
day, and by thempronounoed to be one ol the greatest medical dieooveriee ol
the age.
One bottle will oure General
Debility.
A fow doses oure Hysterios in females.
Ono battle onres Palpitation of the Heart.
A few doses restore the
organs of generation.
From one to throe bottles restores the man
line*
and full vigor of youth.
A fow doses restore the
appetite.
Three bottles cure the worst ease of
ImpotonoyA few doses

cure

the

low-spirited.

One bottle restores mental power.
A few doses bring the roso to the oheek.
This medioine restores to manly vigor and
robm
health the poor, debilitated,
worn-down, and da
pairing devotee of sonaual pleasure.
The listloss, enervated
yonth, the overtasked mca
of business, the viotim of nervous
depretsion, the

ndividualsufferingfrom general debility,

weakness of

a

or

from

tinge

and permanent

organ, will all hud immediate
relief by the use of this Elixir or is-

of Life.
Price S3 per bottle, or three bottles for
Hi, and
forwarded by Express, on roooipt ol'
monoy, to any
address.
Bold by all Druggists everywhere.
senoo

DH. W. B. MEBWIH & Co..
BOLE

PB0PBIET0E8,
Mo. W Liberty-st. New Tor*.

CHEROKEE

PIULH

SUGAR COATED.
FEMALE

HEALTH

REGULATOR,

PRSSEEVEK.

CERTAIN AND SAFE,
For the removal of Obstructions, and the
fimarana
of Regularity in tbe Recurrence of
tbe
Monthly Periods.

They cure

or

obviate those numerous

Ityttself0IB irre<{ul*rity»
They cure
sftruation.

disease* tha.

amoving m® rregular

Suppressed,Excessive ur.d Painful Men-

They oure Green Sickness (ChloroBia).
They oure Nervous and Spinal Afifcctions,

pains im
tbe back and lower parts of the
body, H -aunesd^
FaUgue on slight exertion, Palpitation of the Hear*
Lowness of Spirits,
Hysteria, Sick Headache, Giddiness, etc., etc. In a word, by removing tne lrreg*
ularity, they remove the cause, and with it all the
effects that spring from it.
Composed of simple vegetable extracts, they oontain nothing deleterious to any constitution, how*
over delicate—their function
being to snbetitut*
strength lor weakness, wbieh, when properly used,
they never fhil to do.
All letters seeking information

promptly, freely

and

or

advice will t#

discreetly answered.

directions socompany each box.
91 per box, or six boxes for S6.
Sent by mail. Area of postage, on
receipt of prim
Sold by all respectable Druggiate.
I* all

Prioe

Dr. W. B. MEBWIN *
Co..
SOLE

W i IIbe MEalMtaNd In fntnn U the
ENGLAND BOTANIC DEPOT,

Wo. 106 Hanover Street, Boston

Unsightly Ulcers, for

Disabled Limbs, for Loss of beauty

NEW

promptly

G. G. CLARK A CO.

AT HIS

PRIVATE MEDICAL

Important testimony

Orders by mall, horn either dealers or oonsnmers
attended to.

Wholetale Dmggiett, New Have*, Conn.,

HUGHES

UK SOUND

no ono gee in s

plans

and
y ou are decidedly masculine—when
you wish you were a man;
when your life falls back into the domestic channel,
as
are
contented
a
woman; but have ever felt a
you
desire for more intellectual elbow room.
You have a good memory of lacts and principles
but the strength of your intellect lies in the reasoning department; and your reasoning power comes
from Casuality, Ideality. Goostractiveness, Meta-

amonginteMectual men,

Poor

Company will iBBoe Policies to be free alter
the payment of six, eight or ten Premiums at
the option of the insured, and at ratee as low as any
The issue »f Free Policies renders
other Company
it at leut equal if not superior to the participation

Sold by H. H. Hay A Co, Portland, Ue.

Petroleum

from

FOH THE

soft, glossy and beautiful,
main in any desired position.

circle.
In character and disposition you are pre-eminently womanly. In your intellect and tendency to rea-

THE

REYNOLD’S CRINOLA

E

Inducements to invest which are offered br the

lifetime battling

forms.

Sears,
Smith,
Clapp,

Subscription Books are still open at ofiiee for a
limited number ot shares, whieh can be secured by

It removes ail the wretched symptoms of this
loathsome malady, and averts consumption.
It cleans the head, deodorises the breath, and affords the most grateful relief.
It alleviates more agony and silent suffering than
tongue can tell.
It is noted jor curing the most hopeless cases,
that every known means failed in.
It cures Hay, Bose and Periodic Catarrh, of ths
most obstinate and violent tjrpis.
No form of Catarrh or noise in the head can resist
with this fell disease. His triumph is complete.
Dr Caodale's Catabbh Kbmkdy is a harmless
liquid, inhaled from the palm of .he band
Dr. It. Ooodale is known throughout th- country,
as the author of the only True Theory ot Catarrh
ever published.
Where its Origin—What its Ravages—Mode of Treatment—and Rapid Cure in all its

profit of S14S0

NEW PERFUME

penetrates the secret ambush of this terrible
disease, and exterminates it, root and branch,

its^pfluarafngp^

CO.,

■

Franklin

The Acme of Perfection!

J. W, Parmentcr,

C. 8. Whitehouse,
Charles Smith,

for the Atiantio

-♦--

REMEDY,

is

Country,

sieainsnips,''HiBBRVi A." "Caxrdokia,” “Britannia” and "United B inodoic,” are intended to sail

fortnightly

$10

organized under the General
laws of Massachusetts. The property consists of—
Company

This

of one passenger for every #6C0 additional value.
Feb. 18,1883.
dtf
L. BILLINGS, Agent.

Steam to and 7rom the Old

$300,000

...

$33,000 reserved for Working Capital.

James P.

The well-known favorite Clyde-built

PRESS,

00.

Par Value of Shares

THE STEAMERS

WmlUiMlmli'Oh

THE MAINE STATE

Capital,

—

every

You have strong social feelings—are capable of
loving as a Mend, wife and mother: and if properly
mated, socially, would feel at home in the domestic

doing

OIL

PETROLEUM

Dyspepsia is

been many severe

can

UAH

Pine

but the oompanion of a miserable life. It bas woll
been oalled the Nation's scourge; lor more persons,
both old and young, male and female, suffer from its
ravages, than from all other ailment* oombined. It
robs the whole system of its vigor and energy, gives

a sorrow.

and D

Portland and Boston Line.

City,

You oannot bear a frown; a smile is sunshine to
soul, while a frown is, to you, a blight, a storm

people

splendid and Cast Steamships
^frjawtCHESAPEAKE.Capt Willard,and
Capt.SH an WOOD, will
J^jSBjjrFKANCONlA,
until lurther notice, run as follows:
Leave Brown's Wharf, Portland, ovefy WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 4 P.M., and leave Pier
9 North River, New York, every WEDNESDAY

Poreit

or purpose to its legitimate
conclusion, fudging
of its merits or demerit* accordingly.
You appreciate Philosophy, and such persons as
have a philosophical turn of mind.
You relish wit, and readily perceive the ridiculous;
and ii you cannot carry the argument by direct logic you use the “Reductio ad Absurdum/’ and show
the unsoui-dnessoi the opposite proposition by disclosing its weakness.
You are capable o* making great discoveries; you
You oould not folhave the power of invention.
low in the footsteps ot others, although with your
large imi.ation you are capable 01 adapting yourself
to the forms and uf ages of society. You are not inclined to adopt o her peoples' thoughts.
You have large Ideality and Constructive!) ess,
which g*ves imagination and originality; you are
never better satisfied than when poring over some
new problem, cr following out some faint hint into
its legi imate and logical results. You are fond of
the beautiful and the new, and are inclined to make
combinations of wo ds, ideas and things, and not
easily puzzled with complications. You have a faculty for unravelling causes. Your Spirituality is
large, which elevates your mind into the unseen and
unknown. You promise yourself only so much happiness or succcos as you really work out; lor the rest
you trust to Providence.
Your love of ap: rotation isso large that you wish
the good will and favorable opinion of everybody;
you want all to give you a hear.y and generous re-

plan

son

Will yield
than

have

and vieinity cared by the
THEKE
which
be referred to,

pound,

CHART,

Wklls, September 1, 1883.

!

oases in boston
White Pine Comand hundreds of
cases of Kidney complaints, cured entirely by taking
the White Pine Compound, having been repoiteu
by druggists.
Among ail the popular medioincs offered for sale,

iseases

Prepared by the Proprietors o/“ Coe’s Cough
Balsam."

your

Well Producing Only Ten Bar
rels per Day.

Single

The

and

BROWN’S

R.

have a strong constitution, large brain,and
vitality enough to sustain it. You are organized for
health, and long life, having descended from a substantial, healthy, vigorous and long lived stock: in
many respects you have the organization of your
father, your nteliect espec ally. There is not more
than one person in ten thousand of either sex so
strongly incline J to reason logically. You are willing to stand by logical facts and to follow out the

and

And all

SiTOMACH AND BOWELS

action.

The ooet of obtaining this Oil.is

FBANCI8 CHASE^Supt.
oc31 edtf

SEMI-WEEKLY

Engines lot motive power, and is furnished with
Improved and costly Presses—Cylinder and Platen—
from the most oelebiated makers. We have In constant use one of HOE'S LABOR CYLINDER
PRESSES, cepable of throwing off 2 500 Sheets
an hour; one of Adam's Power Presses—the best
book press in the world; Adam’s and Potter's Fast
Machine Job Presses; Buggies’ superior Card Pres ;
Adams’ and Union large Hand Presses, Standing
Presses, and all the machinery necessary tor a well
appointed offioe.
The Dally Press Job Offioe Is believed to be as well
furnished as any similar establishment in the State.
Those sending order from the country may rely on
receiving prompt attention.
We execute all orders in the shortest possible time
and in the neatest and best manner.
We will do all kinds of printing as well and as
promptly, and as obeap as any other establishment
In the City, County or State.
All orders fb* Job Printing must be directed to
tho Daily Press Job OJJlce, Ho, Sit j Exchange street,
Portland, He.
The Job Offioe is under the personal supervision
of the senior proprietor, who is the CITY PBINTEK, and is himself an experienced praotioal workman, and employs only well-skilled mechanics la
this department of his work.

of& EdjSJ&S*"1”

JBd*e.

we can

Petroleum Stocks.

New England Screw Steamship Oo

to Feu
land.

court

Europe.

1864.

STEAMBOATS.

cannot fail to satisfy.

undersigned willfpay all Coupons attached CATARRH
THE
to Bonds ol the second Mortgage ot the Andro-

y...rr

and in

Keceipts and Certificates will he forwarded in exchange for available funds, without obarge; and

POSTERS,

mes,

Payment of Androscoggin B- B. Coupons.

scoggin R R. Co, that fell due in 1861, with interest
1.18 >6, on presentment at his offioe in PortHe also pays Coupons of said Bonds that fell
due before, with interest to June 30,18d4.
JABEZ O. WOODMAN,
Tr. of Trustee! of 34
Mortgage of the A. R. R. Co.
Feb 2, 1805.
feb4dfcv.3w

Phil-

)

and for Sale by
LEATHE & GORE,
68 Canal Street,

8w*

York,

in New

on

all persons wishing to invest in

Steamship Peruvian,

Feb. 1, 1365.

at a

Commission,

WttfTBR

Notes of Invitation, Visiting Cards, Lists qf Domes*, ete.. etc., of every variety and cost,

Portland June 1, 1864.

Caustic 8oda and Bleaching Powder.
CASK8 Cautic Soda,
P7O
Ti
Vr

and Sell Oil and Coal Stocks

Buy

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

other -Corporation Work, dons
promptness and fidelity.

-----

NOTICE.
undersigned, three of the corporators namin
ed
the aot entitled an Act to incorporate the
State of Maine Oil Company, hereby notify the
other cor orators that the first meeting under paid
act will be held on Thursday. February 16th, at 3

STREETj

Boston,

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

Stimuli, Beporfi, ud all kiwis of Fwphleti,

a.

Jacob McLbllaw, )
Committee
U. V. Bot, worth,
Wm. H. Stuart,
,
!-Lay
in* out
C. K Ladd,
John D. Snowman,
Sheets.
WM.

STATE

small that.

terms that

to be exc uded.
Each bid must be accompanied by a copy oi this
advertisement, and the names of two responsible
persons, (residents of Portland) to enter into a sufficient bon 1 as sureties for the faithful performance
of the contract.
The A. O. S. reserves the right to reject any oi
all bids not ueemed advantageous to the Government.
Proposals must be endorsed “Proposals for farnifthing Fresh Beef, Box 1622, Por land Post Office.’
The bids will be opened at the t me specified, at my
office, No 292$ Mor on Block, Congress street. Bidders are invited to be present
HENRY INMAN,
Capt. A A. Q. M. A A. C. S., U. S. A.

99

Leave Portland for South Paris and Lewiston at 7.40
A. M. Also Island Pond, connecting there with
trains for Montreal and the West, at 1.26 P. M.

Bill-lleada Ruled and Cut in the Neel*

SEALED

themselves accordingly.
Giveu under our hand9 this 7th day of Feb’y.
d. 1866.

until

And

Offiobofthe A. C.S., U.8. A, 1
Portland, Maine, Feb’y let, 1866. J
Proposals will be received at this office
until Monday, February 27,1866, at 12 M, tor the
supply of Fresh Beef to all the troops stationed at
ths Camps and Forts in the vicinity ol Portland,
Miine, for one year (or such les time as the Commissary General snail direct). The Beet to be oi the
best quality m quarters, with an equal proportion
of ore aul hind; necks, shanks ana kidney tallow

G. Soule,

ed)

I>

Cures
Grravel,
Kidney Diaeaseg

Indigestion!

all

OF THE

You

CJi^iada.

trains will run daily, (Sundays
iurther notice, as follows:

and

KXTBACTS FKOM

By Fowlkb

adelphia,

On and after Monday, Nov. 7,1864,
exoept-

|

■

Proposals for Fresh Beef.

Feb 8—td

Cards,

Dyspepsia

!

Pemberton Square, Boston.

PHRENOLOGICAL

TRUNK-RAILWAY,
Of

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

191

ity.

GRAND

JBiscoveiy!!

Cough.

-FO*-

and

410 Arch Street, Philadelphia.
46 Bond street, Neva For*.

EXCHANGE!

UP TRAINS.

Hand-bills,

JORDAN & WILDER.

Exclusive

DAN. CARPENTER, Supt.
dtl
Portland, Oot 81,1864.

city.

Business and Professional

a

The whole designed to relieve mothers, comfort
and amuse ohildren.and save the expense of a nurse.
Its motion is perteftly healthy and charming.

518
MRS.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

VERTICAL and noiseless Spring Cradle, easi-

Baby-Jumper, Baby-Horse, Baby-Walker, High Chair, Ottoman, or
Hobby Horse.

follows, until

—

Fancy Types

ment in the

Brown’s Baby-1 ender.
A ly converted into

as

Thursday and Saturdays.

INSURANCE POLICIES, BILLS OP LADING,
TIME TABLES, and all sorts oi LEGAL
DOCUMENTS, at short not tea.

LUC 111

—^

collection of

Will bear favorable comparison with any establish-

Bailey’s
Pat kmi
CasKPxas” and you can’t
down. Ladies, as well

—

metaphysical

PETROLEUM Mil (Ml STOCK

Sle,

MACHINERY,

Book and

I Don’t Swear
When you slip on the ioy
side-walk, but get a pair ot
slip

will leave

a.ua

attaohed.
Stages oonneot at Gorham for West Gorham,
Standish, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Sebago,
Brldgton, Lovell, Hiram, Brown held, Fryeburg,
Conway, Bartlett, Jackson, Limington, Cornish,
Porter, Freedom, Madison, and Eaton, N. H.
At Buxton Center, for Wost Buxton, Bonney EaSouth Limington, Limington, Limeriok, Neweld, Parsonsheld, and Ossipee.
At Saccarappa, lor South Windham, East Standisb, Sebago, Denmark and Bridgton,
Tuesdays,

Our Establishment is tarnished with all the ap-

Whinslow’s Machine Works, No. 1 Manuf. Block,
Union Utrect, Portland.

J. L. WINSLOW, Agent.

effectually by

oars

Railroad,

jan28dfcw3w

the

di36ase which infests

UK. I. K.

Colds, Coughs, Hoarseness, Sore
Throat, Croup, and Whooping

The World’* Great Remedy

l

PRICE #5.00.

Leave Saco River for Portland, as 6.30 and 9.40
A. M„ and 8.40 P. M.
Leave Portland for Saco River, at 8.00 A. M. and
2.00 and 6.80 P. M.
The 2.00 P. M. train out and the 9.40 A. M. train
into Portland, will befreight trains with passenger

BOOK AND JOB PRINTING!.

agenoy of

[EXAMINE.

Boston,

_Supt.

rjjfrjfffffi rA'i On and after November 1st, 1864,
fur-

Kidneys,.Constipation,Gravel,Files,

with all and every
human body, cured

DS. POLAND’S

For

Mrs. M. G. BROWN’B

daily, and

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Oil.

Olmsteads Improved Patent Oiler.

LOMBARD & GORE,

n<«»M of the

Paralysis,

YORK ^CUMBERLAND RAIL ROAD.

est

Your

from the Ear, Catarrh,
Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Asthma,
pofWttla, Consumption, Bronchial
Ajreouvns, luroai isimsuiues, Diseased Eves, Low
ofthe Hair, DyBDepsia, Enlargement of the Liver,

!

»»T10S

THE

MEDICAL.

MEDICAL.

white pine cohfouih,
Tho Great
con lliSPEPSIA CUBE
Popular Remedy

| Discharges

Portland
EDWIN NOYES,
at 7 A. M.

F«H

DEAFNESS,
Noises in the Head,

in Portland
at Kendall's

p. m. rn s train takes passengers
Mills irom the train from Bangor at 9.10 a. m.
Coenect>on Tickets are sold at Freeport,Brunswick, Bath, and all other stations between Brunswick and Kendall’s Mills, for Bangor ana all other
stations on the Maine Central R. R- east of Ken.

proved
Two young lawyers, Archy Brown and
Thomas Jones, were fond of dropping into
Smith’s parlor and spending an hour or two
with his only daughter Mary. One evening
when Brown had discussed almost every topic, Brown suddenly, in his sweetest tone,
struck out as follows:
Do you think Mary, you could leave father
and mother, this pleasant home, with all its
ease and comforts, and emigrate to the Far
West with a young lawyer, who had little beside his profession to depend upon and with
him search out a home, which it should be
your joint duty to beautify, and make delightful and happy,like this?’
Dropping her head softly on his shoulder
she whispered—
‘I think I could Archy.’
‘Well, said he, there’s Tom Jones, who's going to emigrate, and wants to get a wife; I’ll
mention it to him.’

petroleum!

Bangor and all stations east ot Kendall's Mills same

evening.

N. A. FOSTER & 00.,
Proprietors,

the passengers. At a way station the old gentleman stepped out to get a drink or buy a
douglwut, and heard the boll only In time to
rush ta the door of the eating house, and see
the train move oil without him. The old lady
ia her seat had been fidgeting, looking out of
the window tor his return, and when she saw
his plight, his frantic gestures for the train to
stop, as it moved lurther away, sho exclaimed—
‘•There, my old man-has got left! he has.—
there, see he has! Wa’all, she continued sitting back in her seat again, “I’m glad on’t—
t’s always been, “Ma’am you’d get left, all
imy i e ime, and now he’s gone and got left,
and I’m glad on’t I”
Her candid reflection on the accidtmt, and
the evident satisfaction she felt in the fact
that it was the old man, and not her, who was
left, was greeted with u round of laughing applause, Not a few of the ladies in the car
weie delighted that it was the old man, and
not the woman who had made the blunder, and
“gone and got left.”

MEDICAL.

MEDICAL.

—L---.---_-

CALORIC POWER

A comfortable old couple sat a seat or two
In front of us on the railroad, during one of
the hottest days last summer. The journey

Save

PETROLEUM.

■—r- !'■

feb6cod&eowlv

PROPRIETORS,

Uo.68Llberty-st.,No'w York.

the supervision of

W.

POLAND,

M. D.

SWETT will attend to the business
department,
to whom all orders should be addressed.

Sold by wholesale and retail dealers in medicine

elsewhere-

photograph ROOMS,
1Q1 Middle
et.,

H. H. HAT, WHOLESALE AGENT TOB
PORTLAND.

eod&n—wltime.

■OTtOU

PORTLAND.

